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FOREWORD
This report summarizes the mission and system requirements and accompany-
ing design definition for the Engineering Technology Verification Platform
(ETVP). The ETVP was selected at the end of Part 1 of the study for use as a
model system to study space construction concepts and processes. The system
requirements, platform design definition, and related rationale in this docu-
ment are the study products from Tasks 6 and 7 of Contract NAS9-15718, Space
Construction System Analysis Study. This contract effort was conducted by the
Space Operations and Satellite Systems Division, Space Systems Group, of
Rockwell International Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Johnson Space Center. The work was administered under the
technical direction of the Contracting Officer's Representative (COR),
Mr. Sam Nassiff, Spacecraft Systems Office, Spacecraft Design Division,
Johnson Space Center.
The study was performed under the direction of Ellis Katz, Study Manager.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
1. i . i Purpose
.
This document summarizes the top level system requirements and presents
the accompanying conceptual design for an Engineering and Technology Verifica-
tion Platform (ETVP) system. The ETVP is intended to be a versatile tool or
facility for use in developing both large area space systems technologies and
then in developing "user technologies" which require large area space systems.
The ETVP concept was selected at the end of Part I of the study to be the
reference configuration for the analysis of space construction processes and
technologies. Thus, the purpose of this document is to present the system
scenario/requirements and rationale along with a preliminary conceptual design
for the ETVP system.
Sufficient platform design definition is required to satisfy several key
needs, (1) to enable design interactions with the construction processes to be
understood, (2) to verify the feasibility of construction out of the orbiter,
and (3) to establish trends and determine sensitivities to mission resource
requirements. Although design completeness is required to satisfy these needs,
emphasis was on the rapid development of a representative and reasonable design
with traceable requirements rather than highly rigorous approaches required to
produce an optimized design. Where insufficient data were available and/or
where extensive trades would be required to determine optimum characteristics,
sensible judgments were applied based on appropriate qualitative factors to
establish needed system requirements and definitions. In this way, a suitable
platform design was developed while conserving resources for the main study
objective of construction analysis. The resulting platform definition serves
as a model for the space construction analyses.
1.1.2 User Survey
The requirements development included a "user" survey in which key contacts
were made with members of private companies and with government agencies to
determine the general acceptance, fundamental needs and/or desirability for an
ETVP type system. The consensus viewpoint indicated the ETVP could serve an
important role in many future space projects. Candidate payload areas were
identified and usage scenarios prepared as a rapid means for defining system
requirements. The advanced communications technology mission as a rapidly
growing world need was selected as the reference payload for use in quantify-
ing specific payload interface requirements.
1.2 ORGANIZATION
This document is organized into two main sections, System Requirements and
Platform Design which are followed by a series of supporting appendixes.
s"Ifts systems Division OD Rockwellspas systams Group	 Intematlonal
The System Requirements section begins with an all encompassing statement
of system objectives which drive the system requirements. This is followed by
paragraphs on the major mission and subsystem requirements which are derived
from the mission objectives with emphasis on the advanced communications
technolog;, mission/payload.
The Platform Design section defines the platform configuration which
evolved from the mission and subsystem requirements.
The appendicies contain various trade studies and supporting rationale
for selection of specific elements or features of the platform configuration.
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2.0 ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY VERIFICATION
PLATFORM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
This section summarizes the top level system requirements for the
Engineering and Technology Verification Platform (ETVP). These requirements
form the basis for the preliminary design activity necessary to define and
size the platform hardware. The resulting preliminary design is used as a
reference configuration for end-to-end space construction analyses. The main
purpose of the construction analyses is to define preferred construction
methods and processes, identify the important interactions between the plat-
form design and the construction system design and operation, aad to outline
the important technology development efforts required to support the design
and space construction of the ETVP.
2.1 ETVP SYSTEM OBJECTIVES
2.1.1 Introduction
The Engineering and Technology Verification Platform (ETVP) is intended
to be a versatile development tool r facility able to support a variety of
test payloads. It is envisioned to have an IOC in the late 1980's time period.
In addition it is intended to serve as a demonstration project for large area
systems requiring construction in s ,ace. In meeting these objectives the ETVP
must also provide high legacy value to even larger future space constructed
systems such as the Satellite Power System. The implications of these three
objectives are discussed in the fol owing paragraphs.
2.1.2 Technology Development Facility
In the role of a developmental tool the ETVP is envisioned to be a shuttle
tended free-flying facility with LEO and GEO capabilities for supporting large
user payloads requiring any of the fallowing features: more than one shuttle
flight for delivery/assembly, more electrical power or longer mission duration
than the shuttle can economically provide. Candidate users include communica-
tions development, SPS technology advancement payloads, space based radar, high
resolution radiometry and large optical systems and their applications.
To focus the scope of the ETVP design effort the system requirements to
be specified herein will be based on the advanced communications technology
needs. This avoids the need for developing rigorous definitions of user pay-
loads for all categories. It is intended, however, that the basic ETVP design
concept be suitable for all user categories, but, to save study resources the
configuration to be used for construction analyses will be sized to support
the communications development mission. It is felt that the structure could
be lengthened, if necessary, to meet other payload needs and that detailed
subsystem elements could be resized to reflect the specific needs of other
payloads. None of these potential resizing characteristics is expected to
significantly affect the construction analysis, and thus, while the ETVP
design used as a reference configuration in the study is to be based on the
2-1
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communication payloads, it and the construction processes derived from it
will fundamentally have the capability of supporting all payload categories.
it is believed that an ETVP concept designed for reasonable levels of
versatility, once it is placed in operation, will be utilized by the entire
user community. Payloads will be sized and tailored to it much the aame as
payloads are now being designed to fit in the Orbiter cargo bay. Thus, inas-
much as the orbiter will become the main element in the space transportation
system, the ETVP can become a basic development facility or tool for further-
ing various technology areas.
2.1.3 Demonstration Project
As mentioned earlier, in addition to being a versatile development tool,
the ETVP is intendee to serve as a demonstration project for large area space
systems. In this capacity it can provide experience and learning in the
design and construction of lightweight space structures and can actually
serve as a test-bed to explore the behavior of space structures in the zero
"g" gravity gradient and thermal environments. It could also serve as a
meaningful experiment and demonstration in the area of control dynamics
interactions with structural modes.
It could be outfitted with appropriate instrumentation and during the
initial mission phases following construction, special test operations could
be performed to produce the desired dynamics data. Certain structural behavior
data could be developed for the structure alone ( no modules or subsystems
installed) if they were needed for basic technology reasons. This would
require a construction strategy calling for completion of the structure before
the installation of systems and components. This may not be the optimum
strategy, but it does represent some of the versatility and options available
to maximize the overall ETVP project effectiveness and its value to the
national space program.
Similarly, the platform could further be used to investigate system
interactions with orbit transfer propulsion in terms of TVC dynamics and
loads and vibration en vironments imposed on subsystems and payloads. It
would naturally serve as a useful demonstration covering facets of space
construction such as beam joining /welding, module/component installations,
structural alignment, etc.
Another very important technology objective could be in the demonstration
of on-orbit servicing techniques and concepts, possibly including both manned
servicing modes and remote / teleoperator modes suitable to early GEO applica-
tions (before manned missions to GEO are possible). Additionally, experience
will be gained in high power (and possibly high voltage) electrical power
generation, distribution and switching systems and components. Thus, in
addition to being a development tool the platform can be considered as a jet
of experiments in itself, particularly ! .iring construction and initial mission
phases.
2-2
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2.1.4 Lacy
To achiwve the final project objective, high legacy value, a configuration
concept with a high potential for automation and high construction productivity
is required. A tri-beam configuration made up of space fabricated beams with
cable bracing to rigidise the structure will meet this obiective. It offers
the automation and packaging efficiency of space fabricated beams and related
construction processes and will give experience in the erection of three-
dimensional structures that will be needed for future large area space systems.
The philosophy reflected in these three objectives will be used in estab-
lishing system/subsystem requirements for the ETVP. It will basically be de-
signed and sized for the advanced communications mission for construction
analysis purposes, but it will have the inherent capability for supporting a
variety of user areas and to also serve as a test-bed, demonstration project
covering many large space system issues.
2.2 CAnIDATE PAYLOADS
2.2.1 Introduction
.Beginning in the fall of 1978, the need for better understanding of future
space requirements was keenly felt as a strong driver on platform construction
design. As the first step, an initial industry survey was made in the fall of
1978 which investigated the utility of a large space platform for the common
carrier industry. Most carriers NU, ASC, SBS, COMSAT) are in favor of large
platforms, especially if replacement and repair of communications systems is
feasible in geosynciironous orbit. AT&T was the least enthusiastic and pointed
out problems of sharing space on a platform by a multitude of users (ownership,
cost, interference, reduction in competition, the alternative approach of large
capacity increase of ground facilities at possibly lower cost).
In February, Collins Transmission Systems Division of Rockwell was asked
to perform a communications platform study to include:
• Capability of current satellite constellation
• Projected future demand
• Capability of future satellites
• Projection of possible saturation of orbital arc and frequency
spectrum.
• The use of a multiple beam communications platform to relieve
congestion by frequency reuse.
• The evolution of the communications platform concept.
The study was completed and published in the Part I Final Report,
Document SSD 79-0126, June 1979. This report concluded that due to the
extraordinary growth of satellite communications, the limited bandwidth, and
the crowded occupancy of the orbital arc, saturation will occur in the 4/6 GHz
band in 1989-1992 and in the 12/14 GHz band in 1993-1996. This saturation is
due to the single-bean per satellite systems in present use. By utilizing
2-3
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multiple-beam satellites, the frequency reuse factor can be greatly increased
and the saturation alleviated so that much more traffic can be handled.	 The
study went on to recommend an Engineering and Technology Verification Platform
to verify certain multiple-beam antenna characteristics in time for commercial
platform applications in the 1990 to 1994 time frame.
	 At the same time this
antenna work is being carried out, the report recommended that other users
share in the use of the Engineering and Technology Verification Platform in
order to reduce cost and to benefit from redirected use of the multiple-beam
antenna.	 Suggested user experiments included:	 propagation measurements, RFI,
low-cost TV, electronic mail pilot program, data relay, and emergency aircraft
s beacon locating.
2.2.2	 User Survey
A user survey for candidate payloads for the Engineering and Technology
Verification Platform (ETVP) was made during the summer of 1979. 	 The survey
was conducted with three major thoughts in mind: 	 (1) continue common-carrier
survey to review ETVP systems concept with system specialists in the communi-
cations industry, (2) review selected antenna multiple-beam pilot-test concepts
with antenna specialists, and (3) identify experimental payloads (other than
the multiple-beam antennas) for possible testing on the platform.
This survey began by reviewing satellite communications system studies
recently conducted by Aerospace, Ford, Hughes, Western Union, Comsat, ITT, and
Rockwell.	 Three pilot antenna systems suitable for testing on the platform
were selected.	 Fourteen questionaires detailing these concepts were mailed
out for user response.	 Each potential user was then telephoned for response
(most people did not reply to the mailed questionaire) and those found to be
interested were visited (see Figure 2.2.2-1).
The briefing used on the user survey trip and the full results are given
in Appendix G.	 A summary of results is given here in Table 2.2.2-1.
	
Other
payloads which have been suggested for the ETVP are:
• SPS Development Test Payloads
• Soil Radiometer, Antenna, 30-m (NASA Langley/GE)
• Infrared Radiometer, Antenna, 2.5-m (SAMSO/Rockwell)
• Land-Mobile Radio, Antenna, 50-m (NASA Headquarters/Aerospace)
• Interferometer, Ships, Aircraft Location (NASA Goddard/Hughes)
• Pilot Testing of Space-Based Radar Antenna Concepts, Antenna, 40-60-m
(RADC)
2.2.3 Payload Definition Summary
Four antenna concepts were selected for pilot testing on the ETVP, three
from reference studies and one from the user survey. The four concepts are:
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Table 2.2.2-1. User Survey Results
FAVORS ETVP PROBLEMS
Western Union Switching, timing and buffering
• Cost
• Non-continguous beams favored
Comsat NASA funding
• Repair, replacement in space
NASA Headquarters • Test switching between 20/30 & 12/14 GHz
• 20/30 GHz capacity may preclude large platforms
• Favors NASA/commercial joint venture
Joint Council Ed. TV • Ed. TV needs to be self-sustained
• School timing problems
General Electric • Single point failure
• Antenna isolation
• 20/30 & 12/14 GHz capacity may preclude large
platforms
• BFN best solution
Bell Labs Sidelobe problem
• Scanning best solution
• Lab demo progressing
Rome Air Dev. Center • Interested in phased array radar test on ETVP
DOES NOT FAVOR ETVP
AT&T Long Lines • Not feasible
• Too costly
• Projected demand too high
• Plenty of ground capacity
1. A scanning phased array which uses movable spot antenna beams to
communicate to dispersed ground stations in a Time Domain Multiple
Access (TDMA) mode. As many as 20 fixed beams and 10 pairs of
movable beams are envisioned for a full commercial system. For
the pilot test only one pair of movable beams and four fixed beams
need be tested to checkout this concept.
2. A number of fixed beams (100 to 250 for the full future system) of
which a significant fraction needs to be contiguous and all need
good sidelobes. One solution to this dual problem is to use multi-
mode corrugated feedhorns (for their sidelobe performance) and to
interleave the spots from three antennas to obtain contiguous cover-
age. For the pilot test only two interleaving antennas need be used
with 10 multimode horns each.
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3. Another fixed beam concept is one in which good sidelobes and
contiguous coverage is given by beam-forming networks. This
system has an added potential advantage of reconfigurability
in which imperfections in the parabolic reflector can be
partially compensated whether caused by attitude error or
thermally induced defocusing. The interaction of variable
phase shifters, hybrid networks, and the interleaving and
extraction of various frequency bands requires extensive test-
ing to verify this complex method. A pilot test with 10 beams
should be sufficient to checkout this concept.
4. The fourth concept selected for test on the ETVP was suggested
by more than half those people interviewed on the user survey.
The testing of the 20/30 GHz band by actual space/ground
communications links was very appealing. A second part of
this test is switching from 20/30 GHz during rainstorms to a
backup 12/14 GHz.
2.2.4 Other Possible Payloads
As mentioned in section 2.2.1 User Survey, there are 6 additional payloads
which are tentative candidates for testing on the ETVP. The reasons these are
not included as actual payloads at this time range from a primitive state of
development of concept to a reduced level of urgency as compared to the specific
communications technology payloads chosen. Nevertheless as time goes on one or
more of these payloads may indeed become a prime choice. Three of these candi-
date payloads of which more detailed characteristics are available are discussed
in this section.
2.2.4.1 SPS Development Test Payloads
The SPS technology advancement program is an on-going activity aimed at
developing a comprehensive understanding of the technical requirements, the
economic practicality and the social and environmental acceptability of the
solar power satellite for meeting growing energy needs. Specific SPS develop-
ment objectives include the following four primary areas and encompass both
LEO and GEO test situations. The four primary areas are: (1) microwave power
transmission system, (2) photovoltaic power generation system, (3) space con-
struction processes and evaluation, and (4) space structures.
Power transmission test issues include both klystron and amplitron 2F
power generator concepts, evaluation of the retro-directive phase control
system and factors affecting power transmission efficiency.
Photovoltaic power generation test issues include high voltage (up to
40,000 volts) power distribution and switching, arcing phenomena and high
voltage power loss to surrounding plasma.
Space construction test issues include automated fabrication processes,
large element assembly and alignment, large structure deployment and component
installation concepts.
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orbit satellites could sweep over target areas at relatively close range. This
eases the antenna size, but increases pointing and tracking difficulties. Better
choices seem to be a 6 hour orbit, 12 hour orbit, or even geosynchronous orbit.
It is desired to have something like a 50 km beam footprint. Consequently, the
antenna sizes are 90, 140, and 225 meters, respectively. Before the full scale
radar is deployed, system tests will be conducted with an antenna in the 40 to
70 meter range. A 60 meter version is shown attached to the ETVP in
Figure 2.2.4-2.
The rate stability of the platform should be at least 1/10 of antenna beam-
width over approximately 10 scan periods of the radar. This works out to be
.028/10 deg/sec for the 60 meter radar. The pointing accuracy can be about
0.25 degree since the radar images known landmarks. A data rate of 4 Mbits/sec
should be adequate for a radar which processes most of the data on-board. How-
ever, more data may be needed for a test system. In any case, 50 Mbits /sec will
certainly suffice. Gross sizing assumptions are:
Mass (kg)	 Power (Watts)
(2500 W Avg.) Transmitter	 1,100	 10,000
Processor, Receiver	 400	 1,200
Antenna, 60 m 0 ply)	 1,800
Active Lens, 15 m (3 ply) 	 400
3,700 kg	 11,200 Watts
2.2.5 Payload Requirements
The payloads to be installed on the ETVP shall conform to the
following requirements.
2.2.5.1 Paylo ad Location
The payload shall interface with the ETVP at one or more of the attach
ports. There are eight attach ports located at the ends of the four long cross-
beams. Although the three attach ports located on the aft thrust structure are
intended primarily for the orbital transfer propulsion modules, they may
be used for payload installation when otherwise unoccupied ( Figure 2.2.5-1).
2.2.5.2 Payload Installation
The payload shall be capable of installation on the ETVP in the following
modes:
1. In LEO, transportation and installation by the Shuttle Orbiter.
The construction fixture will be available attached to the ETVP.
2. In GEO, transportation and installation by Teleoperator. Tele-
operator docking ports are provided on the ETVP, located close
to the payload attach ports on the long cross beams. There are
no Teleoperator docking ports on the aft thrust structure.
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2.2.5.3 Payload Interface Configuration
The interface between the payload and the ETVP shall conform to the
following:
1. Attach port configuration ( Section 3.1.2, Figure 3.1.2-2).
2. Interface electrical connector (Figure 2 . 2.5-2).
3. Electro-mechanical latches (Figure 2 . 2.5-3).
2.2.5.4 Payload Power and Data Requirements
The electrical connector across the attach port interface shall supply the
following connections to the payload:
1. Two pairs of power leads. Nominal maximum power shall be 30 kW dc.
Note 1: It is possible to join together the power for the
two power leads and obtain pcwer up to 60 kW dc.
Note 2: The power available for the three attach ports on
the aft thrust structure is 2 kW each.
2. Four coax cables (Payload Data).
Note: Not supplied to the aft thrust structure attach
ports.
3. Four twisted shielded pairs (Housekeeping).
4. Five twisted shielded pairs to the crossbeam attach ports only
(Hardline Backup).
5. Two twisted shielded pairs to the aft structure attach ports only
(Hardline Backup).
2.2.5.5 Payload Pointing and Target Aquisition
Payloads shall contain the necessary equipment (servos, drive motors,
sensors, etc.) for target aquisition.
The ETVP shall maintain the following pointing accuracy in LEO and CEO.
Attitude determination 	 0.050°
Control dynamics	 0.1000
Structural thermal deformation 	 0.08011
The manufacturing and assembly inaccuracies between each ETVP attach port
and the Attitude Reference System in the SCM shall be measured during the ETVP
construction phase, and shall be recorded. The final installation accuracy
shall be within 0.21 deg.
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R
PAYLOAD
INTERFACE
CONNECTOR
ATTACH
PORT
_ LATCHES IN 3 CORNERS
(SEE FIG. 2.2.5-3)
Figure 2.2.5-2. Payload Interface Connector
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2.2.5.6 Orbit Transfer
Payloads installed in LEO and intended for operation in GEO shall survive
the orbit transfer maneuvers and accelerations (TJWmax • 0.2) without signifi-
cant degradation. Payloads may be designed to fold or retract in LEO and then
to deploy to operational configuration in GEO.
2.2.5.7 Thermal Control Requirements
The payload shall provide its own thermal control capability.
2.3 REFERENCE MISSION DEFINITION
2.3.1 Introduction
The ETVP reference mission contains 8 major phases in which any or all of
the following elements may differ; the character of the operations, the config-
uration of the flight system or the flight environment and/or mission geometry.
The 8 mission phases are shown pictorially in the mission profile of
Figure 2 . 3.1-1 and are listed as follows;
• Platform Activation
• LEO Tended Operations
• LEO Free-Flight Operations
• Orbit Transfer Propulsion Build-up
• LEO-GEO Orbit Transfer
• GEO Activation
• GEO Technology Mission Operations
GEO Servicing Operations
These mission phases begin after the construction of the ETVP is completed.
Thus, the various operating situations reflected within these mission phases
will serve as a basis for establishing system/subsystem requirements through
the active life of the vehicle. Each mission phase is described below in terms
of the types of flight modes involved and the mission operations to be performed.
2.3.2 Platform Activation
During this phase of the mission all subsystems will be powered up, initial-
ized and configured into an appropriate LEO operating mode. Although certain
continuity checks and other confirmation procedures will likely be performed
during the construction process, the activation phase will be the first time
all subsystems are fully powered and their operating performance verified. It
is envisioned that this mission phase will be accomplished with the shuttle
orbiter attached to the platform via the construction fixture. At the end of
this mission phase it is presumed the ETVP will be declared "operational" and
capable of achieving its LEO technology mission objectives. Prior to this
event, however, the shuttle may se;.arate, perform a final fly -around inspection
sequence and any other final cheuko , its which cannot be performed with the shuttle
attached.
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'rho construction fixture is presumed to remain attached to the platform
to aid in later shuttle revisits in LEO. This initial activation process could
also include checkout and activation of the initial payload systems installed
during the construction process.
The activation phase will occur at the construction orbit, assumed to be
250 nmi at 28 . 5 degrees inclination.
2.3.3 LEO Tended Operations_
As part of the LEO operations scenario it is envisioned that shuttle re-
visits will be required to add or exchange payload equipment and/or for servic-
ing either platform subsystems or payload gear. LEO tended operations, then,
include those mission periods when the shuttle is attached, but after activation.
Since it is likely the platform will operate at higher orbit altitudes than
suitable for space construction, the platform must perform a fly -down maneuver
prior to each shuttle revisit ( assuming shuttle payload delivery performance is
a factor in the revisit mission objectives). As a gendral guide it is presumed
that revisit missions will be scheduled at 6-month intervals during LEO opera-
tions. Shuttle attachment to the ETVP will be via the construction fixture,
which through its translation capability will provide access to needed payload/
subsystem locations on the platform. The platform is assumed to be powered
down for shuttle tended operation, but because of fixture translation require-
ments will be required to provide its own power. Cooperative rendezvous aids
are assumed to be provided by the platform to permit efficient shuttle rendezvous
operations.
2.3.4 LEO Free-Flight Operations
This mission phase is the main LEO operational period in which the tech-
nology payloads are exercised and operated to meet their respective development/
test objectives. This phase includes the platform fly-up and fly-down operations
to the payload operating orbits and back down to the shuttle revisit orbit. Pay-
load operating orbits are expected to fall in the 300 to 500 nmi altitude range,
but could conceivably be higher. Shuttle revisit orbit altitude is assumed to
be 200 nmi.
Various flight modes are envisioned to be required in support of payload
operations. These include LVH, IH and possibly LOS tracking of ground targets.
Body pointing to the sun or body pointing to a '.'DRS satellite may also be
required.
During payload operations the platform will provide electrical power,
pointing/stability and comet:,n ,c and control f+inctions to the payloads.
It is envisioned that any given flight mode need be sustained, disturb-
ance free, no longer than one complete orbit period since most line -of-sight
conditions in LEO are subject to interruptions, occultation, etc., within this
time period.
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2.3.3 Orbit Transfer Propulsion Build=
In addition to the LEO operations many technology payloads require develop-
ment testing in CEO. This mission phase, then, encompasses the activities and
operations involved in the delivery and installation of the propulsion modules
required to perform the LEO to CEO orbit transfer. The platform is envisioned
to be flown down to the shuttle revisit orbit (or as low as possible above the
revisit orbit) and then operated in a minimum drag configuration during the
propulsion build-up phase. The propulsion modules are assumed to be installed
from the ai:uttla with the shuttle berthed to the construction fixture. Propul-
sion checkout and readiness verification is also assumed to be accomplished with
the shuttle attached. After overall system readiness for CEO transfer is con-
firmed the platform will be separated from the construction fixture. The fix-
ture will be returned to earth with the orbiter. The platform payloads are
assumed to be installed and configured to their orbit transfer condition prior
to this phase.
2.3.6 LEO-CEO Orbit Transfer
	
This phase begins after the shuttle leaves following delivery 	 instal-
lation of the final propulsion module. The platform and payload a
.
 As are
presumed to have been configured for orbit transfer in the preceding . :fission
phase. This phase could include a period of LEO orbit coast to accurately
	
determine the orbit ephemeris and to :,thieve the proper nodal prait 	'.r the
perigee burn. The appropriate guidance data must be loaded int( the p'-. ')rm
G6H subsystem and the platform must be oriented to the required thrust'_ri
attitude. The LEO to GEO transfer may follow a direct ascent profile (typically
3 burns) or may be comprised of a series of perigee and apogee burns. Monitor
and command and control functions must be maintained during portions (if not
all) of this flight phase. This phase ends with the verification of satisfactory
completion of the final GEO insertion burn.
2.3.7 CEO Activation
This phase begins after satisfactory arrival in GEO. However, some posi-
tion ( longitude) adjustments m-y be necessary to achieve the placement precision
desired for the platform and are considered part of this mission phase. After
safe arrival the platform subsystems must be configured to their GEO operating
condition. This includes deploying solar arrays, switching from battery power
to the solar arrays, and orienting to an "earth looking" LVH flight mode with
the solar arrays sun tracking. The phase ands with the platform at its GEO
orbit position and with all subsystems verified as operational, including EW
and p5 stationkeeping functions. At this point the platform is declared ready
to support payload operations. Payload activation is not considered a part of
this mission phase.
2.3.8 GE_ehnololr Mission Oporations
Once the platform arrives at its assigned geosynchronous location, is
checked out and declared operational, this phase begins. The activation and
operation of all technology payloads will be performed during this mission
phase. The platform is presumed to be operating in an earth looking LVH flight
2-19
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mode with periodic stationkeeping maneuvers to control both East-West and
North-South drift. As a developmental vehicle, interruptions in payload
operations will be permitted for platform housekeeping functions (if required).
This is in contrast to the need for uninterrupted service in the case of
operational platforms providing commercial services. Platform relocation
maneuvers will also be included in this mission phase if they are required
for payload operations.
2.4 CONFIGURATION CONCEPT
The configuration of the ETVP is the result of implementing the following
objectives.
• The platform will have the versatility to accept multiple antenna
payloads or single large area payloads.
• The platform concept will have the capability to be configured as
an SPS test article.
• The stiffness (.005 Hz) of the platform will be compatible with
the antenna requirements.
• The platform concept will minimize the construction effort and
the construction equipment complexities.
• The concept will be compatible with STS capabilities and services.
• The platform will be fabricated and assembled from the Shuttle
orbiter.
• The concept will permit LEO servicing with/without EVA activity
and provide for remote servicing in GEO.
• The solar arrays will have the capability of 2 DOF and be retract-
able for boost to GEO.
• The platform will have the capability to be boosted to GEO utilizing
low-thrust chemical propulsion engines.
• Attachments to the platform, such as the RCS modules and antenna
payloads, will utilize a common berthing/attach port concept.
• Modules will be capable of being handled and berthed/attached to
the platform utilizing the orbiter RMS.
The platform as illustrated in Figure 2.4.1-1 utilizes a linear, tri-beam,
structural arrangement that meets the structural and operational objectives.
The construction operations are discussed in Report SSD 080-038, Construction
Analysis and are considered to represent a relatively minimum co:aplexity con-
struction and assembly process while utilizing the Shuttle orbiter capabilities.
This configuration imposes certain requirements on the replaceable modules
such as the RCS, payloads, and GEO transfer engines. The modules must contain
orbiter RMS grappling provisions, have compatible attach port physical mating
provisions, and have compatible utility interface connection provisions.
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The platform systems are all clustered in one location—the system control
module (SCM). The individual subsystem installations on the SCM require the
capabilities for remote servicing for GEO operations.
A detailed description of the platform, including a discussion of the
features on the replaceable modules and of the SCM, is presented in Section 3.0.
2.5 SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
This section outlines the main functional and performance requirements for
each of the ETVP subsystems. As indicated in Section 2.1, ETVP System Objectives,
the requirements are mainly matched to the advanced communications technology
development mission needs, but are also conceived to not preclude their adapta-
tion to other technology missions. Further, they are based on the reference
mission profile and ETVP configuration concept presented in Sections 2.3 and
2.4 respectively.
2.5.1 Structural Requirements
2.5.1.1 General Guidelines
Pur ose
The ETVP structure shall provide the support and mounting for the ETVP sub-
systems and for the payloads. The subsystems shall include RCS, orbit transfer
propulsion modules, the system control module, solar arrays and other equipment.
The specific complement of advanced communication payloads shall be as discussed
in Section 3.3.
The structure shall be designed to operate in LEO and in GEO and to trans-
port the subsystems and payloads without detriment from one orbit to the other.
Fabrication
The structure shall be capable of being fabricated and assembled using the
Shuttle Orbiter as a base in LEO. The structure components and material shall
be stowable to efficiently utilize the weight and volume capabilities of the
Shuttle Orbiter and to minimize the number of missions required for platform
construction.
Automation
The ETVP structure shall consist mainly of elements (beams) fabricated
automatically by the General Dynamics SCAFEDS beam builder. Other elements
shall be used as required to implement the functional and structural require-
ments.
The structure shall be designed to facilitate automatic assembly and join-
ing of elements and components, and for ease of installation of the ETVP sub-
systems and payloads.
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Materials
The materials for the structure shall be selected to minimize thermal
distortion.
2.5.1.2 Platform Structure
The structural requirements "significant" to the engineering technology
verification platform structure configuration and the particular supports for
subsystems equipment are described herein. The term "significant" refers to
those requirements that directly affect the structure configuration, member
arrangement, and sizing in a manner important to the construction fixture
design and the construction operations.
Tri-Beam Structural Requirements
The structural requirements delineated herein apply to the basic platform
tri-beam structure shown on Figure 2.5.1 -1, consisting of the basic machine-
made beam elements, the X-bracing system complete with intersection fittings,
the thrust structure, support strut assembly, outrigger stabilization struts,
and the subsystem attachment ports.
Construction Operations
The loads imposed on the machine-made beams during beam translation, beam
joining, X-bracing installation and tensioning shall not induce any permanent
detrimental deformation. The maximum imposed tension in any cord is 2360 N
(530 lb) t 150 N (34 lb).
The tri-beam structural configuration shall be fabricated to the follow-
ing dimensional tolerances:
• The departure from straightness along the length shall not
exceed .005 m/m.
• The section angle of twist shall not exceed .01 degree per
meter of length.
Attachment of subsystems equipment shall utilize "soft-docking techniques".
Orbit Transfer Maneuver
The structure shall sustain the loads induced during transfer from low
earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit, in conjunction with both the associated
pretension and thermal gradient induced loads. The thrust loading results
from the particular platform and equipment mass distribution (Section 3.2.1)
exposed to a T/W - .20. To preclude any significant load amplification,
sequential startup of the thrusters shall be utilized. The thermal gradients
used are the worst case of a 55°C difference between the individual caps in
any machine-made beam, between the average of the three caps in each of the
three machine-made beams, and between the average of the caps of each machine-
made beam and the X-bracing cords. The machine-made beam cord pretension is
i
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180 N (40 lb). The tri-beam X-bracing peak tension is described above. The
structure stiffness shall be compatible with the guidance and control system
to minimize delta V losses to acceptable levels.
Operational Confi quration
To permit the guidance and control system to maintain the antenna "short
term" pointing accuracy within .03 degree, the overall structural configuration
minimum modal frequency shall be greater than .005 Hz.
During operation of the communication antennas, the structural deformation
of the platform structure shall be limited to preclude rotation between the
communication antenna electrical axis and CMG reference axis to a value no more
than six minutes of are when combined with the antenna deformation. This value
shall be maintained during the worst combination of the following conditions:
• Thermal gradients of the magnitude stated above.
• N-S stationkeeping maneuvers utilizing 44.5 N (10 lb) thrusters,
E-W stationkeeping maneuvers utilizing 4.45 N (i lb) thrusters.
• Attitude control maneuvers utilizing 4.45 N (I lb) thrusters.
Both stationkeeping and attitude control thrusters shall be iniiiated in
such a manner that any cumulative structural deflections do not exceed the
six minute requirement specified above.
Subsystem Structural Requirements
The structural requirements delineated herein apply to the major supported
subsystems components, i.e., the communication antennas, solar array panel and
conductor runs, RCS propulsion components, rotary joints, and systems control
module.
Constructior. operations
The loads imposed on the subsystems equipment during all the construction
operations starting with removal from the cargo bay to installation on the
platform structure shall not induce any detrimental deformation in the structure
subsystem..
The installation of electrical conductor lines shall accommodate the dif-
ferential expansion and/or contraction of the lines relative to the supporting
structural elements without detrimental deformation to either the structure or
conductor.
Prior to the orbit transfer operation, the solar panels shall be stowed
and secured to the tri-beam structure as shown on Figure 2.5.1-1. The communi-
cation antenna feed columns shall be maintained in the stowed position as shown
on Figure 2.5.1-1 until completion of the orbit transfer maneuver.
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Orbit Transfer Maneuver
All the subsystems defined above shall survive the orbit transfer thrust
buildup, steady-state thrusting operations, and thrust termination segments of
the orbit transfer maneuver without any detrimental deformation.
Sclar Panel and Antenna Feed Column Deployment
Subsequent to orbit transfer thrust culmination and platform stabilization,
the solar panels and communication antenna feed columns shall be deployed, to
the configuration shown on Figure 2.5.1-1, without any detrimental deformation.
Operational _-ifiguration
The communication antenna structural elements comprising the feed column
and reflector structures in combination with platform deformation shall be
designed to limit deflections of the antenna RF axis to six arc minutes during
operation. The six minutes are to be maintained during the worst combination
of 55°C thermal gradients and the stationkeeping and attitude control forces
delineated above.
2.5.2 Electric Power Requirements
2.5.2.1 Introduction
The Electric Power System (EPS) shall provide all of the electric power
for the operation of the ETVP in LEO, orbit transfer and GEO. Electric power
during the construction phase and for ETVP systems checkout shall be provided
by the Orbiter. Electric power for untended operations between Orbiter con-
struction missions shall be provided by the construction fixture which remains
attached to the ETVP until orbit transfer.
2.5.2.2 EPS Provisions
The EPS shall have the following provisions:
Solar Arrays
The primary source of power shall be solar arrays. The solar arrays shall
be provided with two degrees of freedom:
I. A continuous 360 0
 rotation about the longitudinal axis of the
platform.
2. A ±40° "nodding" motion normal to the 360 0
 rotation.
The solar arrays shall have a power output at beginning of life (BOL) of
60 k1i at 258 Volts.
The solar arrays shall be capable of retracting and extending upon command,
They shall be retracted for stowing and transporting in the Shuttle Orbiter,
and for orbit transfer from LEO to GEO. The solar arrays shall be extended in
LEO and in GEO.
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Batteries
Batteries shall be provided to power the ETVP during eclipse V.^ riods. The
batteries shall have the capability of being recharged by the solo- arrays via
charge/discharge control equipment.
Distribution System
The distribution system shall distribute power to the ETVP subsystems
(including the RCS and the orbit transfer propulsion modules) and to the eight
payload interfaces at the ends of the long crossbeams. The distribution system
shall be capable of delivery 30 kW at each of the eight interfaces; addition-
ally it shall be capable of combining two 30-kW power sources to provide a
total 60-kW load capacity.
Payload Interfaces
The payloads shall interface with the ETVP via the attach ports at the ends
of the long crossbeams. Each attach port shall contain the electromechanical
and the electric equipment required to attach and operate a payload. The
electrical equipment shall include relays for switching of power sources and
converter/regulators to convert from bus do voltage to the required payload
voltage.
Control and Data Lines
Control and "Housekeeping Data" lines shall be provided to the ETVP sub-
systems and to the payload interfaces.
Wiring and Cabling Installation
Where possible, electrical wiring shall be pre-installed on the ground
(e.g., in the SCM, the solar array and rotary joint assembly). The cabling
along the platform longitudinal and the crossbeams shall be designed to
facilitate automatic installation during the ETVP construction period. The
long cable runs along the platform shall provide for differential thermal
expansion.
Redundancy
Where feasible, redundancy shall be provided throughout the EPS. The
power buses from the solar arrays and batteries to the ETVP subsystems and to
the payload interfaces shall be redundant. Spare control and data lines shall
be provided.
Checkout
Provisions shall be made for automatic checkout of continuity and function
of all the ETVP subsystems and payload interfaces. The checkout shall be con-
ducted from the Orbiter via a "drag :able". The SCM shall be provided with a
PIDA type connector to interface with the "drag cable" and to provide the
necessary checkout wiring.
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2.5.3.1 Introduction
The Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C) subsystem is divided into the
following five functions:
•Attitude Reference—sensors that determine the attitude of the
platform with respect to the local vertical or inertial space.
• Attitude Control—momentum exchange and mass expulsion systems
that are used to orient the platform.
• Translation Control—mass expulsion systems used to provide
thrust for velocity changes.
• Flight Control Computer—computer used to perform the computations
to solve the GN&C system equations.
• Rendezvous and Docking—transponder and terminal ranging aid for
GEO rendezvous and final precision closure/berthing control.
The purpose and makeup of the above functions are given in the following
sections.
2.5.3.2 Attitude Reference
The attitude reference subsystems shall determine the attitude of the ETVP
with respect to various reference frames. The sensor subsystem shall determine
the attitude of the platform reference to an accuracy of 0.05 degree. The
attitude reference hardware shall consist of:
1. Three inertial quality floated rate integrating gyros in a strapped
down configuration.
2. Three strapped down star trackers with an accuracy of 18 sec. The
three star trackers shall give the required accuracy of platform
attitude information in both LEO and GEO from which the platform
orientation to the local vertical and solar panel orientation can
be derived. The strap-down gyros shall be used during star acquisi-
tion periods and during thrusting periods.
2.5.3.3 Attitude Control
The Attitude Control subsystem shall supply the torques that are used to
control the attitude of the ETVP. There are two methods of applying torques
to the ETVP.
• Momentum Control by CMG
• Mass Expulsion by RCS
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The momentum storage shall be provided by 3 two-degrees-of-freedom CMGs of
10,500 nms capacity each. The CMGs shall be sized so that any two can absorb
the cyclic and secular momentum of 21,000 nms accumulated by the platform
during an orbit without disturbing the platform orientation.
The RCS, as used in the attitude control system, performs the maneuvers
described in Table 2.5.3-1 and dumps the momentum absorbed by the CMG ' s during
the orbital period. Momentum storage shall be sized to permit combined CMG
desaturation with orbital stationkeeping maneuvers.
Table 2.5.3 -1. RCS Attitude Control Requirements
Lc0 Requirements
Stabilization	 Attitude Error	 Time
2 Yr	 LVH, Y-POP	
0.1 deg	 75%
5.0 deg
	
25%
0.5 Yr	 IH, Y-POP	
0.1 deg	 75%
5.0 deg
	
25%
0.25 Yr	 LVH, Streamlined	 5.0 deg	 100%
ff- (
Attitude Changes
3 - Single Axis/day 	 50% @ 0.03 deg/sec, 50% @ 0.1 deg/sec
2 - 3-Axis/day	 50% @ 0.03 deg/sec, 50% @ 0.1 deg/sec
Orbit Transfer Requirements
8 - Single Axis 180 0 rotations @ 0.1 deg/sec
8 - j LEO period 3-axis attitude hold @ 5.0 deg
16 - 3-axis attitude rotations for target acquisition @ 0.1 deg/sec
GEO Requirements
Translation Maneuvers
E-W Stationkeeping and eccentricity control
N-S Stationkeeping
Initial positioning
Station repositioning (4)
Attitude Orientation and Control Maneuvers
4 - 3-axis maneuvers/yr @ 0.051/sec
5 - 3-axis maneuvers @ 0.10/sec
CMG momentum dump
30 day RCS backup
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2.5.3.4 Translation Control
Translation control of small 0V maneuvers shall be provided by the RCS.
Large AV maneuvers for LEO to GEO shall be provided by the orbit transfer
propulsion system.
The propulsion modules shall be capable of 3-axis attitude control during
the thrusting maneuvers. The TVC system shall accept commands from the Flight
Control Computer to steer the propulsion module thrust to give the required
thrust direction changes. The TVC system shall contain all the electronic and
electro/hydro/mechanical systems that are required to give satisfactory
response and damping through the frequency range. The angular sweep of the
TVC shall be ±5 degrees which shall encompass the limits of the travel of the
platform center of mass.
The RCS shall be utilized to make small orbit correction maneuvers to
counter orbit perturbation disturbances such as:
• Non-spherical earth
• Drag forces - Aero at LEO
- Solar Pressure at GEO
• Uncertainty in orbit velocity corrections
The RCS shall be sized to perform the preliminary QV budget given in
Table 2.5.3-2 along with the attitude maneuvers and stabilization schedule in
Table 2.5.3-1.
2.5.3.5 Flight Control Computer
The Flight Control Computer shall consist of two basic sections, the flight
system and the ground system. The ground based system contains the computing
capability required for state vector computations, the star map for the star
tracker, the computation of the AV requirements, and the dynamic model of the
ETVP for comparison with the actual platform dynamics for verification of
system performance. The on-board flight computer shall have the capacity of
converting the ground based commands to the correct analog or digital format
required by the sensors and actuators of the GN&CS. The on-board system shall
have the capability of providing autonomous GN&C in case of temporary loss of
ground based commands.
2.5.3.6 Servicing
The GN&C equipment shall be capable of being serviced in LEO and GEO. The
primary mode of servicing in LEO shall be by the Orbiter. The primary mode of
servicing in GEO shall be by Teleoperator or similar vehicle. Servi^ing shall
include repair, replacement refurbishing and other tasks as required.
ii
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Table 2.5.3-2. RCS Translational Requirements
r
ORBIT MANEUVER AV REQUIRED
nmi	 km m/sec ft/sec
250 -300 51.45 169
300-200 102.94 338
200-500 308.83 1014
500 -200 308.83 1014
200-300 102.94 338
300-200 102.94 338
200-500 308.83 1014
500-200 03 8.83 1014
Sum 1698.58 5577
20% Contingency 39.59 111
LEO TOTAL 2038.17 6692
GEO N-S Stationkeeping (7 yr) 349 1145
GEO E-W Stationkeeping (7 yr) 46
—U-1
1296
2 Station Changes plus return _ 23
GEO TOTAL 418 1371
2.5.4 Thermal Control Requirements
2.5.4.1 Introduction
The Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) shall provide for thermal control of
the ETVP to maintain structures and subsystems within acceptable temperature
limits. The TCS shall include insulation, heat transport, heat rejection
equipment and thermal coatings as required.
2.5.4.2 Payloads
No platform thermal control shall be provided for payloads. Payloads shall
provide their own.
2.5.4.3 Thermal Control During Construction
In some cases, subsystem modules and/or components will be installed many
days or weeks before the EPS system is activated. Platform power will therefore
not be available for thermal control. Sensitive subsystem equipment shall be
capable of 90 days of "cold soak" in the LEO space environment. If passive
techniques are not adequate, provisions shall be made for interfacing an
auxiliary power/thermal control package to maintain the required temperature
during the "cold soak" period. This auxiliary power/thermal control package
may be integrally designed into the subsystem unit or may be considered as
special construction support equipment.
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2.5.4.4 Thermal Control During Mission Operations
The thermal control subsystem shall provide adequate heat rejection capa-
bility to maintain subsystem temperatures during LEO, orbit transfer and GEO
mission phases.
Structural temperature gradients shall be controlled to limit cyclic
structural flexure and resulting misalignments (payload mount to platform
attitude reference) to less than .05 degree.
2.5.5 Tracking Telemetry and Control (TT&C) Subsystem Requirements
2.5.5.1 S-Band
The TT&C shall provide S-band links for tracking and control in LEO, dur-
ing orbit transfer and in GEO. The command data rate shall be a maximum of
72 Kbits/sec. The transmission capability (return link) for telemetry and
data shall be 192 Kbits/sec. The TUC shall have the capability to communicate
simultaneously with the Shuttle Orbiter, (directly in LEO, indirectly in GEO)
with GPS or with other spacecraft, see Figures 2.5.5-1 and 2.5.5-2.
2.5.5.2 Ku-Band
The TT&C shall provide Ku-band links in LEO to the ground through TDRS
with approximately 95% availability in time. Forward commands shall have a
maximum rate of 216 Kbits/sec and the return data rate shall be 50 Mbits/sec,
see Tables 2.5.5-1 and 2.5.5-2.
2.5.5.3 Test Capability
The TT&C shall have built-in test capability for performing tests to aid
in failure diagnosis for the ETVP subsystems. This shall be available for use
in the checkout performed subsequent to the ETVP construction, and during LEO
and GEO operations.
2.5.6 Reaction Control System (RCS) Requirements
2.5.6.1 Purpose
The purpose of the Reaction Control System (RCS) shall be to perform
stationkeeping and attitude control maneuvers during LEO and GEO and to per-
form attitude control maneuvers during orbit transfer.
2.5.6.2 RCS Sizing
In the Clarke orbit (geosynchronous equatorial orbit) the RCS shall provide
translation maneuvers to maintain a specified longitudinal position over the
earth within 0.05 degree and for attitude control in conjunction with the
translation burns.
The tankage shall be sized on the basis of a 7 year resupply interval.
The estimated requirements are shown in Table 2.5.6-1.
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Figure 2.5.5-1. Co=unication Links for ETVP in Low-Earth Orbit
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Table 2.5.6-1. RCS Propellant Requirements (7 Year Mission)
Translation maneuvers s/s (fps) k=	 (lb)
9 East-west stationkeeping 1493 (4609)
• North-south stationkeeping 349.0 (11454)
9 Eccentricity control 31.6 (103.6)
9 Initial positioning on station 600 (1906)
9 Station repositioning (4) 22.6 (74.4)
Total 423.5 (1389.7) 5303 (11666)
Attitude orientation and control maneuvers kg (lb)
• 4 - 3 axis maneuvers per year at 0.05 deg/sec 63 (138.6)
* CMG momentum dump 365.6 (804.3)
930 day RCS backup 4.5 ( 10.0)
,sTransfer orbit attitude eongrol 60.9 (134.0)
5-3 axis maneuvers at 091 Is
Total 494.0 (1086.9
Grand total propellant carried 596.8 (12752.9
Total RCS veight 8073.6 (17761.9)
RCS veight per quadrant 2018 .4 (4440.5)
2.5.6.2 RCS Location
The RCS shall be located to provide the optimum control moment and to
minimize ezhaust impingement on payloads and platform systems.
2.5.6.3 RCS Installation
The RCS units shall be designed to interface with the ETVP in the same
manner as the payloads at the ends of the long crossbeams ( Figures 2.2.5-1.
2.2.5-2, and 2.2.5-3).
2.5.6.4 Installation and Servicing
The RCS units shall be capable of being installed and serviced in L£0 by
the Shuttle Orbiter and in GEO by a Teleoperator.
Servicing may include repair or replacement of the RCS thruster units or
components thereof. It shall include replacement of complete quad modules based
on a seven-year resupply interval.
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2.5.6.5 Choice of Propellants
The propellants selected for the ETVP RCS shall be compatible with the
seven year resupply interval.
2.5.7 Orbit Transfer Propulsion System (OTPS) Requirements
2.5.7.1 Purpose
The Orbit Transfer Propulsion System (OTPS) shall be used to transfer the
assembled ETVP with payloads from LEO to CEO.
2.5.7.2 Location and Mounting Interface
The OTPS shall consist of three modules mounted on the aft thrust struc-
ture. The interface between the OTPS modules and the ETVP shall be similar to
the ETVP/payload interface, reference figures 2.2.5-1, 2.2.5-2, and 2.2.5-3.
Power and data lines shall be supplied from the ETVP to the OTPS through each
attach port as follows:
1. 2 pairs of power lines, 2 kW do
2. 4 twisted shielded pairs (Housekeeping)
3. 2 twisted shielded pairs
2.5.7.3 Transportation and Installation
Each OTPS module shall be capable of transportation to LEO in the Shuttle
Orbiter and of being installed on the ETVP using the RMS and the construction
fixture.
2.5.7.4 Propellant Storage Life
The quantity of propellant shall allow for boil off over the total storage
life which includes the shuttle turn around time between missions for installing
the three modules.
2.5.7.5 Thrust Vector Control (TVC)
Thrust Vector Control shall be obtained in pitch, yaw and roll by gimballing
the engines in the OTPS modules.
The modules shell be sized to the largest single module which can be deliv-
ered to orbit by the Shuttle (28,860 kg). Three such modules can deliver up to
41,100 kg from LEO to GEO. Propellancs can be off- loaded for platform weights
below this value.
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2.6 EM SERVICING REQUIREMENTS
2.6.1 Design Life
The ETVP shall be designed for an overall life of 20 years with a span of
7 years between normal resupply missions.
2.6.2 Scope of Servicint
ETVP servicing shall include the following:
1. Normal resupply of expendables (RCS fuel, batteries).
2. Removal/replacement of payloads. Payloads may be replaced
because of updated technology, new technology, and breakdown.
3. Removal/replacement of subsystems or components.
4. Robflair of subsystems.
S. Repair of payloads.
6. Switching of redundant elements built itito the platform.
2.6.3 Resupply, Replacement and Repair
Tht ETVP shall be designed for ease of resupply, replacement and repair by
use of the Shuttle Orbiter is LEO and by the Teleoperator in CEO. Docking
facilities shall be provided for access to all areas of the ETVP. The primary
mode of docking in LEO shall be by means of the construction fixture which
shall have the capability of translating back and forth along the platform.
Provisions shall be made to enable the docked Shuttle Orbiter to rotate a
minimum of 1360 0
 about the axis of the docking port. Because the construction
fixture will not be available in GEO, docking facilities shall be provided on
the platform for the Teleoperator. Such docking facilities shall be passive,
i.e., they shall not be equipped with active latches or with electrical inter-
connects. The Teleoperator shall be the active vehicle for CEO servicing.
Components which are included in the remove/replace category shall be
compatible with the Shuttle Orbiter RMS and with a similar manipulator system
on the Teleoperator. Suitable grappling fittings and targets shall be provided
to enable the RMS/teleoperator to locate and grasp the Component. The use of
a PIDA type mounting for components shall be considered where appropriate.
Where electrical connectors require make and break actions the design shall
ensure the correct alignment of the pins before mating.
2.6.4 Failure Diagnosis
The ETVP subsystems shall have built-in failure diagnosis capability.
The failure diagnosis system shall:
I. Switch redundant components where such capability exists.
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2. Advise ground control by TUC of failures and/or corrective
action taken.
2.6.5 Rend_ ezvo, us
The ETVP shall be provided with suitable equipment to enable the Shuttle
Orbiter and the Teleoperator to locate and rendezvous with the platform.
2.6.6 Redundancy
It is realized that initial concept definition studies cannot rigorously
deal with the many detailed issues involved in the massive three-way trade of
project cost /funding, component life /redundancy and various on-orbit servicing
approaches. However, the baseline system definition must include the identi-
fication of the basic elements of these issues in order to be complete. It is
necessary as part of a practical ETVP design to establish first order estimates
of the total subsystems hardware complement, including redundancy, which must
be delivered and installed as part of the space construction process. Thus,
a set of initial guidelines to be applied to the ETVP system was formulated.
The system requirements related to these issues can thus be identified and
while the assumptions applied here will be the subjects of much future analysis
during Phase B and C studies these preliminary requirements will meet the
desired design traceability objective set for the study.
The principal guidelines are summarized in paragraph 2.6.6.1 along with
the key supportive rationale. The application of these guidelines to the
individual subsystems are presented in paragraph 2.6.6.2.
2.6.6.1 Principal Guidelines and Rationale
Servicing Guidelines
1. The ETVP design concept shall be compatible with unmanned remote
servicing approaches.
Rationale: This is a basic "given" requirement grossly specified
in the contract SOW and later clarified in discussions with the
customer. It recognizes the eventual need and benefits to be gained
with on-orbit servicing and was input to the study to generate an
initial understanding of its impact on platform design and related
space construction processes. Manned servicing will likely be
employed during the LEO phases of platform operations, but the
unmanned remote servicing approach was specified as a design require-
ment in recognition o:: the high costs and potential early unavailabil-
ity of manned servicing to GEO.
2. Special operating modes or conditions shall be permitted during
servicing operations.
Rationale: The ETVP platform is a developmental tool designed to
carry a variety of experimental payloads. The value of the continua-
tion of experiment activity during servicing operations was not felt
1
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to warrant the probable cost. Brief interruptions in experiment
activity are not expected to have serious impacts on the national
space program or even the project utilizing the platform. This is
in contrast to high capacity commercial services such as the com-
munications platform in Part I of the study in which interruptions
could affect thousands of users. The main requirement affecting the
design of the servicing concept in tl-:at all essential functions be
maintained and/or the ability to ::ecJVer from an outage of the func-
tion is provided.
3. For current study purposes the design servicing interval shall be
based on RCS consumables as limited by GEO delivery capability of
three orbit transfer propulsion modules.
Rationale: The main issues affecting servicing interval are beyond
the scope of the study. They include technology growth rate and
related update requirements and intervals (mainly payloads, but
possibly subsystems also), redundancy and component MTBF factors, and
costs of increasing subsystems life versus costs of logistics and
servicing operations. Since these issues cannot be fully treated
here the arbitrary consideration of sizing to the lowest feasible
number of propulsion modules was selected as a cost driven basis for
establishing the servicing interval. With this approach the maximum
RCS propellant load which can be delivered on the platform to GEO
with three orbit transfer propulsion modules will be used. Based
1	 on preliminary platform weights and RCS consumption estimates this
is expected to yield a 5 to 7 year consumables life at GEO. This is
generally consistant with current estimates of desired technology
update intervals for communications and other developmental payloads.
Thus, this approach is reasonably compatible with payload update
requirements and assures a low cost platform within the gross
definition practice of initial concept studies.
Redundancy Guidelines
1. The ETVP platform system shall be designed with one tier of redundancy.
Rationale: This requirement is driven by program cost implications,
particularly "front end" costs, and also by the fact that the platform
is to be designed for on-orbit servicing. High levels of redundancy
and long life components lead to high program costs. Since the plat-
form is designed to be serviced in space we can capitalize on this
feature by designing to only one tier of redundancy, thereby reducing
program costs.
2. The ETVP platform system shall be designed to a fail safe criteria.
Options shall be permitted at the subsystems level to incorporate
fail operate capability if it is inherent in the subsystems design
or can be included at virtually no added cost.
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Rationale: Again, this guideline is driven by program cost considera-
tions, but it also recognizes that experimental programs are inherently
more tolerant of interruptions for servicing than systems providing
high capacity commercial services. The cost balance between costs to
assure non-outage versus costs due to an outage will invariably shift
toward the outage tolerant side for experimental programs. This is
mainly due to the lower cost impacts of outages with these types of
programs. No commercial revenues are being lost.
Note: There is one exception to this single tier, fail safe design
guideline. This is in the electrical power supply to the TTO
subsystem. To assure at least diagnostic contact with the
platform can be maintained in the event of a serious primary
power failure a second tier of redundancy is required. This
will provide emergency backup power to the TUC subsystem so
ground based diagnostic teams can analyze platform status and
determine a workaround solution to the failure situation.
Packaging Guidelines
The following general rules shall be considered in establishing packaging
arrangements for platform subsystems (particularly those in the control module).
They are in part based on or derived from the redundancy /servicing issues dis-
cussed above. They would also be affected by the design of the servicing system
which is undefined for this study. However, replaceable unit commonality and
access provisions inherently acknowledge potential servicing system influences
on the platform design. The main packaging considerations to be applied are:
1. Isolate redundant elements from primary units to allow independent
servicing of primary and backup units.
2. Consider grouping of backup elements into single replaceable units
in conjunction with commonality of replaceable modules.
3. Provide reasonable access to each replaceable unit considering
unamnned remote servicing modes.
4. Consider commonality of replaceable units to reduce design complexity
of the servicing system. Commonality can include such features as
size /shape, mechanical latching mechanisms, electrical connectors
and actuation concepts, installation alignment aids and module
retention interfaces with the servicing system.
2.6.6.2 Guideline Applications to Individual Subsystems
This section translates the general platform system guidelines defined
above into specific requirements for each of the subsystems. The main
elements of each subsystem are identified along with specific requirements
for redundancy and/or replaceability.
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Guidance, Navigation and Control Subsystem
1. Precision attitude reference package (includes star trackers, gyros
and accelerometers).
Requirement: Design as a single (non-redundant) replaceable unit.
Fail safe redundancy to be provided by a backup gyro pack plus sun
sensor.
2. Backup attitude reference package.
Requirement: Design as a single replaceable unit. This is the fail
safe redundancy identified above.
3. Coarse attitude reference unit (includes sun sensors and magnetometer).
Requirement: Design as a single replaceable unit. This unit aids
initia' 1 setup of precision pointing modes, but is non-essential in
that other techniques using other measured parameters (solar array
sun sensors, antenna gimbal angles, etc.) can be used in conjunction
with ground based analysis to perform this function.
4. Control Moment Gyros (CMG's).
Requirement: For baseline design use three two-axis CMG's sized for
any two to do the mission. This gives fail ops capability. All units
are to be space replaceable. An option exists to utilize a larger
number of existing CMG's sized to smaller missions. This could save
program costs. Similar redundancy (50%) should be applied with this
option.
5. Guidance and Control Computer.
Requirement: Design for dual replaceable units. This yields fail ops
capability and will assure a stable target for servicing revisit
operations (in event of primary computer failure) and will allow con-
tinuation of vital control functions during servicing operations.
Note: Rapid advances in solid state technology including adaptive
self-healing computers may make the GN&C computer a candidate
for exclusion from the redundancy/replaceability requirement.
Twenty year I%TBF computers would not require replacement.
Electrical Power Subsystem
1. Solar Array Wings.
Requirement: Design for the solar arrays to be integral with the
rotary joint (non-space replaceable). The system is comprised of
four PEP wings (two PEP systems) thereby having inherent redundancy.
The expected life in the combined LEO/GEO platform environment is
sufficient to perform the mission without space replacement.
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2. Rotary Joint.
Requirement: Design as an integral unit with the solar arrays as
above. The combined assembly is to be designed for space installation
and hence could be replaced in space. However, sufficient internal
redundancy in both conductor paths and motor driven units will be
incorporated to preclude the need for planned on-orbit replacement.
3. Main Power Buses.
Requirement: Design for dual main power buses. This will provide full
redundancy. Space replacement of electrical/signal lines is not planned.
A second level of redundancy is required in the form of an emergency
backup power supply for the MC subsystem. This will allow diagnostic
contact to be maintained with the platform in the event of a major
power failure as discussed earlier.
4. Energy Storage.
k	
Requirement: The baseline design utilizes seven batteries to provide
maximum continuous "day-night" power in GEO operations. This inher-
ently provides at least fail-safe capability in that the payloads can
time-share the remaining available power in the event of a battery
failure. If the payloads actually flown do not require the full power
_	
of she platform, complete redundancy may exist and time-sharing may
not be required. Battery charger units are integral with the battery
_	
module and thus provide the same level of redundancy. Battery modules
are to be designed for space replaceability.
5. Power Conditioning.
Requirement: The baseline design requires payloads to provide their
own converter/regulator functions. For platform subsystems (house-
keeping functions) dual converter/regulators shall be provided in
concert with the dual main power buses discussed above. Each C/R
unit will be space replaceable. A third C/R unit will be required
for the emergency backup power system supplying the TT&C subsystem.
This unit maybe integral with the TT&C subsystem and would be replace-
able with it.
6. Load Isolation Switches.
Requirement: In the baseline design these are integral with the pay-
load electrical interface unit and are pre-installed on special pay-
load attach ports. They shall be designed with internal redundancy
so that space replacement is not required.
Tracking, Telemetry and Command Subsystem
1. S-Band Communication Unit.
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Requirement: Design for dual replaceable units. This system provides
the vital data and command link for ground control of the platform.
It would provide essential housekeeping data for ground workaround
analyses in event of major platform failures. It also provides the
vital command link which may be required to establish a stable "safe"
rendezvous target for servicing revisits.
2. K-Band Communication Unit.
Re uirc cement: Design as a single (non-redundant) replaceable unit.
This system provides the wide-band data stream in support of payload
operations. Some redundancy for this data stream is inherent in the
payloads themselves (such as the communications technology payloads,
etc.). Even if some payload data is lost due to a failure in this
system it would not affect the health of the platform and could be
restored with a servicing mission. Thus, in the interest of lower
program costs only a single replaceable unit is specified.
3. Central Processor.
Requirement: Design for dual replaceable units. The central processor
is vital to the command and control of the platform, similar to the
S-band unit above.
3. Recorder.
Requirement: Design for dual replaceable units. Redundancy is required
to assure essential diagnostic data will be available.
Thermal Control Subsystem
1. Internal Freon Loops.
Requirement: Design for sufficient system redundancy to meet platform
design life. This system is internal within the control module and
thus highly protected from the meteorite environments. To avoid the
complexity/cost associated with designing for pump replacement (with
fluid couplings) built in redundancy is specified.
2. Heat Pipe Radiation.
Requirement: Design for sufficient initial surface area to meet heat
re- jection requirements over platform life span allowing for expected
heat pipe damage from meteorites. Heat pipe radiators are very damage
tolerant thereby imposing only a small increase in surface area to
yield a long service life. Thus, the complexity/cost factors
associated with space replaceability are also eliminated for the
radiator system.
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3. RCS Heaters.
Requirement: Design for sufficient redundancy to meet RCS quad
service life. The system would be replaced with the installation
of new quads after propellant depletion. It is integral with the
quad design.
Reaction Control Subsystem
1. Basic Quad Unit.
ReSuirement: Design for space replaceability. The 4-quad system
utilized
  on the platform is inherently redundant, i.e., any three
quads operative can perform the required stationkeeping and CMG
desaturation functions. However, the propellant remaining in a
failed quad at the time of the failure would be lost from the mission
requiring earlier than planned RCS replacement servicing.
2. RCS Thrusters.
Requirement: Design for redundant thruster nozzles if required to
meet thruster life/burn time limits. The thrusters are an integral
part of the quad unit and will be replaced with it.
2.7 GROWTH REQUIREMENTS
There are two types of growth considerations which must be applied
to the ETVP: (1) built-in extra initial capacity, and (2) design adapta-
bility to future sizing.
The built-in extra initial capacity refers to oversizing the system
capacity to support additional payloads and/or higher than estimated support
needs for individual planned payloads. In the current ETVP concept this
includes extra payload attach ports with their electrical and signal interface
services. Also, electrical power service at each payload attach location
includes two 30 kW power buses which can be combined to provide a total of
60 kW at each location. This allows the flexibility for installing a high
power payload at any location. Other forms of built-in extra capacity could
be the capability for additional flight modes such as special inertial hold
orientations and/or more precise platform pointing capability.
The second growth consideration, design adaptabilit, • , addresses the
ability of the basic design concept to accept resizing wis-hout greatly affect-
ing the construction technology. For example, the 'length of the tri-beam
structure could be increased to 200 meters and beyond with no impact on the
basic construction processes. The same construction fixture and subsystems
installation techniques coulcU.be used. Similarly, electrical lines, J-boxes
and other elements could beresized (within reasonable limits) and still
utilize the same installation techniques and ::heir related construction support
equipment.
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On the other hand, changing the depth/spacing of the tri-beam members
would have a significant impact on the construction technology. The detailed
mechanism for welding/joining space fabricated beams would likely be the same,
but the construction fixture design would require resizing along with tension
cable installers, etc.
Thus, early attention must be given to growth considerations in the design
of the ETVP to assure adequate concept adaptability to future mission objectives
and to provide sufficient initial capacity for a range of expected payloads.
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3.0 PLATFORM DESIGN
3.1 OVERALL CONIGURATION
This section presents the design definition of the ETVP system which meets
the requirementsi specified in Section 2.0.
3.1.1 General Description
The engineering test and verification platform (ETVP), as illustrated in
Figure 3.1.1-1 is configured to accept various communication antennas for
development testing. With appropriate modifications, the ETVP can also be
configured as an SPS test article utilizing the structure to support solar
array panels as illustrated in Figure 3.1.1-2.
The principal portion of the platform is 107.7 m long. Recent end-to-end
construction analysis results suggested significant construction system and
operations benefits would result from this slightly downsized platform. This
change eases critical remote manipulator reach constraints. Thus, the final
configuration is the downsized version which is compatible with the construc-
tion system definition and timelines presented in SSD 80-0038.
Although much of the subsystem data presented elsewhere in this report
are based on a 136 m platform, no significant impacts on subsystem sizing
and/or concept feasibility are expected. Electrical wire runs will be shorter
and certain attitude control elements might be slightly reduced in size, but
not sufficiently to alter orbiter bay packaging considerations or the handling
of these elements within the construction process. Thus,in the interests of
focusing study resources on the main study objective of space construction,
the design interactions refining all subsystems to this new dimension were
not performed. However,the basis for each subsystem design is clearly presented
and future refinements and requirements can easily be made.
Eight attaching ports provide for the attachment of antennas, or provide
the attachment of structural support elements for very large antennas. The
ports are located on the ends of the crossbeams which are 17.4 m long and are
spaced 20 m apart. This arrangement will accommodate a group of antennas up
to 20 m in diameter. Appropriate power, data, and signal interfaces are also
provided at each port.
Electrical power is provided by four solar array panels generating approx-
imately 60 kW. The solar array panels are located adjacent to the system
control module (SCM). A trade study was performed which investigated symmetrical
versus asymmetrical solar array arrangements. The asymmetrical arrangement as
illustrated in Figure 3.1.1-2 reflects the results of the trade. Appendix A
documents this trade study. Power conditioning and power storage batteries
are mounted on the SCM. CMG's, sensors, and their appropriate controls, and
TT&C equipment are also mounted on the SCM.
Four RCS engine modules are located at the extremities of the platform;
these units provide both attitude control and translation thrusting capability.
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The ETVP is capable of ope ration at CEO as well as at LEO, and is trans-
ported to CEO from LEO with low-thrust chemical propulsion modules.
3.1.2 Structural Arrangement
The primary structure of the ETVP consists of automated space-fabricated
beams arranged in a triangular section 4.96 m deep with in-plane mounted cross-
members (Figure 3.1.1-1). Appendix B contains the trade study data that were
developed for the selection of the in-plane cross -members.
The depth of the tri-beam, in conjunction with the 17 -m cross-members,
permits the RUMS to reach all extremities of the platform structure. This size
tri-beam also permits the construction fixture to be folded and stowed within
the orbiter cargo bay for transport to the construction altitude.
The 17.4 m long crossbeam member, in conjunction with the 10-m bay spacing,
permits the installation of a pair of stabilization struts by the RMS without
ETVP translation, thus simplifing the construction process. Figure 3.1.2-1
illustrates this operation.
The beam cap and diagonal cords are sized for the orbit transfer operation
and to limit torsional deflections during the attitude control RCS firing to
acceptable levels. The selection of the diagonal cord concept versus a
vierendeel arrangement is documented in Appendix C. Dual stabilization struts
at each payload attach port provide torsional stability of-these transverse
members. Dual stabilization struts are also utilized at each RCS module to
react the orbit transfer bending loads induced in the transverse beams. The
tri-beam structure is divided into ten bays, each approximately 10 m long.
This spacing provides adequate column stability during the orbit transfer
mode.
Strut arrangements provide the support of the system control module and
of the orbit transfer propulsion modules.
The orbit transfer thrust structure consists of strut members providing
a structural bridge between the ends of the three longitudinal members of the
ETVP and the three propulsion module locations. Attach ports are located on
the ends of the struts which define the propulsion module interfaces. Power,
data, and control interfaces are also provided at each of the attach ports.
Ball and socket interface attachments are provided for the struts at the
ETVP longitudinal members. Appendix D contains the trade data generated for
the selection of the thrust structure.
The SCM support struts are arranged as a foldable package with ball and
socket end attachments that mate with both the platform structure and the
SCM structure. This arrangement was selected to minimize the construction
time and complexity even though the foldable struts package less efficiently
in the orbiter payload bay than the individual "dixie cup" type struts.
Appendix E documents the trade performed which selected this configuration.
All subsystem modules and payloads are secured to the structure with
attaching ports; these ports provide the capability to attach the modules
i
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Figure 3.1.2-1. Stabilizing Strut Installation Concept
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with a single mating motion. The ports also provide the capability to remove
the modules, as required, for resupply or for unscheduled servicing. The
attach ports also contain the utility interfaces required for the operation
and control of each module. The configuration of the attach ports is the
result of a trade study and is documented in Appendix F.
Three configurations of attach ports are utilized on the ETVP. The
three configurations are illustrated in Figure 3.1.2-2 and Figure 3.1.2-3.
Twelve Configuration A ports are utilized. These ports contain not only
the physical and utility interfaces, but also provide the stabilization
strut connection interface.
Configuration B port is identical to the Configuration A port, except
that Configuration B is used only to provide attachment for the stabilizing
struts. Therefore, no physical latching is provided nor any utility interfaces.
Configuration C ports (Figure 3.1.2-3) are utilized on each end of the
longitudinal members. These attach ports provide the attachment of the strut
supports for the thrust structure and for the CSM support struts.
3.1.3 RCS Module Arrangement
Four individual modules provide the attitude and the orbit makeup thrust.
Each module contains its own propellant, engines, valves, and controls. The
modules are sized for 7-year GEO operations, both in the quantities of pro-
pellant and nozzle lifetimes. Resupply consists of the removal of the spent
module and the installation of a new module assembly. This arrangemen t
 requires
only the necessity for making electrical-type connections for power and data
control; no fluid connections are requires. Appropriate environmental protec-
tion and thermal control are provided on each module. The capability for
maintenance of individual components could also be provided.
Figure 3.1.3-1 illustrates the RCS mdoule configuration, and indicates
the berthing port and the utilities interface at the port. The concept also
indicates a grappling fitting which will be used for RMS handling and installa-
tion.
3.1.4 Electrical Wire Routing
Figure 3.1.4-1 is a schematic illustration of the electrical power, data,
and communication lines routing. These lines are installed along only one of
the base longitudinal members or the tri-beam configuration. This arrangement
was selected in order to minimize construction time and equipment required.
At each of the intersections of the long cross-members, an electrical connection
is made which distributes power and data lines to the attach port/payload
interface. (Figure 3.1.4-2)
A discussion of the line installation procedure for both the crossbeams
and the longitudinal member is presented in SD 80-0038, Construction Analysis.
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3.1.5 System Control Module (CSM)
The module is a structural system which integrates all of the normal
control subsystems for the Engineering and Technology verification Platform
into a single unit which can be accommodated in the Shuttle orbiter as a
payload on the second flight.
Preliminary trade studies were conducted to examine alternative configur-
ational approaches. 1'he major considerations included: structural arrangement,
accommodation of the wide variety of subsystem modules in an arrangement which
would be amenable to on-orbit servicing (replacement) by a remotely controlled
teleoperator, structural interface compatibility with the tri-beam platform
on one end and the solar array power system on the other, and compatibility
with the orbiter standard payload retention systems. The concept evaluation
indicated the choice of a hexagonal-shaped body as the preferred approach.
However, subsequent more definitive analysis of configurations and stowage
concepts for the thermal control radiator panels resulted in a change of the
selected concept from the hexagonal-shape to the "T" cross sectional-shape.
The general arrangement of the structure and accommodated subsystems for the
T-concept are shown on Figure 3.1.5-1.
The control module has been configured to maximize the effective use of
cargo bay length and cross section. The top of the "T" is in plane with the
orbiter payload retention interface at orbiter station 414. Fo+ir trunnions
provide direct attachment to standard payload retention latches on the orbiter.
The vertical web of the T-structure extends to the bottom of the cargo bay and
incorporates the keel fitting. The structural configuration is shown in Detail
B on Figure 3.1.5-1.
The control module has an overall length of 5.1 meters and features sub-
- systems mounted on the upper surface of the "T" and both sides of the vertical
"T". These three surfaces incorporate coldplates which are part of the active
thermal control system.
The operational philosophy is to be able to service the ETVP remotely by
use of a teleoperator. Therefore, the subsystem components have been grouped
into modules to facilitate this servicing objective, rather than handling each
individual component element. Where possible, associated subsystem components
have been grouped. In those cases where there was redundancy, the redundant
components were grouped separately.
For representative purposes in this configuration, the module retention
and servicing concept shown is similar to that currently being developed for
the NASA GSFC Multi-Mission Modular Spacecraft (MMS). Each module is attached
by two latch screws which, in the case of the I S MS, are driven by a special-
purpose end effector "tool" grasped by the RMS standard end effector and rotated
by the RMS wrist drive. In removing a module, one latch screw is disengaged,
then the RMS moves to the other latch position, unscrews the latch screw and,
while still grasping the released module, translates the module to a replacement
position. A new module is installed in a reverse operation. In the Engineering
Technology Verification Platform concept, the servicing teleoperator would be
equipper with a mechanized arm, similar to the orbiter RMS which has the
required rotating end effector.
	
Detail A on Figure 3.1.5-1 illustrates
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the major features of the module exchange and retention system. The electrical
connector interface is located in the mating surface and the mating is auto-
matically accomplished where the module latch screws are driven.
The largest modules accommodated on the control module are the three CMG's.
The physical size of these units was a major driver in the configuration
development of the control module. One unit is mounted on the upper surface
of the T-structure and one each on the sides of the vertical web of the T,
all at the forward end of the control module (in ETVP flight configuration).
The electrical power system nickel hydrogen battery cells have been
consolidated into seven large units to reduce the number of items being
handled in the servicing mode. Three battery units are attached to each side
of the vertical web of the T-structure adjacent to the CMG's, and the seventh
unit is located on top.
All the subsystem modules are located on the top surface. The modules
	
:.	 include: EPS 1 and 2, thermal control 1 and 2, GN&C 1 and
	 2, switching gear
1 and 2, Ku-band 1 and 2, and S-band 1 and 2.
Three interfaces have been provided for docking a teleoperator to the
control module to accomplish module exchange. The passive docking port is an
18-inch-diameter three-petal unit. Two ports are located on the top surface,
one on each side, and a third is on the bottom of the structural "T" vertical
web. The three locations will provide the necessary access to all subsystem
mounting surfaces by the teleoperator.
The forward end bulkhead on the control module incorporates a 36-inch-
diameter bolt circle . structural interface for attachment of the solar array
system.
The thermal control system utilizes two deployable radiators with a
total single-sided flat panel area of 37 m 2 . Each panel consists of two
folded half-panels which are mounted on the lower triangular edges of the
aft structural bulkhead of the control module. The panels are stowed
lengthwise along the control module and lay over the vertical web mounted
battery modules. Remotely-controlled latches release the panels and dampened
spring-powered hinges with positive locks, swing the panels to the deployed
position.
The wiring system necessary to interconnect the subsystems modules and
the solar array system on one end and the majoi interface with the platform
on the other end is integrated into the control module basic structure. As
previously mentioned, each subsystem module mounting foot print on the
control module structure provides the appropriate electrical connector half
which mates with the other half on the module side. This mating is auto-
matically accomplished when the modules are attached to the structure. Major
electrical connectors for power and data are provided at the forward bulkhead
to interface with the solar array system. At the aft bulkhead, a series of
connectors mate with one end of the wiring system in the deployable wire tray.
The wire tray is a hinged, deployable structural system containing the wires
which extend across the 355 em space between the control module and the
tri-beam platform.
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3.1.6 Conclusion
Space construction had a major influence on the final configuration of
the ETVP. The sizing of members, the spacing of members, attaching arrange-
ments for modules and structures are some of the parameters that were affected
by the space construction operation. Construction from the Shuttle orbiter
also had a significant influence on the general arrangement of the ETVP.
Table 3.1.6-1 lists some of the elements of the platforms configuration and
the construction item that incluenced it.
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3.2 SUBSYSTEMS
3.2.1 Structural Subsystem
Objectives
The objectives of the structural design analyses conducted in this space
conAtruction study of an engineering technology verification platform were:
o To ensure construction system study realism by representing structural
configurations that are indeed suitable for the total spectrum of
mission requirements.
o To ensure identification and understanding of those particular require-
ments for structural integrity which significantly impact construc-
tion.
o To support the total systems weight analysis through definition of
component structural sizes.
Platform Configuration Description
The structural configuration of this space-fabricated engineering tech-
nology verification platform, pictorially described on Figure 2.5.1-1,
Section 2.5.1, is that of a tri-beam with outriggers. The tri-beam utilizes
the machine-made beam element (Figure 3.2.1-1), currently being developed
by General Dynamics under Contract NAS9-15310, as the basic structural
member from which the tri-beam is fabricated. However, its basic cap thick-
ness, diagonal cord diameter and pretension and hence its basic structural
performance characteristics (Figure 3.2.1-1) have been increased, as shown
in Figure 3.2.1-2. These increases are within the permissible envel -Ip '! of
changes (per conversation wi".h the General Dynamics study manager). The
tri-beam cross section has a side dimension of 4.2 m (center-to-center of
beam element) with truss behavior provided by the "X" system of diagonal
tension cables (4.7 mm diamecer graphite composite) shown in all bays but
the first short bay adjacent to the systems control module.
The tri-beam it the basic strongback to which the orbit transfer propul-
sion modules are mounted through provision of a thrust structure (Drawing
42662-60)*and to which the solar array and control module are mounted
through provision of a support strut assembly (Drawing 42662-59).* Both
structures are deployable space tr 1isses. The four RCS thruster module pack-
ages are mounted to the end outriggers and will be placed so that their center
of mass (associated with orbit transfer) will be nominally on the neutral axis
of the outriggers. Mounting provision for eight antennas is provided at the
extremeties of the remaining tour outriggers.
An array of 12 pairs of 163 mm (6.4 in.) diameter stabilization struts
having a wall thickness of 1 mm (.04 in.) is provided as shown on Drawing
42662-45A. The four pairs of struts at the extremities of the configuration
are provided to preclude excessive bending moments 3eing applied to the out-
riggers during orbit transfer. The eight inner pairs of struts are provided
to torsionally stiffen and limit antenna rotation compatible with the required
pointing errors during. N-S s tationkeeping :maneuvers.
*See Appendix A, SSD 80-0038
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Structural Characteristics
:.	 A	 4.43x10"''m = (0.681 in.=)
1	 1.205x10-"m" (289.7 In.")
AE	 63.41 x io'N (14.26x1O'Ib)
E1	 17.25 x I06 Nm' (6.014x10'1b-in2)
GJ	 11.1xi01 Nm= (3.87x10'1b-in2)
Figure 3.2.1-1. GD Baseline Machine -Made Beam
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IMACHINE-MADE BEAM MODIFICATIONS
• CAP GAUGE INCREASED TO 1.25 mm (0.050 in.)
•DIAGONAL CHORD DIAMETER INCREASED TO 2 mm
(0.080 in.)
• DIAGONAL CHORD PRE-TENSION INCREASED FROM
10 TO 40 LB
REVISED STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
A	 7.38x10-` m' 0.15 in.')
1	 2.Ox 10 -4 M 4 (483 in.")
AE	 106X10 6N (23.8 10 6 1b)
El	 28.7-1& N-m' (10X10' lb-in.')
Gi	 44.4 x 109 N-m = ( 15.5 x 10 6 lb-in.')
KAG 88.8X10' N (20.0 x 10' 1b.)
Figure 3.2.1-2. Modifications to Machine-Made Beam and
Revised Structural Characteristics
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During transfer to geosynchronous orbit, the antenna feed column masts are
stowed to preclude a prohibitive penalizing of the antenna feed column design,
large thrust vector inclinations due to c.g. travel, and prohibitive joint
moments. The solar panels are stowed to avoid penalizing their structural
design. The antenna reflector, however, is deployed to eliminate the risk of
deployment at geosynchronous orbit and because antennas of this size are designed
for 1-g ground deployment with the electrical axis oriented horizontally (accord-
ing to Reference 1). The reflector weights and moment arras are small compared
to that of the feeds.
The structural sizes of the individual members of the thrust structure
and control module supporc strut assembly are delineated in Figurc 3.2.1-3.
The sizes shown, while derived to satisfy load strength;st.tbility rt. vicemsnts
are expected to be acceptable for stiffness requirements. These two structural
components have each been designed to be deployable structuzal Atrangeme%tx
packageable into the Shuttle cargo bay and contain the appropriaro clevises
and locking devices shown on the referenced drawings.
The structural attachment of the antennas, RCS modules, thrt:st i::ructure,
support strut assembly, and stabilizing struts to the ends of the mschine-
made beams are accomplished by male/female attach port structures. The male
attach port (Drawing 42662-72) is provided with legs (Detail "A") that art
directly welded to the interior of the beam caps. The female attach points
are ground-attached to the antennas, RCS module, etc.
The tri-beam construction utilizes the lap joint attachment concept and
intersection fitting presented in zones 23 and 24 of Drawing 42662-45A. The
design concept proposes joining the fitting to each of the maa.ine -made beams
through fusion bonding (Table 3.2.1-5). Each fi.ttir.g contains a pair of
clevises to receive the "X"-bracing tension :aole end fittings. The tension
cables will be pretensioned to 2360 N (530 Lbs) + 150 N (34 lbs) by means of
the construction techniques described in SSD 804038. The structural suitability
of that technique is substantiated in Section 5.3.1.
Platform Structural Configuration Options-Selections-Ratic:isle
The studied structural configuration options, actual selections, and
associated rationale that resulted in the final platform configuration are
summarized, for review convenience, in Table 3.2.1-1, with further information
regarding each design option provided in the referenced documentation.
Structural Analysis Model Description
The NA3TRAN finite element structural analysis model used in the strength,
stability and modal analyses is described herein.
Constructed during the earlier stages of the study, the basic X-braced
tri-beam model including outriggers and stabilizing struts is that of the
136.8 :peter long platform shown on Drawing 42662-45. The thrust structure,
support strut assembly and stick model of the control module and solar array
are in accord with the latest configuration shown on Drawing 42662-45A.
Structural sizes are in accordcnce with the data shown in Figures 3.2.1-1,
-2, and -3.
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CRITICAL CRITICAL TUBE WALL
COMPRESSION MEMBER INSIDE THICKNESS
MEMBER LOAD	 (N) LENGTH	 (M) CIA	 (MM) (MM)
604 THROUGH 609 24,132 3.73 117 1.0
H 610 THROUGH 615 111,840 2.96 163 1.0t—u
6)6,637,638, 46,490 4.2 163 1.0
H 621, 639, 640
651,652,653 109,025 4.2 163 1.45
° 507 THROUGH 518 11,192 4.0 117 1.0
N QN
Figure 3.2.1-3. Thrust Structure/Support Strut Assembly
Configuration And Sizes
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The NASTRAN model used for determination of the orbit transfer induced
internal loads is described b,, the CRT plots of Figure 3.2.1-4. The same
model was used for the platfoni column stability analysis. Appropriate stick
model representations of the de ployed antennas (Figure 3.2.1-5 and Table
3.2.1-2), deployed solar array, center propulsion stage at burnout, and the
remaining miscellaneous equipment mass applied to the platform structure
model resulted in the NASTRAN model for the modal analysis of the operational
configuration. Minor modifications of this model to represent stowage of the
antenna feed columns and solar array and the presence of the three fully-
loaded propulsion stages (28,409 kg ea.), defined the orbit transfer config-
uration model. Finally, the magnitude and distribution of the masses used in
the internal loads, column stability, and modal analysis are those described in
Table 3.2.1-3.
Relative to the final slightly downsized configuration of Drawing 42662-45A,
the analysis model provides slightly conservative internal loads (10 to 15%) and
E_	 significantly conservative modal frequency and column stability values (50-100%).
f
^-	 Structural Requirements
The space-fabricated tri-beam structural requirements are delineated in
Section 2.5.1.
Structural Analysis
The structural analyses performed to support the design definition and
verify the suitability of the structural configuration to satisfy the fore-
going requirements are delineated herein. These analyses utilize a safety
factor of 1.5 applied to limit load.
Total Platform Structure Column Suitability
_
	
	 A NASTRAN stability analysis was performed to verify the column suita-
bility of the total platform structure. The NASTRAN model (described in the
foregoing articles) was loaded by a .20 g acceleration of the mass distribution
(Table 3.2.1-3). The Eigenvalue obtained is 3.2, with a M.S. - 1 - 1,.55 - .53.
This margin has sufficient allowance for the secondary effects of 3.2
fabrication non-straightness and thermal gradient-induced bending.
It is pertinent to note, that the compression loads due to pretension of
the diagonal cord and X-bracing of the tri-beam are included in the local cap
stability considerations but not in the foregoing Euler stability analyses.
The platform column stability is not influenced by the pretension loads.
Machine-Made Element Strength Review
Of primary concL a is the column stability of the individual open-section
cap of the ma chine-made beam element.
The most critical machine-made beam loads extracted from the NASTRAN
internal loads model are tabulated in Table 3.2.1-4.
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Table 3.2.1-4. Orbit Transfer Induced Ultimate
Loads - Machine-Made Beam
Element
No. Location*
Type
Member
Bending
Moment (NM)
Axial
Compression Ml	 M2
(N)
Shear
(N)
V1	 V2
267 STA I Longitudinal 31,292 3228 1072 196 71
279 STA M Longitudinal 39,453 2729 1104 205 94
279 STA 0 Longitudinal 38,200 580 Neg. 415 Neg.
to N
195 STA N Cross-Beam 59 337 488 98 67
98 STA I Cross-Beam 105 2406 525 9158 801
173 STA M Cross-Beam Neg. -2008 71 -8495 846
*See Table 3.2.1-3.
Torsion loads are negligible.
The most critical load on an individual cap is 15875 N (3570 lbs). Since
the baseline beam being developed by General Dynamics is used (except for the
modifications discussed previously), the analysis presumes, pending a static
test of the prototype beam, that the individual cap ultimate load capability
is 6583 N (1480 lbs), i.e., the value quoted in Reference 1.
The baseline design is not limited by Euler buckling, but by local buck-
ling and torsional buckling criteria. It is expected that use of the .050
gauge, increases the 6583 N strength value as described below.
In metals, the total axial load capability governed by local buckling
criteria would be increased by the ratio of the thickness cubed. The tor-
sional stiffness has the same ratio of increase. This ratio (1.67) 3 is a
factor of 4.65. For composites, this value may be somewhat less. Conserva-
tively using the ratio squared, the allowable load is 18,360 N (4125 lbs).
In view of the foregoing, although the baseline design exhibited a reduced
axial stiffness above 2540 N because of local buckling, significant reduction
is not expected in this design.
Maintenance of pretension of all six diagonal cords of every bay in the
machine-made beams is highly desirable, but not essential. It is essential
that one diagonal cord in each face of the three faces per bay is maintained
in tension. The analysis review of the entire internal loads model indicated
the following:
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Referring to the figure in Table 3.2.1-3, the worst case in the tri-beam
longitudinals between STA C to N is demonstrated from the data in Table
3.2.1-4 and Figure 3.2.1-6.
o The .05 gage cap shortening (39,453 N compression) - 0.53 mm
o 2 mm cord thermal-induced (55 0 C) length change
along X-axis
o 2 mat cord shear-induced length change
along X-axis
Peak relative length change
o Initial diagonal cord elongation along X-axis
Remaining elongation
- .29 mm
- 2.1 mm
- 2.92 mm
- 3.10 mm
- .18 mm at
ultimate load
1.42 m
	 S-GLASS CORD
a - 4.3x10-sm/m/•K
39,453 N
	 39,453 N
mob
\,^ /
 LPEAK LOAD FROM
SHEAR - 300 N
AE - 35.3x 10 6 N
Figure 3.2.1-6. Machine Made Beam Elevation View
Creep is not expected to be significant for the stress level in the glass
which is approximately 3% of ultimate (but remains to be demonstrated by
development tests). Hence, all cables are maintained in tension.
Again, referring to Table 3.2.1-3, the same analysis conducted for the
single bay of the tri-beam longitudinal between STA N and 0 indicates the
applied shear of 415 N (Table 3.2.1-4) will result in one cable in each of
the faces being slack. This is not expected to be any problem, since the
remaining tension cable is structurally adequate. Even so, this condition
can be eliminated by shifting the control module so that the total platform
mass center of gravity is on the neutral axis of the tri-beam.
The internal loads of Table 3.2.1-4 (elements 98 and 173) indicate
ultimate shear loads up to 9158 N (2060 lbs) are imposed in the crossbeams
at the lap joints. Variation of joint stiffness by two orders of magnitude
of stiffness has not significantly changed these loads. The region of high
shear is shown in Figure 3.2.1-7. These shears could result in the cord
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REGION OF HIGH SHEAR
	
TRI-BEAM
CROSSBEAM MEMBERS
TRI -BEAM
LONGITUDINAL
MEMBER•.+_
APPLIED
NORMAL
TENSION
Beam Machine to
Beam Machine Joint .
NORMAL LOAD APPLIES TENSION'
ON BONDED SURFACE AND LOCAL
BENDING IN TRANSVERSE DIREC-
TION PRIMARILY RESISTED BY
Oj AND O5 REACTED
NORMAL TENSION
O AND O ARE FABRIC,
STYLE 120E GLASS; (
T
& ( ARE FABRIC,
YLE W-704, VSB-32T
GRAPHITE.
.
Total Cap Layup
FOR EXISTING DESIGN
(t - 0.030)
Figure 3.2.1-7.
Beam-to-Beam Load Consider,tions
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being slack in each of the three faces in the region of high shear. The loss
of stiffness associated with the two cords being slack is expected to have a
negligible affect on tri-beam stiffness. However, any future study should
investigate the column suitability of the channel section cross-members of the
machine-made beam and a small increase in cord cable diameter.
Lap Joint Strength Review
Of primary concern to this strength review is the machine made beam-to-
beam joint capability. Figure 3.2.1-7 illustrates the general nature of the
local tension loading resulting from joint moment. The concern is the trans-
verse bending induced in the laminate.
The joint loads have boaen determined from the NASTRAiv model grid point
loads output. The peak local tension and shear loads imposed at the cap-to-
cap interface reinforced by the intersection fitting material (not shown in
Figure 3.2.1-7) is tabulated in Figure 3.2.1-8. The loads ware determined from
a computer program that converted the X, Y, Z axis forces ar i .acY .m.!nts (T1, T2,
T3, RI, R2, R3) to the appropriate local shear and tension forces shown. The
figure illustrates the nature of the peak ultimate local tension and shears
which are 1170 N (263 lb) and 2750 N (618 lb). The shears appear within the
design capability, but a development test similar to that illustrated in
Figure 3.2.1-9 is required to verify the tension load suitability. This test
configuration will satisfy the stated concern without the fabrication expense
of two total beam sections.
It is pertinent to note that the above described peak tension loads are
due to the center of mass of the RCS pods and antennas being offset from the
attachment interface. Placement of the center of mass at the interface plane
will result in the most critical tension being reduced to 312 N (70 lb). The
port designs to achieve this would be unique.
Intersection Fitting Materials Investigation
As previously stated, the lap joint attachment concept utilizes the
intersection fitting presented in Zones 23 and 24 of Drawing 42662-45A
(page 2-25). The results of the materials investigation, conducted to
determine the concept feasibility from a materials point of view, are
presented herein.
The surfaces of the intersection fitting are coated with a thereto-plastic
material which is heated by means of resistance wires built into the fitting.
The intersection fittings are joined to the crossbeam at the No. 2 construc-
tion station by applying pressure while the contact surfaces of the fittings
are heated. The crossbeam and fittings are then positioned on the longitudinal
by the beam positioning device. Joining to the longitudinal is again achieved
by pressure and resistance heating. The desirable characteristics of the
thereto-plastic material are listed in Table 3.2.1-5. The first joining method
conceived used laser heating, and a series of tests were conducted. Although
the laser concept was supplanted by the idea of resistance `eating (mainly for
ease of construction), the results of the laser have some bearing on the prob-
lem of joining the intersection fittings and, conse quently, they are included.
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GRID
POINT
T1
(N)
TZ
(N)
T±
(N)
R1
(NM)
RZ
(NM)
R3
(NM)
TENSION
(N)
SHEAR
(N)
2 -1856 -31
-27 160 -41 21 62 558
26 5665 979 -65 -466 1485 -22 777 1726
98 9158 801 -107 -525 2406 -69 1170 2750
170 8495 1-276 NEG. -106 1486 -84 625 2532
Figur . 3.2.1-8. Maximum Ultimate .Joint Loads
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CROSS
MEMBER
BEAM MACHINE MADE
CROSS bJlrABERS
'.1;'-
IRT
BEAM
END PLATEMACHINE CAP
SUPPORT
SIMULATED INTERSECTION
FITTING
Figure 3.2.1-9. Development Test Article—Lap Joint Capability
Table 3.2.1-5. Intersection Fitting
Desirable Characteristics
• Thermo-plastic
	 • Low substrate contact angle
• 350°F minimum softening temperature	 • No degradation on remelt
• Narrow softening range 	 • Compliant
• No volatiles, low vapor pressure	 • 30-year life in vacuum
• Substrate adherent
• High surface tension
Initial tests were conducted by laser-bonding single-lap shear specimens
of a graphite-epoxy composite (GY70/E793) using a thermoplastic adhesive
(Henkel Corp. Versalou 1200). The adhesive was premelted in vacuum to remove
residual volatiles from the manufacturing process and applied to one of the
graphite-epoxy coupons. A coated and an uncoated coupon were placed in contact
under a few grams force pressure. The area of the joint was then irradiated
on one side with the expanded beam of a CO2 laser at a target irradiance of
1.5 W/m'. Adhesive melting took place and capillary forces caused flowing
through the entire contact area. A full bond with fillet resulted.
While a thermoplastic adhesive is the first choice of a bonding agent,
since repair or separation is readily accomplished by remelting, thermo-
setting adhesives may also be used. A series of lap shear specimens were
prepared by a similar technique using a thermosetting adhesive with scrim
(3M AF143). Specimens were delivered to the test laboratory for tensile test
machine evaluation. The results are not yet available.
The objective of the preliminary test was achieved--the demonstration that
laser heating of a precoated contact zone could produce adhesive welting or
cure without the local application of tooling to the contact zone.
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Tri-Beam X-Bracing Pretension
A pretension of 2360 N (530 lb) t 150 N (34 lb) will be used in each
of the tri-beam X-bracing cords that are 4.7 mm (0.188 in.) in diameter.
This pretension is sufficient to maintain pretension in the cords despite
the peak machine-made beam shortening, transverse shear, and a 55°C increase
in cord temperature relative to the caps. This is demonstrated as follows
for the 12.9-m bay length between STA. M and N.
• Poak machine-made beAm shortening due to
	
4.9 mm
39,453 N compression in each cap
• 4.7-mm cord thermal (55°C) induced length	 0.26 mm
change along X-axis ( a - 0.36x10- 6 m/m°C)
• 4.7-mm cord shear '.nduced length change 	 5.52 mm
along X-axis
Peak relative change	 10.68 mm
• Initial diagonal cord elongation along 	 11.2 mm
X-axis
Remaining elongation
at ultimate load	 0.52 mm
Thrust Structure, Support Strut Assembly, and Outrigger Stabilizing Struts
For the individual elements of these major components, Table 3.2.1-3
describes the critical axial compression loads, member lengths, and resulting
cylindrical tube inner diameter and wall thickness dimensions. All o` these
elements were sized as pin-ended elements; hence, using the Euler and local
stability requirements
El
P s 
aV 
and P - .407Et`
where :t is a factor - 1.25 to preclude magnification of thermal gradient
imposed deflection and other secondary effects (Section 5.3.1).
All of the above elements are sized by orbit transfer thrust. Referring
to Figure 3.2.1-3, the inner thrust structure (elements 604 to 609) is sized
by second-stage boost, while the remainder of the thrust structure is sized
by first-stage boost (outboard engines firing).
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Orbit Transfer Configuration Modal Analysis
The analysis performed to estimate the minimum natural frequency of this
platform in the orbit transfer mode is discussed herein. As stated previously,
the antenna feed columns and solar panel are stowed. Presently, a minimum
requirement has not been established. The minimum modal values are, therefore,
presented for future guidance and control evaluations.
The analysis was performed on NASTRAN for the start of orbit transfer
with all propulsion modules in full. The following data were obtained:
Start of Orbit Transfer
First mode (torsion) frequency
	
a .033 Hz
Second mode (bending) frequency - . 099 Hz
It is noted that these values are expected to be 50 to 100% higher for
the actual platform shown on Drawing 42662-45A. Also, it is pertinent to
note the torsional frequency, if necessary, can be increased by a factor
greater than three by a combination of reduced bay spacing to 5.04 m, increased
tri-beam depth to 5.4 m and doubling of the X-bracing cord area. The first
item would represent the most significant increase in construction time.
Use of the latter two options alone would represent an increase factor of
approximately 1.5. Increased X-bracing cord area represents increased pre-
tension loads.
Operational Confi guration Modal Analysis
To determine the minimum natural frequency of this platform, it was
necessary to estimate the structural characteristics of the 20.5, 13.8, 7.5,
and 6-meter-diameter antenna feed columns, reflector structure, and reflector
structure support boom. The EI and GJ data shown in Table 3.2.1-2 were
derived from analysis of the derived stick model shown in Figure 3.2.1-5•
The GJ and EI data shown were determined to provide a natural frequency at
least - 0.10 Hz for the antenna mounted to an infinitely rigid base.
The antenna structure data shown were incorporated into the previously
described model of the tri-beam. Figure 3.2.1-10 presents the first modal
frequency obtained from the described NASTRAN model. The frequency determined
is .007 Hz (0.005 required) and is a torsional mode. This value is 50 to 100%
conservative for the actual platform.
The same comments pertaining to increase of the minimum modal frequency
(if required) as stated for the orbit transfer modal analyses are applicable.
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Figure 3.2.1-10. CRT Plot Operational Configuration
Minimum Modal Frequency
Platforn Dimensional Stability Analysis
A summary of the antenna and platform structural deformation errors rela-
tive to the CMG reference is shown in Figure 3.2.1-11. The data shown were
estimated from similar data derived for the 230-meter platform synthesized in
Part I of the study. The peak error will be less than six arc-min., providing
pitch attitude control and N-S stationkeeping maneuvers are not concurrent.
Otherwise, a settling time approaching one hour may be required.
REFERENCES
1.	 Space Construction Automated Fabrication Experiment Definition
Study (SCAFEDS), Convair Division, General Dynamics, CASD-ASP17-
017 (26 May 1978).
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3.2.2 Electrical Power
3.2.2.1 Summary
The electrical power subsystem (EPS) provides 24.2 kW electrical load
(BOL) continuous power capability in LEO operations and 44.5 kW in GEO to
satisfy ETVP subsystem and platform payload requirements. A sketch showing
the component layouts is presented in Figure 3.2.2-1. Key features of the
EPS subsystem include:
• Asymmetrical solar array configuration
• 600-m` solar array area (60-kW)
• 30 kW capability to any one of 8 payload interfaces
• Seven 50 Ah Nickel Hydrogen batteries (66.8 kWh)
• Dual buses to insure power redundancy
• Redundant bus switching
• Power lines separated from control and data lines
• Deadfacing through switchgear provided on power side of payload
The solar array was sized to satisfy the load requirements given in
Table 3.2.2-1 utilizing SEP solar array technology. The driving requirements
are to deliver power at a specified voltage (250 V dc) and power level (24.2-
44.5 kW) on a continuous basis for a duration of approximately 20 years.
Periodic maintenance and repair requirements are to be considered.
A summary of the EPS assemblies is given in Figure 3.2.2-2. The components
of the EPS were selected on the basis of space construction considerations (ease
of installation), weight and technology status. Nickel hydrogen batteries
provide a longer life and lower weight system. Potentially, NiH 2 offers lower
cost. SEPS solar array technology was ground ruled since this technology
readiness has been established and NASA plans to develop the hardware for other
programs (e.g., SEPS, Power System).
Major configuration issues that were evaluated during the study are given
in Table 3.2.2-2. Further discussion of these trade issues is presented in
following paragraphs.
3.2.2.2 Subs ystem and Hardware Characteristics
The overall configuration of ETVP is shown in Figure 3.2.2-1. Four solar
array wings are located at the forward end. Power from the array is transmitted
through a rotary joint to the system control module (SCM). From the SCM power
is distributed to subsystems and payload attach ports (eight). The Electrical
Power functional schematic is shown in Figure 3.2.2-3. Battery charging utilizes
dedicated solar array areas. Provisions are made on the array for switching to
excess battery charging array area for supporting other loads, e.g., during GEO
operation where battery charging demand is small. Vote: Other battery charging
concepts are available (e.g., load bus voltage for charge and boost regulator
for discharge) but were not traded off. Details of EPS system control are
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shown in Figure 3.2.2-4. Four F,ower lines from the arrays supply seven battery
charge units (seven batteries). Power from the seven batteries (during eclipse)
is fed into the main power bus network for distribution.
The solar arrays (4 wings) will output 60 kW (BOL). Low Earth Orbit opera-
tions are relatively short in duration (in the order of two years) and very little
(negligible) degradation due to the space environment will occur. GEO and orbit
transfer solar array degradation were not evaluated. The voltage level is
250 V do (unregulated) at the EPS/subsystem interface. Any modification required
by the loads is undefined and further investigation is required. Batteries are
provided to supply full operational capability during eclipse. Solar array s,tn
tracking is provided by GEC subsystems.
The EPS has the capability to provide up to 30 kW at any one of 8 payload
interfaces. Redundant distribution buses are included in the baseline concept.
Physical characteristics of each major component is shown in Table 3.2.2-3.
3.2.2.3 Available Power and Battery Capacity
Criteria to determine available power and required battery capacity are
based on tho mission profile (Figure 2.3.1-1) assuming worst case eclipse periods
for each orbit, and a BOL total solar array capability of 60 kW. Furthermore,
a switching arrangement will be used where 3 solar cell modules are connected
in series for battery charging versus the usual 2 modules for bus voltage. For
each orbit under consideration it can then be determined what portion of the
array is needed for battery charging, and also the available array power for
the payload as illustrated in Table 3.2.2-4.
A block diagram of the EPS showing system efficiency is presented in
Figure 3.2.2-5. An energy balance will be accomplished through proper switch-
ing of dedicated solar array modules into the main bus through a microcomputer
when they are no longer needed. The microcomputer will sense the battery
voltage level and when properly charged will disconnect portions of the solar
array modules to achieve an energy balance condition.
3.2.2.4 Power Generation
The primary power generation system consists of the four solar array wings.
The major components of the solar array are: two extendable/retractable 39 m
(1536 in) masts, two solar cell blankets 37.5 m (1476 in) by 3.99 m (157 in),
preloadable covers, ascent support containers, blanket tensioning guide cable
systems, canister deployers and support structures. A sketch of one PEP
designed wing is shown in Figure 3.2.2-6. The masts extend and retract the
foldable blankets. The panels are mechanically hinged to each other along
their long dimension to permit storing of the panels. The solar cells in the
electrical module are electrically configured 5 cells in parallel by 306 cells
in series.
Each module is configured to produce a nominal voltage of 129 V. Two
:nodules are connected together in series to provide a nominal voltage of 258 V.
The power produced by each panel is 316 W (BOL) for a total of 15.8 kW per wing.
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A study was performed to trade the pros and cons of symmetrical versus
asymmetrical location of the solar arrays. Appendix A details this study and
explains why the asymmetrical configuration was selected.
Solar Array Harness
The array interconnect system is designed to have a single location for
crossing a fold line. The connections are made at the outboard edge of the
electrical modules, two per module. The array harness is a flat cable conductor
(FCC) assembly mounted on the back at the two long edges of the blanket.
3.2.2.5 Power Distribution (PD)
The PD transfers required power from either solar arrays or batteries to
the various loads. A number of trades were conducted to determine the most
suitable PD concept:
Grounding
A single point ground scheme is preferred over multiple grounding to
eliminate possibilities of ground current loops. The subsystem control module
(SCM) was selected for the single ground point (reference point).
Sus +vstem/Voltage Level
A dual bus system was selected to provide redundant power utilizing proper
switching. Voltage levels of 250 V do provided minimum weight witbin the con-
straints of existing converter/regulator hardware.
Cables
Consideration was given to se gmented cables, rigid cables, and flex cables.
Flex cabling proved to be most desirable due to construction and installation
considerations. The installation of power cabling and commaad,data and house-
keeping (CD&H) cabling is presented in Figure 3.2.2-7. It was decided that the
CD&H lines should be separated from the power lines.
The :Hain buses were sized to provide a maximum of 30 kW to an y of the load
points on the platform. The secondary buses to the RCS quads were sized for a
load of 2 W, and to the orbit transfer modules for a load of 6 W. Deadfacing
was provided to each of the payload interf y es throu gh awitchgear on the power
system side. The various methods by which energy is transferred from the main
buses to the secondary buses are presented in Figures 3.2.2-8 and 3.2.2-9.
The various EPS power distribution and CD&H cable sizes and the general
layout for constructing the various harnesses are presented in Figure 3.2.2-10.
3.2.2.6 Energy Storage
The energy storage requirement is -13.1 kWh in LEO and -66.8 k'Mi in CFO.
There are 7 batteries required each having 210 t.50 Ah) cells. The cells were
grouped into 49 replaceable modules and are mOunted on the SCM. The packaging
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• SINGLE REEL
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• AUTOMATED END CONNECTION
• AUTOMATED VELCRO ATTACHMENT
Figure 3.2.2-7. Wiru Installation—Longitudinal Beam
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Figure 3.2.2-8. Electrical Power and Data Distribution Concept
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Figure 3.2.2-9. Longitudinal Cable—Side View
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arrangement of the cells is presented in Figure 3.2.2-11. NiH 2 batteries
potentially solve many of the problems associated with more conventional
nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries. Specifically NiH2 batteries do not require
periodic reconditioning, are not damaged by extended periods of open-circuit
standby, and tolerate both overcharge and over-discharge better than NiCd
batteries. Each battery is provided with its own charger. NiH 2
 batteries are
being tested successfully at 80% depth of discharge. The NiH2 battery cells
are AFAPL-developed cells. The batteries are charged through the BCU which
receives the power from the solar array. For the LEO configuration 64 solar
array modules in parallel have been dedicated for charging the batteries and
10 modules are utilized in GEO. Knife switches are utilized to place the
excess modules back into the PDS during GEO configuration. The switching
scheme utilized for the energy balance system is presented in Figure 3.2.2-12.
30 CELLS/MODULE	 --.= 8.9	 -
CM I
71.2 cm	 t
i	 i
'	 r	 r
2 2 5
1	 5 cm
--- 57.12
cm	
6.99 cm
i 20.52
cm
22.4 cm
BATTERY CELL
Figure 3.2.2-11. Battery Cell Arrangement
3.2.2.7 Switch Gear
Switch gear of the vacuum interrupter type was selected for interrupting
power at the various locations shown in Figures 3.2.2-3 and 3.2.2-4. Power
isolation is required for maintenance and repair and failure detection.
Reasons for selecting the vacuum interrupter switch gears include:
1. Vacuum interrupters can be mounted in any orientation and
confi guration providing that the minimum required axial center
line spacing between adjacent interrupters is :maintained for
electrical considerations.
2. These switches have low contact resistance which remains low
and stable for the life of the contactor.
3. There is no contact :maintenance required, because generally the
contacts are hermetically sealed. Therefore, no arcing occurs
during interruption.
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REMAINING 54 MODULES ARE SWITCHED BACK TO MAIN BUS
Figure 3.2.2-12. Switching Arrangement for Energy Balance
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4. The contacts generally can withstand currents many times greater
than their ratings.
5. They exhibit longer life than other types of awtich gear.
In general two types of switch gear will be utilized: (1) single-pole/single-
throw (SPST), and (2) double-pole/double-throw (DPDT). The SPST switches will
be utilized where only power interruption is required. The DPDT switches will
generally be used where power transfer or deadfacing is being considered. To
minimize complexity and weight and reduce power losses associated with switch
gear, knife switches are being considered for the array switching of the 54
modules in GEO. This switching is a one-time task and, therefore, the knife
switching technique appears practical for this type of function. The switching
of these modules is shown in Figure 3.2.2-12. The switch gear at the payload
points is an integral part of the electrical connectors (see Figure 3.2.2-13)
and consists of 3-DPDT switch gears providing power redundancy as well as
deadface interfacing with the payloads.
3.2.2.8 Rotary Joint
A rotary joint is utilized to transfer energy from the solar array wings
to the platform to meet the power requirements of the subsystems and payloads
while allowing continuous rotation. The energy is passed through slip rings
azd brushes. The design criteria and the basic requirements are presented in
Fixture 3.2.2-14. To provide full orien tation capability of each solar array
at all times in GEO and LEO, the solar arrays are equipped with nodding drives,
to allow rotation around the longitudinal axis of each array over angles of
t40 degrees. This provides full power capability throughout the maximum sun
beta angle range (0 to 52 degrees) experienced by the platform.
3.2.2.9 Converter/Regulator
Converter/regulators provide the necessary voltage/power levels and
regulation to support TT&C, GN&C, TC, orientation electronics, switch gear
and sensors. Switching regulators control the output voltages providing high
efficiency. The efficiencies of these converter/regulators varies between
85 to 92 percent (depending on the ratio of input to output conversion voltages).
The converter/regulators used during normal operations have a power dissipation
of approximately 500 W. The converter/regulator for emergency standby power is
sized for the minimal power requirements associated with back-up communicat4ons.
This assures the availability of diagnostic data at ground mission control in
the event of major system failures. The power dissipation of the emergency
converter/regulator is approximately 20 W. The electronics of the operational
C/R was estimated to fit within a unit package of 20.31x20.32x48 cm, and the
emergency C/R within a unit package of 10.16x10.16x15.24 cm.
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Figure 3.2.2-13. Payload Interface Connector
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Figure 3.2.2-14. Rotary Joint
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3.2.3 Guidance, ;Navigation b Control -(GN&C.)
The main elements of the GNSC subsystem are summarized in Table 3.2.3-1.
The system is designed to provide post-construction autonomous GN&C with
supervisory commands being received from ground stations. The GN&C controls
the platform attitude, points the solar arrays, and provides orbit station-
keeping during both LEO and CEO operations. Additionally, the GN&C provides
attitude control and thrust vector control during the orbit transfer maneuvers.
3.2.3.1 GN&C Components
The components that make up the GN&C subsystem, except for the control
moment gyros (CMG's) are present-day flight hardware. The system is based
on the hardware proposed for the Multi-mission Nodular Spacecraft. A.s such,
the inertial reference unit, star trackers, and linear accelerometers zrc
precisely mounted to a rigid base which is then mounted in the system control
module. This assembly, "Precisicn Attitude Reference," is mounted in the
system control module so that the star trackers field of view is pointing
away from earth and sweeps out a broad sector of the celestial sphere on each
orbit.
Inertial Reference Unit
The inertial reference unit selected is the NASA "Standard High Perfor-
mance Inertial Reference Unit (DRIRU II)" developed under the responsibility
of the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This unit weigghs 16.9 kg (37.2 lbs)
maximum, occupies a volume of 16147.25 cm 3 (985.37 in3 ), with dimensions of
31.2x22.9x22.6 cm (12.28x9.02x8.90 in). The unit requires 7.5 watts per
channel at a nominal 28 V dc. One prime and one backup unit is required.
Spacecraft Computer
e :NASA "Standard Spacecraft
responsibility of the Marshall
kg (29.0 lbs), occupies a volume
of 28.6x30xl4 cm (11.26xll.81x
but the high reliability unit with
P application here uses 240 watts
The spacecraft computer selected in th
Computer-II (NSSC-II)" developed under the
SpaceFlight Center. This unit weighs 13.2
of 10,570 cm3 (669.72 in3 ), with dimensions
5.51 in). The nominal unit uses 170 watts,
a Fault Tolerant Memory selected in the ETV
at a nominal 28 V dc.
Star Tracker
The star tracker selected is t::: NASA "Standard :.od II Fixed-Head Star
Tracker (Mod II - FHST)" developea .inder the responsibility of the Goddard
Space Flight Center: This unit weighs 9.06 kg (19.96 lbs), occupies a volume
of 14,060.10 cm3 (858 in3) with dimensions of 17.78xl9.05x45.72 cm (7.Ox7.5x
18.0 in). The unit normally uses 18.0 watts at a nominal 28 V do with the
shutter requiring an additional 3 watts.
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Linear Accelerometer
The linear accelerometer selected has characteristics similar to the
Bendix LB PID 50 Accelerometer. This is an inertial grade Hi-g, Miniature
Linear Accelerometer with hydrostatic gimbal suspension. The unit weighs
68 grams (0.15 lb), has a volume of 23.89 cm 3 (1.46 in3 ) with dimensions
of 2.62 cm dia x 4.45 cm long (1.03 in dia x 1.75 in long). The power
requirements are less than 1 watt.
Control Moment Gyro (CMG_)
The CMG's sized for the ETVP are approximately four times the size of
the Skylab ATM CMMG's. No.technical problems are expected in the development
of this size CMG. The ETVP CMG's are 2-degree-of-freedom units. Based on
published guidelines, these units each weigh 352 kg (776 lb) and occupy
a volume of 2.69 m3 (94.84 ft3 ) with dimensions of 1.41 m dia x 1.72 m long
(4.63 ft dia x 5.64 ft long). The nominal power required is 219 watts.
Sun Sensor
The sun sensor is part of the coarse alignment system, which is used to
reorient the platform in LEO in case of a platform tumble after construction
is completed and the primary system assumes command. A typical sensor is the
Ball Bros. two-axis C105 instrument. This unit weighs less than 0.11 kg
(0.25 lb) occupies a volume of 103 cm3
 ;6.28 in3 ) with dimensions of 5.08 cm
dia x 5.08 cm high (2 in dia x 2 in high). This unit does not consume any
power.
Magnetometer
The magnetometer is part of the coarse alignment system. The unit has
capabilities similar to a Develco, Inc. instrument (Model No. 104600). This
unit weighs 0.45 kg (1 lb), occupies a volume of 393 cm3 (24 in 3 ) with dimen-
sions of 5.08x10.16x7.62 cm (2x4x3 in). The nominal power requirement is
0.3 watt.
3.2.3.2 Flight Modes
During a span of approximately 2-1/2 yeazs after construction, the ETVP
will be operated in LEO at altitudes of 370 km (200 nmi), 556 km (300 nmi)
and 926 km (500 nmi). Refurbishment, tesc, and operation of subsystems and
operational checkout of experiments will be conducted at these altitudes.
The operational checkout will be conducted in the same attitude as the
experiment will experience in GEO; that is, the Y-axis or long axis of the
platform perpendicular to the orbit plane (Y-POP). The base of ti,e trian-
gular truss +Z axis will be pointed toward the earth, the X-axis will com-
plete the orthogonal system.
The transfer between the various LEO altitudes and GEO will be conducted
in a orbit transfer attitude. The attitude for this operational mode is
Y-axis in the direction of the applied thrust.
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In GEO, the operational attitude is Y-POP and Z toward the earth. Since
the principal axis of inertia is close to the geometric axis, the platform
will be oriented so that the Y principal axis will be POP.
3.2.3.3 Pointing Accuracy
The accuracy at which the experiments can be aligned with their targets
on the ground is a function of the accuracy of each of the components in the
pointing loop. The accuracy breakdown is given in Table 3.2.3-2. The com-
ponents chosen for the system have errors less than those allowed in this
table.
	
Table 3.2.3-2.
	
Antenna Pointing Accuracy Error	 Budget
Budget
(deg)
Attitude determination
Control dynamics
Thermal deformation of
feed horn boom
Thermal deformation of
Manufacturing and asse:
0.050
0.100
structure and
0.08.
antenna reflector
	
0.06
nbly tolerance	 0.210
RSS total (one beam width) 	 1	 0.25,"
3.2.3.4 Disturbance Torques & C14G Sizing
In order to determine the size and number of CMG's required for the ETVP,
an analysis of the major disturbance torques acting on the platform was made.
The three major torques acting on a satellite in earth orbit are gravity
gradient, aerodynamics, and solar pressure. The aerodynamic torque is si gnifi-
cant only in LEO, while gravity gradient and solar pressure (differing in
relative magnitudes) arc significant in both LEO and GEO.
A digital simulation program, Momentum accumulation and Dumping (MAD),
was utilized to determine the torques and the resultant momentum acting on
the platform. The :Hass properties of the platform modeled in the simulation
are given in Table 3.2.3-3. These mass properties were derived at the onset
of the study and used throughout to eliminate the need for iterative
solutions of the same problem. The same mass properties were used in the
operational configuration in both LEO and GEO.
Table 3.2.3-4 gives the orientation of the platform t'.lat was simulated
to determine the size of the control system actuators. Twc runs were made
with the principal axes of the platform aligned to the orbitinb local vertical
reference system.
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Table 3.2.3-3	 ETVP Operational Configuration Mass Properties
Z
PARAMETER VALUE
MASS 39,210 KG
lxx 108.951E6 KG-M2
I yy 3.963E6 KG-M2
I zz 109.595E6 KG-M2
Ixy 0.0
l xz 0.008722 KG-M2
Iyy m
-3.861E6 KG-M2
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Figure 3.2.3-1 shows the total torques, solar and gravity gradient,
acting on the ETVP in CEO over a 4 day period (4 orbits). The platform
itself is maintaining an earth pointing reference, while the solar panels
are rotating relative to the platform to maintain a solar inertial orien-
tation.
The integration of the body axis torques relative to an inertial set of
axes is presented in Figure 3.2.3-2. The secular X-axis torque is due to
solar pressure acting on the asymmetric: solar panel configuration.
The inertial momentum is transformed relative to the platform axis system
in Figure 3.2.3-3. The secular inertial X-axis momentum transforms into the
divergent oscillatory momentum about the X and Z body axes. These two axes
are 90 degrees out of phase so that the actual momentum to be stored is deter-
rained by one axis alone (i.e., the combined momentum is never Larger than the
peak value for either axis).
When the ETVP is operational in LEO, the torques acting upon it are
gravity gradient, aerodynamics and solar pressure. For the conventional
satellite in LEO t 1^e solar pressure torque is normally neglected, but due
to the large asymmetric solar panel area, 592 m2 (6372 ft2), and a lever
arm of 63.29 m (201.64 ft), the magnitude of the solar pressure torque,
0.25 nmi (0.18 ft-lbf), is not negligible relative to the gravity gradient
or aerodynamic torques and cannot be ignored.
The momentum accumulated for the various attitudes of the ETVP considered
is given in Table 3.2.3-4. In CEO the momentum accumulated is mainly secular.
This momentum must be countered by the expenditure of RCS propellant. The
use of CMG's for this mode of operation is to provide a stable earth-pointing
base for the experiments.
The CMG's are sized to maintain control for one orbit in 370 km LEO.
For this configuration, the C14G's must swing their momentum vectors approxi-
mately +21,000 Xms in each orbit to absorb the cyclic momentum and the small
secular momentum. In GEO, by effectively positioning the C14G momentum vectors
at one end of their travel, two orbits can be controlled before desaturating
with the RCS. There is no difference in RCS propellant consumption, only in
the length of time of continuous operation.
3.2.3.5 CMG Desaturation
The CMG's must be desaturated when they cannot absorb the predicted
momentum to be accumulated during the next experiment period. In 370 km LEO
the secular momentum is small, but it does drive the C1G momentum vector uni-
directionally, so that during the cyclic swing of the next orbit, the limit
of momentum absorption will be reached and control will be lost.
To prevent loss of contrci, CMG desaturation in LEO is planned to be
every orbit at the ascending or descending mode. Since orbit stationkeeping
takes place at this point, some saving in RCS propellant will occur by the
combination of these two maneuvers.
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The same procedure of u1G desaturation and stationkeeping is anticipated
in GEO. In GEO, CMG desaturation can occur every other orbit by allowing the
momentum vector to go unidirectionally from stop to stop. Whenever station-
keeping occurs, 01G desaturation should take place also in order to take
advantage of the propellant savings.
3.2.3.6 Attitude Maneuvers
Attitude maneuvers can be made with either the RCS or the CMG. Use of
the RCS is preferable since CMG maneuvers are relatively slow 0.00866 deg/sec.
The number of maneuvers to be made is probably small and will not add greatly
to the propellant budget. Table 3.2.3-5 shows the propellant required to
maneuver the ETVP operational configuration at various rates.
3.2.3.7 Rendezvous aids
In LEO, the rendezvous and berthing aids are on the construction fixture
and consist of a transponder for rendezvous and lights for target illumination
during the final 305 meter (1000 ft) of closure and grappling. In GEO the
rendezvous and docking for maintenance and resupply is done by teleoperator
command of a pilotless vehicle.
The aids in GEO for rendezvous are the same as in LEO except that.the
construction fixture is not attached and docking has to take place at several
locations. At each of the locations that the maintenance vehicle must dock,
illumination must be provided either by the platform or the maintenance
vehicle. additionally, a reflective target for ladar/radar range/range rate
data must be provided for aid in docking. Visual aids are required to assist
in maintaining the correct angular orientation. As in both the Apollo and
Shuttle programs, man-in-the-loop real time simulations will determine the
best type of visual aid to be used.
3.2.3.8 Terminal Closure
An investigation of the terminal closure phase of an orbiter mission
during the construction scenario was conducted in order to complete the
overall mission timelines. The terminal trajectory to be used has the
complication that the RCS plume impingement on the target vehicle must
be minimized. Plume impingement on the platform can cause contamination
from the products of combustion, toalized thermal stresses on the struc-
ture, and rotational motion.
The terminal closure, from 305 to 915 meters (1000 to 3000 ft) to station-
keeping distance, of the baseline orbiter with a plume impingement sensitive
payload was investigated by the Crew Training and Procedures Division at
NASA/JSC. The results are given in NASA Report JSC-12776, "PDRS-III Shuttle
Engineering Simulator Post-Simulation Report," dated 7 November 1977.
The simulation was conducted with a specific payload defined, but the
conclusions state that no problems are anticipated except in extreme niassi
goometry cases. Whether the ETVP falls in this category cannot be stated
in certainty at this time.
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The simulation study investigated the ability of the astronaut to maneuver
the baseline orbiter to within RMS reach distanco of a gravity-gradient stabi-
:zed payload and to stationkeep, A combination of four approach paths and
three braking techniques was evaluated. Plume impingement or overpressure,
propellant consumed, and time were variables considered.
The four approach paths were:
1. Direct - a continuation of a normal intercept trajectory from
below and infront of target, Figure 3.2.3-4.
2. V - along the velocity vector, Figure 3.2.3-5.
3. R - along the radius vector, Figures 3.2.3-6 and 3.2.3-7.
4. H - along the momentum vector, out-of-plane approach.
The three braking techniques were:
1. +Z - PRCS
2. +X - PRCS
3. *X - PRCS ('fail first)
Of the above, the combination of the R approach path and the +X - PRCS was
determined to be superior to all other approach techniques from the standpoint
of minimal plume impingement and operational simplicity.
The H/+X had the minimum plume effect on the payload but had the largest
propellant usage. More important, however, the H approach technique was deter-
mined to be only conditionally feasible because of its relative complexity
and significant probability of orbiter/payload collision.
A typical R approach from 305 m (1000 ft) below the target is reproduced
in Figure 3.2.3-8. The trajectory goes from 305 meters (1000 ft) to about
11 meters (35 ft) in 30 minutes. Figures 3.2.3-9, -10, and -11 show 3 minutes
of stationkeeping at a range of approximately 12 m (40 ft).
For the final two minutes, the relative velocities between the orbiter
and payload are less than 0.009 m/s (0.03 ft/sec) along the X or velocity
vector, 0.01 m/s (0.04 ft/sec) in the Y body (out of plane) direction, and
0.009 m/s (0.03 ft/sec) along the radius vector or Z body direction. The
RSS of these is 0.02 m/s (0.06 ft/sec), which is within the +0.03 m/s
(0.1 ft/sec) limit set forth in Part I of the study.
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3.21 .4 Thermal Control
3.2.4.1 Summary
The ;main elements of the thermal control subsystem (TCS) are summarized
in Table 3.2.4-1. Temperatures of all components are :maintained within allow-
able levels during LEO, orbit transfer, and GEO operations. Control is
provided by an active, pumped fluid loop system which utilizes Freon-21 as
the coolant. .taste heat is rejected by a heat pipe radiator selected because
of lifetime considerations, reliability, and meteoroid damage tolerance. The
required planform area of the radiator (half the radiating area) is 37.2 m2.
Trades and sizing analyses for the individual subsystem elements are discussed
below.
3.2.4.2 Radiator Requirements
Radiator requirements were derived from a consideration of heat loads,
design temperature extremes and cost/weight/reliability;lifetime considerations.
The heat loans include both component dissipation levels and environmental heat-
ine. The latter contribution to radiator sink temperature is shown in
Figure 3.2.4-1 for LEO operation. Due to the platform attitude and radiator
orientation during the sunlit portion of the orbit, solar loading is equal to
S cos 190-3), where 3 is the sun beta angle (angle between sun line and the
orbit plane) and S is the solar constant. For an orbital inclination of 28.50,
the maximum beta angle (equivalent to maximum solar loading) is 52°. Values of
the figure were based on a solar constant, S, of 1393 W!m 2 , albedo - 0.35, and
earth emission magnitude of 220 W/m 2 . at geosynchroaous altitude, earth emission
and albedo contributions are negligible (<1 W/^ = ) and solar heating is again
governed by the equation S cos (90-3). For an equatorial orbit 
^ma.,c is 23.50
and the maximum sun loading is 555 W/m2.
Environmental loads are minimal for this fixed radiator configuration
because the panels are parallel to the orbit plane for the baseline F-POP, Z LV
platform attitude. If future missions dictate other orientations radiator area
would be substantially increased. Subsystem component dissipation loads used
to determine radiator requirements are shown in Table 3.2.4-2.
Although power requirements exceed those listed, some components, e.g., C.'-'G's,
radiate directly to the environment. also, there will be some battery load during
the sunlit portion of the orbit but this was neglected in the current analysis.
Initial evaluation of component heat rejection requirements indicated the
undesirabilit y of individual, localized, passive component radiators due to
design complexity and the difficulty of obtaining favorable orientations for all
the radiator panels. Centralized radiators could use either a pumped fluid-loop
system or heat pipes to transport waste heat to selected radiator panels. The
heat pipe option was discarded because of design complexity, cost, and uncertainty;
required long length (-3 m), variable conductance, diode heat pipes (possibly with
multiple 90 0 bends) are beyond current or anticipated near-term state of the art.
Transport to the radiator panels can be accomplished using the fluid loop directly
or by heat pipes. The heat pipe system was selected because of the large weight
penalty associated with protecting a fluid l.)op system from mitre-eteoroid damage
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during the radiator operational lifetime. The selected hybrid system kpumped
fluid loop/heat pipe radiator) is significantly lighter than the active system;
for design reliability of 0.9, weight saving is about 50: for a 20-year life-
time.
Table 3.2.4-2. Subsystem Dissipation Requirements
Subsystem Power Level (watts)
GN&C 300
EPS
Batteries 14,000	 (CEO eclipse)
7,500 (LEO eclipse)
Cont./Reg./Dist. 950
TT&C 250
TCS 500
3.2.4.3 uicrometeoroid Protection
Heat pipe redundancy required to account for loss due to micrometeoroid
was found to be about 33%. The micrometeoroid analysis was based on a flux
model proposed by NASA (Ref. 1). The incident :meteoroid flux distribution
varies with particle size according to the relation
log N t = -14.37 - 1.213 log m + Log Ge
	 (1)
whe re
Nt is the average meteoroid flux (particles/m2/sec)
of mass m or greater
m is the particle mass (g)
r is the distance from the earth's center in earth
radii
The term Ge is the defocusing factor to account for focusing of the particle
flux due to the earth's gravitation and is given as:
Ge • 0.568 + 0.432	 (2)
r
Equation (1) applies to particles in the range 10- 6 to I g. These are con-
sidered the most likely to damage the radiator since smaller particles do not
have sufficient kinetic energy to penetrate an appreciable wall thickness and
larger particles are assumed to not be present in enough quantity to have an
appreciable encounter probability; however, for the long mission lifetimes
'20 years) associated with advanced platforms, improved flux models for larger
particles could be required.
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empirical relationships have been developed by Rockwell which determine
material wall thickness required to prevent puncture by a meteoroid particle
of mass m (Ref. 2). The required wall thickness to prevent dimpling, spalling,
and perforation is:
1.i5 f . a.:33v 213 m 0.M7
t	 f~P	 P
w	 H Lr 
o 
Ls
C	 t
where
t 	 is the required wall thickness (cm)
f_	 is the spall factor (>1)
p p
	is the particle density ( g /cm2)
V
P
	is the particle veloc'_y (km/sec)
m	 is the particle mass (g)
Ht	is the Brinell hardness of the tube wall
`t	 is the densit y of the wall (g/cm3)
The probability of at least one impact by a particle of size m is given
by the Poisson distribution,
P	 1 - e-NtA@	 (4)
whe re
P	 is the impact probability of an individual ele=ent
V t
	is the average meteoroid flux
A	 is the projected exposed area (m2)
is the total exposure time (sec)
Equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) were used to define the required heat
pipe redundancy and component shielding.
3.2.4.4 Sizing
The hybrid heat pipe radiator system was sized to reject system heat loads
and other platform heat sources. The primary external thermal contributor is
the solar array. In low earth orbit the solar array can reach 70 = C. For a
view factor of 0.05 this is equivalent to a the —.-al inn'-t to the radiator of
(3)
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22 w/m= . In geosynchronous orbit the solar array will be significantly cooler,
maximum operating temperature will be about 42°C, and thermal input to the
radiator will be under 16 '.1/m2.
Radiator sizing for different orbital environments is shown in
Figure 3.2.4-2. Property degradation estimates were based upon published
experimental property measurements (Ref. 3) and Global Positioning Satellite
(GPS) or.-orbit :light data. Sizing is governed by the dissipation extremes
during the eclipse portion of geosynchronous orbit operation. The required
planfo= area of the radiator (half the radiating area) is 37.2 m = (400 ft`).
Although not shown, orbit transfer would present a lesser requirement. This
conclusion holds even if the radiator experiences direct solar loading.
The heat pipe radiator schematic is shown in Figure 3.2.4-3. The heat
pipes are located on 1.21-cm (3.08-in.) centers. A total of 156 heat pipes are
required. The container is 6061-T6 aluminim, and the basic design utilizes a
trapezoidal wick and ammonia working fluid.
3.2.4.5 Deployment
The radiator system utilizes a spring load deployment mechanism. The
folded radiator panels are operated by a compressed nitrogen gas system with
redundant components. Indi •:ldual segments of the radiator are 3.048x3.048 m
(10X10 ft).
3.2.4.6 Fluid Loop
The fluid loop schematic is shown in Figure 3.2.4-4. The basic plumbing/
piping distribution for the platform consists of two Freon-21 loops. Two pump
packages (four pumps) and accumulators are included in each loop with all
connections in parallel so that only one pump operates at any time. The basic
pump package configuration is currently used on orbiter (Specification SVSS6426).
Operating lifetimes are estimated to be at least five years for these orbiter
components, although this capability has not yet,been demonstrated. Improvements
in seal and lubricant technology will, hopefully, extend these limits. Waste
heat from the pump rotors is dissipated into the circulating fluid and eventually
rejected by the radiators.
Battery neat dissipation drives loop flow rate and radiator outlet temper-
ature. Radiator outlet temperature is controlled by the orbiter flow proportion-
ing valve which permits a dual position setting. During eclipse periods, the
radiator outlet is set at -1.1°C (30°F) to accommodate the high battery loads
and in sunlight the temperature setting is 4.4°C (40 0F). Fluid-loop flow rate
is 2454.5 kg/hr (3400 lb/hr) to xaintain the outlet temperature of the battery
coldplates under 20°C. This requires a Freon-21 flow rate of 1227.3 kg/hr
(2700 lb/hr) in each loop, which is well within the capacity of the current
pump design. Consequently, the proposed concept would allow three pumps (and
one accumulator.) to fail in each loop over the oepra.lonal lifetime. If orbiter
experience indicates that this allotment is inadequate, then an additional purp
package irn, each loop may be required. The design assumes that pump system
lubricants would survive over the system lifetime and this requirement night
require advanced lubricant concepts.
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Figure 3.2.4-2. Control :.cdule Radiator Requirements
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Heat exchanger 'orbiter GSE heat exchanger, Specification SVSH 6424)
has been included in the :laid loop, although the heat rejection system is
not required to accommodate any payload thermal loads. The exchanger is
included to support thermal control during orbiter ground and launch opera-
tions and to support potential on-orbit maintenance operations which might
require radiator shutdown.
3.2.4.7 Coldplates
For the baseline system, aluminum was selected b--ause of its light weight
and high heat transfer rates. Placement of the component coldplates in the
loop :vas dictated by their allowable operating temperatures. The current
design assumes that allowable battery temperatures are between -5°C and 20wC
with all other components capable of operating between O°C and 40°C.
Individual coldplates were sized to allow enough area for component attach-
ment and separation. Redundant components were located on different coldplates
to guarantee system integrity during changeout and/or servicing operations.
3.2.4.3 Other TCS Elements
Due to the open structure configuration, components will require insula-
tion and shielding to provide meteoroid protection and isolation from the
.heraal environment. Impact calculations for 0.99 component reliability
(-0.9 system reliability) yield required typical armor thickness of 0.20 cm
(0.080 in.) for component packages. The protective layer would be reduced to
about 0.05 cm (0.020 in.) if it is installed as a bumper instead of armor,
e.g., not integral to the package. For the baseline design, however, the
armor approach was implemented to facilitate potential servicing operations.
Thermal isolation is also required for space-facing surfaces on coldplate-
mounted components, and this can be accomplished by applying YLI blankets;
20 layers are required to provide insulation and allow for some effectiveness
loss due to meteoroid impact.
yon-coldplate-mounted elements, like CMG's and RCS modules, require heaters
to maintain allowable temperature levels. For components, such as CMG's,
temperature-sensitive electronics are effectively isolated from ext ernal walls
and supplemental heaters are intrinsic to the baseline design. RCS module
heater re quirements for the nitrogen tetroxide-monomethyl hydrazine system
assumed an yT.O /1121•22 :Lass ratio of 1.6 to 1 with four modules containing 1450 kg
(3190 lb) of propellant in each module. For a black-paint coating, each module
requires approximately 250 watts of power. This requirement derives from geo-
synchronous orbit environmental loading and assumes that LEO orbit transfer
loads are more benign. Requirements for coatings, insulation, shielding, and
heaters have been incorporated into individual component mass definitions.
3.2.4.9 Summary
The active thermal control system presented herein, combined with appro-
priate coatings, insulation, and heaters as required, is a long-life system
capable of maintaining platform component temperatures within allowable levels
during operational low earth, transfer and oeosynchronous orbits.
it
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3.2.5 Trackini, Telemetry and Control iT.TSC)
3.:.5.: Summary
The TTSC system uses S-band and Ku-band. The S-band has two subsystems:
1. Phase-modulated (P`) links provide *racking and two-way
communication with the ground or through the TDRSS.
2. Frequent;:-modulated	 lin::s provide direct one-way
data transmission to ground.
The Ku-band is a two-way communication system which transmits data through TDRS.
The TT&C components with sizes and weights are summarized in Table 3.2.5-1. A
functional schematic of the TTSC is shown in Figure 3.2.5-1. The locations of
the antennas is shown in Figure 3.2.5-2.
3.2.5.2 S-Band
The ETC platform's S-band TTSC system is comprised of two independent sub-
systams. The phase-modulated (P`!) links provide tracking and two-wa y communica-
tions direct to ground or through the TDRSS. The frequency-^adulated (F`!) link
provides for the transmission of data direct to ground (one-way). See
Figure 3._.5-?. Rzliabilit--, is enhanced by using redundant units or else by
providing internall y
 redundant circuits. The single exception to this is the
S-band antenna switch assembly.
The PM systam consists of tour h e ll,:al antenna s located Jr. the ET IV Ol at.orm
to corr.unizate in varied directions. These antennas serve the Phase `?odulatlon
links to the 'SAF Satellite Control Facility 1SCV ground stations, both di.rezt
and TDRS-relayed, as well as through the NASA Spaceflight Tracking and Data
;ietwcr (STD) ground stations. This link is compatible with the Shuttle
orbiter and in LEO the orbiter can act as a relay for communications, if
desired. Four helicals are needed to insure 40: coverage even if the ETC
platfJra .-.sables in orbit.
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In the TDRS PM link, the power amplifier generates 100 watts to help over-
come the large space loss between LEO and GEO. Convolutional coding is also ased
in order to provide a better system margin. When communicating directly to
ground, only 10 watts power is needed (even without coding) since the _round
uses a 26-n aperture.
The FM link consists of one wide coverage horn with 16 dB gain. This line:
provides additional downlink ca pability from the ETV platform to ground stations
(not TDRSS). The Fri signal may be modulated by television, engine data, analoz,
digital, recorder playback, or real-time payload data (4 Mbits/sec maximum.).
The wide-coverage horn (32 degree beaw. idth) is located on the bottom side of
the platform which races the earth stations in LEO and in CEO.
The FM link provides a high-capacity link direct to ground as a hack -up
to TDRS in LEO and at the primary link in GEO. The F`1 transmitter oper-n tes a_
2250 `biz with an output power of 10 watts. 3oth baseband and RF filtering are
provided to reduce out-of-channel interference to the PM and payload receivers.
Less power is needed for this link than for the P`1 link, since no attempt to
work with the 3.5-m TDRS antenna is made and a 16-dB horn is used rather t-an
a 10-dB helix.
3.2.5.3 Ku-Band
The Ku-band parabolic antenna is mounted on the aft a pex of the ET7P to
allow viewing of the TDRS while the platform is in LEO. The Ku-band TTSC is
a two-way communication system which transmits up to 50 `".bits/sec data
(14.85-15.15 GHz) on the return link to the 3.5-m antenna on TDRS and
receives up to 216 Kbits/sec (13.75-13.80 GHz).
A 0.91-m parabolic monopulse tracking antenna with a small acquisition
horn is the only antenna used. Acquisition of the TDRS is aided via designa-
tion by the signal processor of an angle around which a spiral search is con-
ducted. Acquisition thereafter is automatic. Ground control of antenna anrgle
is also possible using the S-band link, 
Mounted with the antenna are the antenna drive mechanism, drive electronics,
traveling-wave tube (TWT) transmitter, and receiver front end.
Mounted remotely from the antenna is the si gnal processor package .,hizh
includes tape recorders and the data management circuitry. Location for this
package is in the control module located near the solar array.
i
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3.2.6 Reaction Control System (RCS)
3.2.6.1 Summary
The :RCS is sized to provide for the control of the antenna platforms at
the operational altitude in the Clarke (geosynchronous equatorial) orbit
(GEO). The RCS provides control for both translation .maneuvers (station-
keeping) to maintain position in orbit over the earth reception target area
to within 0.05 degree, aid for attitude orientation control in conjunction
With the attitude and velocity control subsystem (?.VCS). In addition, during
the low earth orbit (LEO) phases of the mission the RCS provides the necessary
impulse for all the LEO orbit transfer :maneuvers.
3.2.6.2 Features
The key features of the RCS are summarized in Table 3.2.6-1 and the RCS
module is illustrated in Figure 3.2.6-1.
Table 3.2.6-1.	 RCS Summary
Propellants
Pressurization gas
Total Impulse
Number of modules
vu;aber of thrusters
Thrust, Each
12 thrusters
4 thrusters
Total weight
V204 /?MII-2i
He 1 ium
16.7x1CP N-sec
(3.8x106 lb-sec)
4
16
4.4 v (1 lbf)
44 V (10 lbf)
3074 kg (17762 1b)
3.2.6.3 Configuration
A 16-thruster configuration, grouped in four modules with ?ropella_.ts
and located at the four corners of the rectangular shaped platform, provides
an RCS that meets the mission and functional requirements. The corner loca-
tions were selected to provide maximum-lenath moment ar-is and to avoid
thruster exhaust impingernent on the vehicle structure and components.
S,	
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Each RCS module contains an oxidizer tank, a fuel tank, and helium
pressurization tanks located within a structural shell chat acts as a -.icro-
meteoroid shield and for thermal control. On one side of the :nodule, an
assembly of :-our thrusters is located, with an attach port on the opposite
side for mating and attachment to the platfarm structure.
Each assembly of four thrusters (per :nodule) consists of one 44-N (l0-lbf)
thruster (.%-S stationkeeping) and three 4.4-N (1-lbf) thrusters oriented for
CMG momentum dumping about the pitch, roll and yaw axes, and for E-W station-
keeping. Operation of the four-module RCS includes firing two 44-N (10-lbf)
thrusters at a time for `'-S stationkeeping, and alternately two or four
4.4-N ( 1 -lbf) thrusters at a time for three-axis CMG momentum dump and E-W
stationkeeping.
3.2.5.4 ?ropellants
Storable propellants (N20 4 /1"M ) were selected for the RCS to be com-
patible with long-duration pro pellant storage for the seven year resupply
interval and still provide reasonable perfor:.ance. Bi-propellant RCS thrus-
ters, such as those being developed by Aerojet (2-v (0.5-lbf), 22-N i5-lbf),
and 445-N (100-1b) thrusters) provide a stead y-state specific impulse of
2750 N-sec/kg (230 sec) to 2890 ';-sec/kg (295 sec). Structural mass fraction
efficiency of 0.713 was assumed. These performance values were used in sizing
propellant quantities since relatively long pulse durations are required.
For v-S stationkeeping, the 4.+-v (10-lb f ) thrusters fire for 33 seconds
duration, and the shortest pulse for the 4.4-\ (1-1bf) thruster is 13 seconds
duration for pitch attitude CMG dumping.) RCS propellant requirements were
based on a piacfcrm weight of 31136 kg (63500 lh) without RCS, and with RCS
a platform weight of 39210 kg 1\36262 lb). Each RCS module contains 1449 kg
(3158 lb) propellant and has an initial gross weight of 1268.5 kg (4440.5 1b)
which does not include the docking port. The total gross weight of the four
RCS modules is 3074 kg (17762 lb).
Control of the antenna platform in GEO is required for the anticipated
life of the vehicle which is assumed to be 20 years' duration. For purposes
of sizing the RCS propellant quantities, a resupply interval of sever, years
in GEC is assumed. The life of storable propellant tankage, _°eed and prc-
pellant management devices, and other components is estimated to be 7 to 10
years.
3.2.6.5 Manuevers
The functional requirements for the RCS in sEO consist of:
1. Translational maneuvers for stationkeeping a.d platform positioning
on station.
2. kttitude orientation and control maneuvers.
Satellite Systems Division ®,k RockwellSpace Systems Group	 International
3.2.6.6 Stationkeeping
The translation impulses for stationkeeping consist of maneuvers to
counteract the perturbations caused by the earth's tesseral harmonics
(east-west stationkeeping), lunar-solar gravity (north-south stationkeeping),
and solar pressure (eccentricity maintenance).
East-west stationkeeping velocity requirements and limit cycle duty
times for synchronous satellites are shown in Figures 3.2.6-2 and 3.2.6-3.
These velocity requirements are limited to correcting the inplane perturba-
tions of the orbit due to the earth's nonspherical shape. Due principally
to the ellipticity of the earth's equatorial surface, the semi-ma;or axis
of the orbit will be changed causing the satellite to drift toward the
nearest stable node (76 0 East or 140 0 West). Yearly velocity requirements
to maintain a satellite on station for the equatorial region 60-1400
 W are
shown in Figure 3.2.6-2. The maximum velocity required is 2.03 : peters per
second per year however, occurs for a satellite located near 120 degree east
longitude.
Limit cycle duty times are also presented in Figure 3.2.6-3. This cycle
t6me is t o time between the delta velocity maneuvers required to maintain
the satellite within a region of the desired longitude (deadband). when
the satellite has drifted to one edge of the deadband, velocity is added to
the orbit such that it will reverse its drift. The satellite will then drift
to the ot her deadband edge before the geopotential effects slow the drift
rate to zero and again cause it to drift toward the nearest stable node.
The minimum time between required stationkeeping maneuvers again occurs at
l20 degree east longitude. For a deadband of 0.05 degree the minimum limit
cycle time is 14.3 days.
For sizing the RCS, the maximum velocity was assumed as the necessary
design impulse for the east-west stationkeeping requirement. The maneuver
itself consists of two nearly identical burns approximately 12 hours apart.
The magnitude and the frequency of the correction maneuver depends on the
longitude of the equatorial station of the platform.
The combined effect of the lunar-solar gravitational acceleration
produces a very long period (53 years) oscillation of the Clarke orbit
inclination. The out of plane motion induced by the moon is of the order
of 2.5 times greater than the sun. For first order approximation the two
effects can be combined; the magnitude of the regression being determined
from the geometry of the orbit planes initial inclination and the right
ascension of the ascending node, and the inclination of the lunar orbit
with respect to the earth's equator. The lunar orbit plane regresses
around the ecliptic in a period of 13.6 years. The lunar orbit plane
inclination to the ecliptic remains constant as the nodes regress which
results in an oscillation of the lunar orbit plane inclination to the earth's
equator. The lunar orbit plane inclination varies between 19.4 and 28.6
degrees during the 18.6 year cycle. The position within this cycle deter-
mines the .aznitude of the correction velocity and the frequency of impulse
aoolication to overcome the perturbation (Figure 3.2.6-4). The latter is
also a function of the :maximum permissible excursion caused by the gravi-
tational disturbance.
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The 18.6 year cycle average inclination is 23.5 degrees, while for the
9.3 year peak in the cycle the average inclination is 26.9 degrees. The
average Clarke orbit perturbations resulting from the lunar-solar influence
is presented in Figure 3.2.6-5.
The major effects of solar radiation pressure on a geosynchronous orbit
is a yearly oscillation in eccentricity and a rotation of the line of
apsides. For an initially circular geosynchronous orbit, solar pressure
will cause the eccentricity to increase to some maximum value after six
months and return to circular after one year. The maxi:aum value for the
eccentricity is a function of the satellite arfective area-to-weight ratio.
For the platform in the Clarke orbit this ratio is approximately (0.02 m2/kg
(0.1 ft 2 /lb) . For this area-to-weight ratio the maximum eccentricity pertur-
bation and corresponding daily longitudinal librations are illustrated in
Figure 3.2.6-6. The correction maneuver is usually performed by applying
two impulses nearly 12 hours apart (one at perigee and the other at apogee).
The frequency and the yearly 3V requirements for these raneuvers are shown
in Figure 3.2.6-7.
The CEO perturbation sources, effects, and velocity requirements to over-
come them are summarized in Figure 3.2.6-8. The total AV requirement per year
is 56.4 m/sec or 394. 9 m/sec for the entire seven year mission.
The spacecraft positioning :maneuver AV requirement is entirely dependent
on the repositioning drift rate desired during the :maneuver and, of course,
the number of such maneuvers desired during the entire seven year mission.
Figure 3.2.6-9 illustrates the relationship between the position drift
rate and the corresponding velocity increment required to initiate or stop
the drift. Twice the 2.85 meters per see degrees per day value is required
to complete the entire maneuver; that is to initiate and terminate the
spacecraft drift.
For the seven-year mission it is assumed that besides the one initial
positioning maneuver four additional repositioning :maneuvers will be
required. all these maneuvers are to be performed with a longitudinal drift
rate of one degree per day. The AV requirement for these five maneuvers is
28.5 m/sec.
3.2.6.7 attitude Orientation 6 Control
The RCS attitude orientation and control r.:aneuvers consist of periodic
momentum dump of the control moment gyros (C.*iG's) and some discrete pre-
planned attitude :maneuvers during the LEO to CEO transfer and the seven year
CEO :mission. The weight and the moment-of-inertia characteristics -ised for
the computation of the propellant demand for this control phase of the
mission are shown in the mass properties summary in Table 3.2.6-2.
The RCS thrusters are fired every 12 hours (twice a day) for CMG
denaturation exp,-nding propellant at a rate of 0.0715 kg/maneuver
(0.143 kg /day). It is possible that some of the orbit-kecpin2 :maneuvers
may be combined with the CY.G desaturation maneuvers. The resulting
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Figure 3.2.6-9.
	 Velocity Required to Establish or to Stop a Drift
Rate of a Spacecraft in Clarke Orbit
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Table 3.2.b-2. i:T%T Operational. Configuration Mass Properties
z
PARAMETER VALUE
MASS 39210 KG
l xx 108.95IE6 KG-M2
I yy 3.963E6 KG-M2
I zz 109.595E6 KG-M2
I xy 0.0
l xz 0.008722 KG-M2
lyz m -3.861E6 KG-M2
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propellant savings from such a combination of maneuvers could be translated
into extended mission durations (interval between servicing visits).
Each year in geosynchronous orbit, four discrete three-axis attitude
change maneuvers will be performed. The attitude rate during these maneuvers
will be 0.05 deg/sec. Each attitude change maneuver requires two sets of
impulses, first to start the rotation of the platform and the second set to
terminate the rotational rate at the new attitude. For the RCS propellant
requirement estimate it is assumed that the conservative method of perforiaing
three independent single-axis maneuvers for one three-axis maneuver will be
employed.
For the above type of attitude change 2.25 kg of propellant per maneuver
will be required.
In addition to the basic mission attitude change maneuvers already
discussed five three-axis maneuvers at 0.1 deg/sec are allocated during the
LEO to GEO transfer phase. The total amount of RCS propellanc for this phase
of the mission is 60.4 kg.
3.2.6.8 GEO Propellant Requirements
The total RCS requirements for the seven (7) year mission are summarized
in Table 3.2.6--3. The total RCS weight is 8C73.6 kg or 2018.4 kg per quad.
Table 3.2.6-3. RCS Propellant Requirements (7-Year Mission)
Translation maneuvers n)"s (fps)	 kg (lb)
o	 East-west stationkeeping 14.3 (46.9)
o	 North-south stationkeeping 349.0 (1145.2)
o	 Eccentricity control 31.6 (103.6)
o	 Initial positioning on station 6.0 (19.6)
o	 Station repositioning	 (4) 22.6 (74.4)
Total 423.5 (1389.7)	 5303 (11666)
Attitude orientation and control maneuvers kg (lb)
0	 4 - 3-axis maneuvers per year at 0.050 63 (138.6)
o	 CMG momentum dump 365.6 (804.3)
0	 30 day RCS backup 4.5 (10.0)
o	 Transfer orbit attitude control 60.9 (134.0)
5 - 3-axis maneuvers at 0.101s
Total 494.0 (1086.9)
Grand Total propellant carried 5796.8 (12752.9)
Total RCS weight 8073.6 (11761.9)
RCS weight per quadrant 2CIS.4 (4440.5)
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For mission durations of S to 10 years the total RCS weight increment
per year is approximately 1250 kg. This sensitivity of the total RCS
requirement to the GEO servicing interval is illustrated in Figure 3.2.6-10.
3.2.6-9 LEO Propellant Requirements
The unserviced mission duration in low earth orbit is assumed to be si::
months. The functional requirements for the RCS in this operational ;node
consists of:
I. Translation maneuvers for orbit transfer from the Shuttle rendezvous
compatible orbit altitude to some higher mission operations or
test orbit altitude and back.
2. Attitude orientation and control maneuvers required in the mission
operations or test orbit.
The maximum RCS propellant loading for this phase of the mission is based on
the GEO mission requirements. Thus, the capability to perform translational
and rotational maneuvers in LEO will be derived for a system capacity sized
to the GEO mission.
The translation velocity requirements can be expressed as a function
of orbit altitudes
AV  = OVp t~ OVa
(fit	 r	 rPVT
 = y _ro;ror f	 1_ ra + r 
- 1
+rf	 f	 f
or for the altitudes of interest (370 - 1000 km)
PVT
67T	 0.55 m/sec/km
AV 
Each six month :mission phase will require two such translation maneuvers,
one to go from the 370 km (200 nmi) Shuttle orbit to the mission operations
orbit, and the second of the two sets of impulses to return to the orbiter
rendezvous orbit.
r
	
	
The propellant that remains array be used for the attitude orientation
and control :maneuvers. These attitude orientation and control maneuvers
consist of C:G desaturation :maneuvers requiring approximately 0.3 kk of
propellant per day. This value is reasonable for orbital altitudes in the
500 km range.
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The attitude change maneuvers were assumed to have the following
distribution:
20% 3-axis maneuvers @ 0.1 deg/sec.
20 3-axis maneuvers @ 0.03 deg/sec.
30% single axis maneuvers @ 0.1 deg/sec.
30% single axis maneuvers @ 0.03 deg/sec.
The above distribution results in the usage of 2.07 kg of propellant
per "average" attitude maneuver.
Based on these ground rules and the RCS propellant requirement for
geosynchronous orbit maintenance (mission duration of S, 7 and 10 years)
the relationship between the number of permissible average attitude maneuvers
per day can be expressed as a function of LEO operations orbit altitude
(Figure 3.2.6-11). For the seven year baseline mission this operation alti-
tude will have to bt: Less than 800 km (430 nmi).
Assuming LEO operations will require two attitude aaneuvers per day
the permissible LEO operations altitude now can be Qxpressed as a function
of the geosynchronous orbit mission duration (Figure 3.2.6-12).
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Figure 3.2.6-11. Frequency of Attitude Maneuvers
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3.2.7 Orbit Transfer Propulsion System
3.2.7.1 Summary
A cluster of three low-thrust propulsion modules is provided for transport-
inZ the antenna platform frog
 the construction altitude in LEO up to the opera-
tional altitude at CEO.
The significant requirements for the orbit transfer propulsion module
include the following: thrust-to-weight ( T /W) ratio, velocity increment,
maximum size and number of modules, propellant storability, and thrust
vector control (TVC).
A maximum T/W of 1.96 N/kg (0.2 lbf/lbm) is imposed on the propulsion
module design by the structural limitations of the space-fabricated structure.
3.2.7.2 Description
The key features of the orbit transfer propulsion system are summarized in
Table 3.2.7-1. The low-thrust propulsion (LTP) module is illustrated in
Figure 3.2.7-1.
Table 3.2.7-1. Orbit Transfer rropulsion Summary
(7 Year CEO Mission)
PROPELLANTS L02/LH2
Total
	
i-pulse 112.1^106N-sec 	(25.2}10°lb-sec)
Number of modules 3,	 parallel
Firing/staging sequence 2/1 Nodules
Number of engines 12
Thrust, each 22,240 N	 (5000	 lbf)
T/W, sax. 1.96 N/kg	 (0.2	 lbf/lbm)
Ignition weight:
	
each 26,774 kg	 (58,904	 lb)
3 modules* 80,322	 kg	 (176,712	 lb)
Boiloff 31:
Loaded weight:	 each 27,475 kg
	 (60,446
	
lb)
3 modules 82,425 kg	 (181,338	 lb)
*For payload weight of 39,210 kg (86,262
	 lb).
The overall dimensions of the module are compatible with orbiter payload
bay size and the overall length is within the 10.7 m (35 ft) length target for
OTV design. This is accomplished in part by the use of multiple 22,240-N
(5,000-1U) thrust engines which are short, and eliminate the need for nozzle
retraction mechanisms.
A single oxidizer tank, fuel tank, and helium pressurization gas tanks are
located within a structural shell that acts as a micrometeroid shield. The
design features the use of non-integral propellant tanks with multi-layer
insulation (:•PI) for control of boiloff. Based on prier studies, an allowance
for one-inch thick MLI would control boiloff of LOZ /LH Z propellants to 0.7;
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Figure 3.2.7-1. Orbit Transfer Propulsion Module
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per wet_.s. of on-orbit holding time. An allowance of 3% boiloff was assumed for
a four-week period to transport all three modules to LEO.
3.2.7.3 Weight
The propulsion module design weight aumnary with maximum propellant load-
ing is shown in Table 3.2.7-2. The inert weight includes allowances for sub-
systems such as structure, thermal control, avionics, propulsion, residual
fluids and contingencies, based on prior studies of NASA Tug and USAF Orbit-
to-Orbit Shuttle (OOS). with maximum propellant loading, the three LTP
modules are capable of transporting a maximum of 41,136 kg (90,500 lb). This
would include enough RCS propellant to operate 8.55 years in the Clar::e orbit
without servicing. The sensitivity of LTP module weight to geosyn;.hronous
orbit mission duration is illustrated in Figure 3.2.7-2.
Table 3.2.7-2. LTP Maximum Propellant Load Conditions
kg (lb)
Maximum gross weight 28,864 (63,500)
Maximum propellant load 25,284 (55,626)
Inert weight 3,579 (	 7,874)
Stage mass fraction 0.876
3% propellant builoff 758 (	 1,669)
Usable propellant
(after boiloff) 24,526 (53,957)
3.2.7.4 Engine Performance
Each of the four engines include provisions for two-axis gimbaling for
TVC. The engine is a sta ed combustion design based on the technology develop-
ment of the Advanced Space Engine (ASE). The performance and size of the
22,240 N (5000 lbf) thrust engine is summarized in Table 3.2.7-3.
3.2.7.5 Propellant
Propellant storability is i requirement for the entire elapsed time from
propellant tanking to burnout. The use of cryogenic propellants requires
adequate insulation for tanks to minimize boiloff propellant losses. Tranl­
-times to LEO and, subsequcntly, to GEO are relatively short (measured in
mint:tes and hours), so that the elapsed time that impacts boiloff the greatest
is the time required in LEO to accumulate the necessary number of propulsion
modules. This elapsed time may be on the order of four weeks, based on the
following simplified scenario:
• A single Space Shuttle orbiter is dedicated to the construction
of 17`ie platform and OTC' delivery.
• The orbiter requires a two-week turnaround period between flights.
• A tonal of three propulsion modu ^s is required, and this determines
the orbiter flights re quired t^_ transport then to LEO.
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Thrust
Chamber pressure
Nozzle expansion area
Propellants
Mixture ratio, OrF
Specific impulse
Overall length
Nozzle exit diameter
Weight
22,240 N (5000 lb)
10,342 kPa (1500 psia)
400:1
LO2 /T H2
6:1
4,580 N-sec/kg (467 sec).
1.32 m (52 in.)
0.76 m (30 in.)
49.9 kg (110 lb)
From this example it can be seen that the third ;nodule arrives in LEO four weeks
after the f?rst module. Propellant boiloff will be held to approximately 0.7%
per week.
3.2.7.6 Staging
The required velocity increments as a function of T/W are shown in
Figure 3.2.7-3. This curve shows the velocity requirements for orbit transfer
from a 28.5-degree inclined LEO of approximately 370 km (200 nmi) altitude to
geosynchronous equatorial orbit (CEO). For a T/W range of 0.96 to 1.96 N/kg
(0.1 to 0.2 lbf/lbm), a fV of 4273 m/sec (14,020 ft/sec) is required, based on
a two-impulse burn and Hohmann transfer. For the 2/1 staging sequence the
first two propulsion modules will increase the spacecraft velocity by 2296 -..1/sec
(74+5 fps). The third and last propulsion module will complete the transfer
orbit insertion maneuver and also deliver the OV required for apogee injection
in the geosynchronous orbit. The uV for this stage is 2004 m/sec (6775 Fps).
It should be noted from the curve that pV requirements at T/W values less than
0.96 N/kg (0.1 lbf/lbm) increase greatly, which is due to larger gravity losses
occurring with the longer burn times associated with less acceleration. However
for these conditions multiple perigee burn transfer techniques may be employed to
reduce the transfer velocity requirement at the expense of a modest increase in
trip time. This relacionship is illustrated in Figure 3.2.7-4.
The three propulsion ;.nodules are operated in a 2-1 ;:firing/staging sequence.
Operating in this mode, the three module cluster is capable of transporting a
maximum 39,210 kg (86,?62 lb) of payload from LEO to CEO (after allowing 31'.
propellant boiloff from each module). The total firing time of each module is
approximately 20 minutes at full four-en?ine thrust per module. In actual
practice, durations slightly longer will result when paired engines are shut
down to control T/SJ, and when sequential startup and shutdown b y
	pairs
are done in ten-second intervals in order to reduce the dynamic amplification
of the platform structure during these thrust load transients.
The initial two ,.nodules require a single firing for the perigee burn, then
are staged ofi at burnout, and the remaining module is fired to achieve the
remaining perigee burn 1V. A second start foc the final module is then required
for the apogee burn to circularize the orbit at GEO,
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T/W Control
With multiple engines per module, the T/ca is controlled to remain below
the 1.96 N,/kg (0.2 lbf/lbm) structural limit (space-fabricated tri-beam) by
sequential shutdown of engines in pairs. For example, during the Lao--module
burn, the initial T/W is 1.49 N/kg (0.152 lbf/lbm) with all engines firing
(266,890 N or 40,000 lbf thrust total) and it remains below 1.96 N/kg
(0.2 lbf/lbm) until just prior to burnout; then, if two engines are shut down
on each module the T/W would be reduced to 1.22 N/kg (0.124 lbf/1bm) at burnout.
For the remaining single module burns made subsequently, the initial T/W is
1.35 N/kg (0.138 lbf/lbm) with all engines firing 188,965 N or 20,000 lbf
thrust) and it remains below 1.06 IN/kg (0.2 lbf/lbm) for the initial half of the
burn; then, two engines are shut down to bring the burnout T/W to 1.05 N/kg
(0.107 lbf/lbm). During the orbit transfer phase, the antennae feed horn
assemblies and the solar arrays are retracted.
Thrust Vector Control
Thrust vector control is provided by the gimbaled engines. During orbit
transfer steering, pitch is prcvided about the X-axis, yaw about the Z-axis,
and roll about the Y-axis. The gimbaled engines are ganged in pitch and yaw
and differentially gimbaled with the outer modules for roll control. This
mode of TVC with the multiple engine configuration provides control under all
conditions of 2-1 module staging and paired engine operation for T/W control
or structural dynamic deamplification. Multiple engines provide the necessary
flexibility for meeting these varied conditions.
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3.3 PAYLOAD DEFINITION
This section describes those payloads selected in Section 2.2.2 for use
on the Engineering and Technology Verification Platform (ETVP). These pay-
loads have been used to size the platform itself and to definitize various
support requirements including power, mass, data rate for TT&C, pointing,
alignment, and necessary stability for the platform. The four antenna types
chosen are:
1. Interleave - contiguous fixed beam
2. Beam-forming matrix - contiguous fixed beam
3. Phased array - fast scanning beam
4. Noncontinguous fixed beam
Payload pe.rameters are summarized in Figure 3.3.0-1 and Table 3.3.0-1.
3.3.1 Beam Interleaving
The interleave concept is shown in Figure 3.3.1-1. To obtain -35 to
-40 dB sidelobes, a highly tapered aperture illumination of the parabolic
reflector is required. The best way to obtain this illumination pattern
for multiple-beam antennas is to use multi-mode horns in a densely arranged
fashion. Even so, the adjacent beam spots on earth will have poor crossovers
(only -13.5 dB). By interleaving patterns from three separate antennas,
good crossovers (-4.5 dB) can be obtained with excellent sidelobes.
To test this concept on the ETV platform it is sufficient to use two
interleaved apertures. The number of feedhorns per aperture can be reduced
from 73 to a pilot test 10. By moving the horns inside the feedhorn assembly,
the full 73 positions can be checked and performance verified. The feedhern
assembly is the same size as required for 73 horns.
The spot size of 0.26 degrees corresponds to 219 total beams maximum for
the entire continental United States. The transmitting antennas are sized
from
D = 1.35 a _ (1.35) 0.025
Ae	 0.045
	
= 7,5 meters
where
1.35 = factor to account for large aperture weighting
X = 0.025 meter for f = 12 GHz
Ae = 0.26 degree or 4.5 mR
In like manner, the diameter for the 14-GHz receiving antennas is 6.4
meters.
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Separate transmitting and receiving antennas are used here for several
reasons. First, the same spot sizes and crossover levels can be obtained
with separate antennas. Also, the filtering problem is greatly simplified.
It may be that the transmitters and receivers will be joined onto the sauce
dish - only a more extensive study can wake this determination.
A power calculation shows that 3 watts per carrier is quite adequate
for 36 Mb/sec at 10-5 bit-error rate with a 2.6 m ground antenna and a 480
mask angle through 4 km (horizontal layer) of 16-mm/hour heavy rain at a
range of 37,000 km at :2 GHz. However, 30 watts/carrier is used as a final
value to allow full investigation of sidelobe interfercn:, since only reduced
number of spots are being used.
A mass and power summary is given below:
12-GHz dish (7.5 m) x 2
Mass (kg)
360
Power
200
20 Tx (30 W) x 2 960 5000
20 Rc x 2 480 400
20x20 switch x 1 200 150
Feed x 2 320
14-GHz dish (6.4 m) x 2 300 200
2o20	 1	 5950
Sizing the data rate for TT&C using payload characteristics is not
straightforward. 'ghat has been done is to use Shuttle orbiter and TDRS
TT&C data rates since these facilities will already be in place and these
vehicles can also serve as relays if need be.
Platform pointing should be accurate to within one-third beamwidth
or so for acquisition. Thus, 0.1 degree is needed for 0.26 degree beamwidth.
:Alignment follows the same argument. Stability of the platform should be
that in 100 seconds the total movement of the platform is less than 0.1
degree. In this way, simple tracking loops can easily follow this rate
of drift with small error.
3.3.2 Scan Phased array
The scanning beam system has a natural advantage over multiple fixed
beam systems in the area of sidelobes and crosstalk. Since TDMA is used,
-15 dB sidelobes are specified if only to prevent power waste. In the
system under consideration here, some fixed beams are used to increase
total system capacity. Hence, -20 dB sidelobes will probably be needed.
Even so, this is a decided advantage over other payload configurations.
Another great advantage the scanning beam inherently enjoys is that it
serves a non-uniform traffic density much better than others. In fact, it
adapts quickly to immediate changes in traffic. The areas of difficulty
arise in the fields of switching, phase shifter tolerance, and buffering.
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The scanning beam :rust be swept in synchronism with a similar time-division
format of the fixed be.anrs so that interconnections between all beams are
possible. Efficient access in this system is aided by buffering. As the
number of stations in the sys,:em *ows, t;;•_ complexity grows also.
The two-scanning beam and four fixed beams concept is shown in Figure
3.3.2-1. This pilot test program should be adequate to test the concept
and provide a means of comparison to other systems. The two scanning beams
(horizontally polarized) are pointed by means of 4-bit pin diode phase
shifters. The four fixed beams (vertically polarized) are formed by means
of conical feedhorns. The same aperture is used for all beams by using a
polarization selective subreflector. The phased scanned beams are separated
by a frequency diplexing grid and also use a subreflector to properly shape
the beam. So, rather than being limited by sidelobes, this system tends to
be limited by the degree of polarization isolation achievable.
The antenna is sized to give a 0.5-degree beamwidth, or 3.7-m aperture
at 12/14 Gllz. Not as small a spot is required as in the previous concept,
since more instantaneous bandwidth is available per spot. The antenna is
sized, rather, to reduce the power of the transmitters to a reasonable
value.
A mass and power su-wary is given below:
Mass (kg) Power (W)
12/14 GHz dish and drive 170 50
Subdish 50
One-half reflector 50
Four-horn assembly 40
Scanning array 40
One 200 Mb/s Tx (165 W) 215 660
Four 36 Mb/s Tx (4x30 W) 96 500
0ne 200 Mb/s Rc 20 30
Four 36 Mb/s Rc 48 40
6x6 switch and buffer 71 60
Feed struct.	 and gimbal 6
uuo 1340
The scanning system is less demanding or. the platform than the other
payloads in terms of poin^-ng and alignment since ;1) the beams are larger,
(2) there are fewer beams, and (3) the scanning array easily acquires and
remembers the proper phase for pointing. Once per hour or so, checkin;
of ali,nment is performed to correct platform drift. The platform should
drift less than one third of beamwidth per hour, or
J[ _ ± U3 50h de	
_ _0.17 deg/hr
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ADVANTAGES
eSCANNING BEAM EFFICIENTLY
-.-	 COVERS WIDE AREA
*FIXED BEAMS COVER HIGH
USAGE POINTS: SINCE NOT
CONTIGUOUS, SIDELOBE CONTROL
EASIER
DISADVANTAGES
• PARTIAL LOSS OF ONE
POLARIZATION
*FAST SWITCHING PROBLEMS
Is DEPLOYMENT/ALIGNMENT
Figure 3.3.2-1. Scanning and Fixed Beam Concept
i
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If this is too severe, the drift must be used by the scanning system to
update the phase shifters or else drift corrections must be performed more
often.
3.3.3 Beam-Forminx Network
The beam-forming network (BFN) is a method of forming multiple beams
by use of various hybrid-coupler configurations. A repetitive progression
produces a pattern a q
 typified in Figure 3.3.3-1. However, the pattern can
easily be reconfigured into another pattern, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.3-2,
to contour the antenna areas in accordance with traffic density. This adapta-
bility is an important advantage for the BFN. The disadvantage is more loss
and more complexity in the feed net ork. Otherwise, there is little difference
between the BFN and the interleave method from a systems point of view.
The antenna is sized at 7 m for about 0.26-degree spot size as :;a average
for 12 and 14 GHz. Both transmit and receive channels utilize the _ame antenna.
This complicates the filtering process somewhat, but the BF; method promises
good sidelobes and the system results may prove (or disprove) the coznbina-
tion feasible for expanded operation. The power calculations are similar
to those for the interleave system. If large area spot combinations are
used, then T-.P power is needed since larger areas :Wean less gain. For the
pilot test', teL% area spots, 0.26 degree each, will be used so a close compari-
son to the interleave method can be made.
The power and mass summary is given below:
Mass (kg)	 Power (W)
12/14-GHz dish i7 n) 	 180
	
200
20 Tx (30 W)	 480
	
2500
20 Rc	 240
	
200
10x10 switch	 100
	
80
Feed	 100
Feed struct. and gimbal
	 53
	
1153
	
2980
The pointing, alignment, and stability requirements are the same as
the interleave case.
3.3.4 lion-Contieuous Beams
The non-continuous beam antenna operates in the 20/30-GHz bard as opposed
to the other payloads which operate in 12/14 GHz. The purpose for includi:^Y
this payload is not to check out the antenna operation, but to verify (1)
system operation at 20/30-GHz during light rain, and (2) the switching of
20/30-GHz traffic to 12/14 GHz during heavy rain. The heavy rain attenuation
at 20 and 30 GHz is so severe that a lower frequency band i.s needed as backup.
The verification of comaunication system operation of the 20/30 and 12/1+
GHz combination is one of the most important missions of the ETA' platform.
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ADVANTAGES
CONTIGUOUS BEAMS
HIGH FREQUENCY REUSE
REQUIRES ONE APERTURE
TOLERANCE REDUCTION
DISADVANTAGES
HIGH COMPLEXITY-
REDUCTION IN
SIDELOBES
%l a 3.3.3-1. Beam-Forming Network Concept
Satellite Systems Division
Space Systems Group V
Rockwell
 Intemational
EACH SECTOR HAS COMPARABLE TRAFFIC
Figure 3.3.3-2. B.F.N. Allows Beam Shaping
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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Since only 20 to 40 beams are envisioned for a full 20/30-GHz system,
and contiguous beams are not needed, the pilot system proposed for testing
on the ETVP utilizes one antenna for transmit and receive. Sidelobes should
not present a serious problem. The antenna is sized at 4 m to give 0.26-
degree beamwidth and about 56 dB gain at 20 GHz. Using 12 W per carrier,
36 Mb / s data rate with a 3.5-m ground antenna through 4 km (horizontal) of
16 mm/hr rain, gives satisfactory operation, theoretically. This calculation
includes 13 dB for rain margin. The amount of allowance needed for rain is
one of the test features for this payload. Operation under actual conditions
will greatly reduce the uncertainty of this area.
A mass and power summary is given below:
Mass (kg)	 Power (W)
20/30-GHz dish (4 m)
	 240
	 150
20 Tx (12 W)	 480	 1440
20 Rc (36 Mb/s)
	 240	 200
10x10 switch
	 100	 80
Feed struct. and gimbal
	 53
Bandwidth and cables to
	 300	 130
12/14 GHz
	
1413
	 2000
Pointing, alignment, and stability requirements are similar to t1+e
interleave system.
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3.4 MASS PROPERTIES
Table 3.4.0-1 presents the mass summary statement for the platform con-
figuration under study.
Rationale for Analysis
Basic structure masses were based on structures analysis and sizing.
The docking port masses and the rotary ,joint mass were calculated from
layouts. The systems control module mass is based on nominal specific unit
weights.
The solar panel mass was based on the standard Lockheed panel of
0.752 m by 4 m dimension with a mass of 3.147 kg. For the antenna platform
configurations, additional deployment and canisters were required. The
remainder of the electrical power and distribution mass was ba y =d on analyses
and requirements.
The attitude control mass, consisting of CMG's and the RCS, was based
on requirements reflected by the satellite mass properties and mission
requirements.
The mass of the TT&C and thermal control system are estimates based on
prior studies. The mass of the microwave and communication systems was based
on scaling algorithms. Propellant mass was based on satellite mass properties
and mission requirements.
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ITEM MASS (KG)
PLATFORM ARRAY (LESS P/0 (5313)
STRUCTURE & MECHANISM (4219)
FABRICATED BEAM, PRIMARY STRUCTURE 1252
CORD ASSEMBLY 15
STRUTS, ARRAY (24) 262
INTERSECT FITTINGS (66) 90
ATTACH PORTS (28) 2389
BRIDGE STRUCT.	 (SOLAR ARRAY END)	 (16) 34
BRIDGE THRUST STRUCTURE 147
MECH—THRUST_STRUCTURE 20
MECH—FWD MOD. TRUSS STRUCTURE to
ATTITUDE CONTROL
-,78Y
GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION & CONTROL 14--
MAGNETOMETER I
WIRE HARNESS 13
SUPPORT NEG
SUN SENSOR NEG
RENDEZVOUS & DOCKING AIDS (16) 64
TT&C (111)
Ku-BAND III
ANTENNA DISH	 (3-FT DIA)	 (1) 13
ELECTRONIC ASSY (1) 44
SIGNAL PROCESSOR (2) 45
STRUCTURAL HOUSING & MOUNT 9
ELECTRICAL POWER & DISTRIBUTION (905)
SWITCH GEAR 8
CONDUCTOR—POWER 234
COAX & TSP (C&DM) 19
DC/DC CONVERTER/REGULATOR log
DC/AC CONVERTER/REGULATOR 219
INSTALLATION 316
SYSTEM CONTROL MODULE (8282)
STRUCTURE & MECHANISM (2252)
PRIMARY STRUCTURE (2134)
EQUIPMENT SUPPORT CRUCIFORM 1000
SUPPORT TRUNNION STRUCTURE (2) 1134
ATTACH PORT (1) (68)
RENDEZVOUS, DOCK & BERTHING AIDS 	 (TELEOP.) (co)
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Table 3.4.0-1. Mass Summary (Cant.)
ITEM MASS (KG)
SYSTEM CONTROL MODULE (CONT.)
ATTITUDE CONTROL (1134)
GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION b CONTROL (1134)
PRECISION ATT. REF. PACKAGE (35)
INERTIAL REF. UNIT	 (1) 17
STAR TRACKER (2) 18
BACKUP ATT. REF. (17)
INERTIAL REF.	 UNIT	 (1) 17
COMPUTER (2) (26)
CONTROL MOMENT GYRO (CMG)
	 (3) (1056)
TT&C (91)
S-BAND (91)
PM TRANSPONr!R (2) 16
PM PROCESSOR (2) 8
DOPPLER EXTRACTOR (1) 7
POWER AMPLIFIER	 (1) 14
PREAMPLIFIER
	
(1) 12
FM TRANSMITTER b ANTENNA (2) 1
FM PROCESSOR (1) 5
SWITCH ASSY	 (1) 3
INSTALLATION 20
THERMAL CONTROL (751)
RADIATOR	 T (200 FT 2 EA. SIDE) 294
RADIATOR DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM 30
FLUID LOOP 234
COLDPLATES (76) 193
ELECTRICAL POWER b DISTRIBUTION (4054)
BATTERIES 3430
SWITCH GEAR, BATTERY (4) 2
BA-'TERY RACK 100
BATTERY CHARGERS, ELECTRONICS, SENSORS, HEATERS 198
DC/DC CONVERTER/REGULATORS 83
DC/AC CONVERTER/REGULATORS 165
CONDUCTOR 16
INSTALLATION 60
ROTARY JOINT ASSEMBLY (439)
STRUCTURAL HOUSING
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE SHAFTI 308
MECHANISMS
ACTUATING SYSTEM
ADAPTER, ROTARY TO S/A (2) 52
WIRE HARNESS 31
SLIP RINGS 48
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ITEM MASS (KG)
SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY (1226)
, 2 PP SYSTEMS (4 PEP WINGS) 1224
SWITCH GEAR 2
REACTION CONTkOL SYSTEM MODULE (DRY)
(2268 )
ATTACH PORT (4) 453
TOTAL—SATELLITE (DRY) LESS P/L 3 OTV 17,981
RCS PROPELLANT (7-YR SUPPLY 5,784
TOTAL—SATELLITE (WET) LESS PJL s OTV 23,765
PAYLOAD—TYPICAL COMMUNICATION (6650)
NTERLEAVE (2996)
7.5-m	 iSH ANTENNA (2) 12 GHz 360
TRANSMITTER (40) 960
RECEIVER (20) 480
SWITCH (20) 200
FEED 160
6.4-m DISH ANTENNA (2), 14 GHz 300
BERTHING PORTS (4) 374
FEED STRUCT. S GIMBAL, 7.5 m (2) • 105
FEED STRUCTURE S GIMBAL, 6.4 m (2) 57
SCANNING PHASED ARRAY (900)
3.7-m DISH ANTENNA (1)	 12114 GHz 170
SUBDISH 50
1/2 REFLECTOR 50
HORN ASSY (4) 40
SCANNING ARRAY 40
TRANSMITTER (1) 165 W 215
TRANSMITTER (4) 30 W EA 96
RECEIVER (1) 20
RECEIVER (4) 48
SWITCH & BUFFER 71
BERTHING PORT (1) 94
FEED STRUCT. & GIMBAL (1) 6
BEAM FORMING NETWORK (1247)
7.5-m  Df H ANTENNA (1)	 12114 GHz ISO
TRANSMITTER (20) 480
RECEIVER (20) 240
SWITCH 100
FEED -100
BERTHING PORT (1) 94
FEED STRUCT. & GIMBAL 53
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Table 3.4.0-1. Maas Sa ry (Cont.)
r
ITEM MASS (KG)
PAY
_ LLOAD (CONT.)
NON-CONTIGUOUS BEAMS (1207)
-m DISH mmewWro) 240
TRANSMITTER (20) 480
RECEIVER (20) 240
SWITCH 100
BERTHING PORT (1) 94
FEED STRUCT. s GIMBAL 53
BAND SWITCH 6 CABLES TO 12/14 GHz (300)
TOTAL—SATELLITE (WET) LESS OTV (GEO) 30,415
ORBIT TRANSFER PROPULSION (INERT) (3) 10,204
TOTAL—SATELLITE, GEO BURNOUT 40,619
OTV PROPELLANT (3 MOTORS) 69,687
TOTAL SATELLITE, LEO (INITIAL) 110,306
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APPENDIX A
SYMMETRIC VERSUS ASYMMETRIC SOLAR ARRAY CONFIGURATION
A-i
SYAffYIETRIC VS. ASrt44ETRIC SOLAR ARRAY CONFIGURATION
in the pursuit of this trade, comparative information was generated for each of six
basic issues. Expedient "problem models" and/or assumptions were made in each analysis
area to limit the scope to just the depth necessary for identifying distinguishing dif-
ferences. The main objective was to make an intelligent solar array concept selection
from which the ETVP preliminary design activity could proceed.
SELECTION SUMMARY
Briefly, the asymmetric configuration concept was selected because it offers (1) compar-
ative simplicities in its design and construction, (2) the inherent design and servicing
advantages of consolidated subsystems at a single location, and (3) the potential for
additional payload accommodations on the open and which could provide wide unobstructed
viewing. The symmetric case, while offering the advantages of downsized attitude con
-trol/CMG's,does posy
 design complexities for integrating the OTV thrust structure with
the solar array rotary joint/mounting structure. Proximity to the propulsion vibration
environment may also hose additional hazards. Thus, the asymmetric solar array configur-
ation concept was selected.
The six basic issues and their key comparative factors are summarized in Figure 1. Brief
discussions of the individual issues highlighting the basic evaluation logic and the
resulting important differences are presented in the accompanying paragraphs. The actual
analysis packages from which these summary materials were derived are contained in the
following enclosures:
• Enclosure (1) Attitude Control Analysis
• Enclosure (2) Configuration Analysis
• Enclosure (3) Construction Impact Analysis
• Enclosure (4) Power Distribution Impact Analysis
SYSTEM WEIGHTS IMPACT
The main factor affecting system weight is the lower disturbance torques inherent with
the symmetric solar array configuration. In GEO, solar pressure torques are the dominant
disturbance (for the asymmetric configuration). These could be reduced by 75% (or more,
if careful attention is given toward payload and subsystem location) for t
configuration. This would allow the use of smaller CMG's and reduced RCS
CMG desaturation. The combination of these effects, based on data scaled
advanced communications platform synthesized in Part I of the study, could
10 to 15• of the ATP system weight, but wculd likely fall into the 5% rang
system weight would also allow a corresponding reduction in orbit transfer
weight. However, the magnitude of these potential weight reductions will
number of Shuttle flights required for assembly and propulsion delivery (a
he symmetric
propellants for
from the
 be as much as
e. Reduced ATP
propulsion
not reduce the
weight
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reduction of 25-30• would be required to assure a reduction in the number of shuttle
flights). Thus, the main advantage with the symmetrical configuration is the ability
to use a smaller CNG system.
H MER REQUIROUXTS
The mats effect on electrical power requirements is related to the reduced CMG's above.
The ability to use smaller MSG's with the symmetric configuration means less power would
be needed to operate the attitude control subsystem. The delta power is estimated to be
as much as $00 to 1000 watts, but is not highly significant in a system sized to about
60 kW overall. The power requirements issue represents a small "plus" for the symmetric
configuration.
CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS
The asymmetric configuration offers significant simplicities in construction over the
symmetric concept. The power generation system installation occurs all at one location
and can be performed in a smooth uninterrupted sequence. All major electrical power
system elements can be handled, installed, and checked out in an efficient work pattern.
With the symmetric configuration, power system elements must be installed at both ends
of the platform. This implies, at the least, an extreme translation process to move
the construction fixture to the opposite and of the platform. This time-consuming
interruption in the EPS installation process may be further prolonged by sandwiching in
other construction tasks along the way. Also, in the symmetric configuration case, a
more complex thrust structure will likely be required to integrate the rotary joint/
solar array drive system into the structural arrangement. This would add to the
construction/installation complexity for the second solar array. Thus, the asymmetric
configuration offers significant design and construction advantages over the symmetric
concept.
COMPLEXITY OF POWER DISTRIBUTION
If full redundancy is assumed for the power distribution system, there are no basic
differences between distribution net-4orks for the symmetric and asymmetric configurations.
Similar parallel power buses would be required along the length of the platform for both
cases. This is especially true where the same level of service—say, S or 10 kW—is to
be provided at all payload/user stations. In the event that user loads could be tapered
along the bus thigh loads at one end, reduced to low loads at the other end), the line
sizes could be reduced in steps along the way. This would slightly favor the asymmetric
case where all power is generated at one end. Thus, from r, power distribution standpoint,
the symmetric vs. asymmetric configurations is essentially a toss-up with, maybe, a very
small "plus" favoring the asymmetric concept because of the tapered load possibility.
CARRYOVER OF PEP HARDWARE
No differences are apparent between the symmetric and asymmetric concepts in their
ability to directly utilize PEP solar array hardware. Sloth concepts can be confiqured
around the use of four solar arrays, canisters, and must deployment mechanisms. The
asymmetric configuration offers the possibility of "ganged" deployment design, but can
equally well use the individual deployment scheme which would be employed with the
symmetric arrangement. Thus, neither concept is favored from the standpoint of PEP
hardware carryover.
A-3
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IMPACT ON LOGISTICS AND COSTS
Logistics and costs impacts are judged to be a "toss-up". Reduced costs and logistics
due to down-sized CMG's and RCS propellants with the symmetric configuration could
easily be offset by cost increases for design and integration of the more complex
thrust structure/rotary joint needed with this configuration and possibly a longer
construction process. Thus, within the problem model definition for this task, no
clearly definable cost/logistics superiority could be identified with either concept.
A-4
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ATTITUDE CONTROL ANALYSIS
SUBJECT: Balanced Solar Panels for the Advanced Tec.^nology Communications Platforms
A study was performed on the advanced technology communications platforms to
determine the benefits in reduction of attitude control system weight and power of
moving one-half the solar panels to the opposite end of the platform. The major
environmental disturbance on the platform at geosynchronous altitude is solar pressure.
This is due to the long lever arm between the solar panels and the platform center
of mass (CM) in the asymmetric design.
The geometry and mass properties data used in the study are given in the figure
below.
x.77. r'9 
i
^1n5,3•; -
	 ,.
+
5 M.?r
I y^`^..^.w
	 07 +its: 4.
Mass of platform - 4125 . 44 slugs ( 132,732 lb)
IXX	 404 . 60x106 sl-ft2
Iyy = 3.476x10 6 sl-ft2
CM
IZZq::M = 405.03 X 106 si-ft2
Mass of tutal solar array - 93.2 slugs ( 2998.3 lb).
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The new configuration is given below:
1.27.i - lots, it
 0-^-^--0
7
O► 	
r	
--
`3
r^
^`	
t
The first task is to determine the new CH of the platform.
CM of platform without solar panels
(132,732)(5896.2)+(2998.3)(227.19)1 -
	 129,733.71	 6037.72 in.
CM of platform with balanced solar panels
i	 = (129,733.71)(6037.72)+(1499.15)(9055.12)-(1499.15)(227.19) = 6001.04 in.
M	 132,732
M solar pressure torque on the balanced configuration is determined as
follows;
TSP	
= FSP (2A)(5896.2+227.19) = 12,246.78 A FSP
HASIG VEHICLE
T	 = F (A(6001.04+227.19)-A(6001.04-9055.12)] - 3,174.15 AFSP BALANCEDVEHICLE SP	 Sp
Therefore, the torque due to solar pressure on the balanced platform is 0.26 (26s)
that of the basic platform. The configuration change results in the following momentum
buildups:
Secular Roll/Yaw - 5800x0.26 - 1508 N-m-sec/hr
Secular Pitch	 No change since X and 2 CM do not change
Cyclic	 Pitch	 No change
The other environmental disturbance on the platform is gravity gradient. The
largest gravity gradient torque is the cyclic pitch torque. The gravity-gradient
torques are a direct function of the difference of the off-axis inertias. Therefore,
the change in I XX and I`z will be determined. The change in geometry does not affect
the pitch axis inertia.
A-7
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The panels are assumed to lie in the YZ plane of the platform. The mX 2 term of
the complete solar array -
93.2' x ( 5896.2+227. 19At)
 2 - 24.27'10 6 al-ft2
4
The IX
 of the solar array - 93.2 ( 52..52 +269 2,W) - 0.583X10 6 sl-ft'
r
The IX of one solar panel - 46.6 (26.252 + 269?) - 0.284x10 6 sl-ft 2
-rz
Ixx of ATOP without solar panels about original CM
404.6x10 6 - 24.27 x10 6 - 0.58x10 6 - 379.75x10 6 S1-ft2
I of ATCP with balanced solar panels about original CM
xx
379.75 x10 6 + 2(0.284 x106 ) + 46.6 (5896.2+227.2/12) 2 + 46.6(263.24)
395.68x10 6
 sl-ft 2
IXX of ATCP with balanced solar panels about new CM
I	 -395.68x10 6 - 4125.44 (5896.2-6037.72/12) 2 = 395.11 x10 6 sl-ft2
The I Z of the solar array = 93.2 (52.5 2/12) = 21,405 sl-ft2
The I  of one solar panel - 46.6 (26.25 2/12) - 2,676 sl-ft2
IZZ of ATCP without solar panels about original CM
405.03x10 6 - 21,405 - 24.27x10 6 = 380.74x10 6 sl-ft2
I ZZ of ATCP with balanced solar panels about original CM
380.74x10 6 + 2(2676)+46.6(5996.2+227.19/12) 2 + 466.6(263.24 )2 - 396.11 x10 6 sl-ft'
IZZ of ATOP with balanced solar panels about new CM
396.11 x10 6 - 4125.44(5396.2-6037.72/12) 2 = 395.54x10 6 S1 -ft2
The ratio of old inertia differences to new are
about X-axis	 405.03x10 6 - 3.476x106 = 1,02395.54x10 - 3.476x106
404.6x10 6 - 405 .03x106
about Y-axis	 395.11x1-- 395.54x106- 1.00
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The change in inertia differences is not significant, so that significant changes
in gravity-gradient torques cannot be expected and the same secular and periodic
momentum buildups can be expected with either configuration.
With the new or balanced configuration, the CMG sizing is as follows, assuming
a 12-hr desaturation interval:
Pitch axis--no change
HY - 67x12+2020 - 2824 N-m-sec/12 hr
Roll/yaw axis
HX/Z = (130+1508) x12+20 - 19,676 N-m-sec/12 hr
The RSS of these two momentum values is 19,878 N-m-sec/12 hr. This is 28% of
the old configuration momentum value of 71,180 N-m-sec/12 hr (a reduction of 72%).
A configuration of seven Skylab CMG's of 3118 N-m-sec (2300 ft-lb-sec) would accomplish
this task. The CMG package would weigh 467x7 - 3269 lb.
The electrical power consumed by the CMG package would be (steady state) about
7x150 - 1050 watts.
The RCS system for desaturation is required for only secular momentum control.
Assuming that stationkeeping does not aid in momentum dump, the RCS propellant required
per 12 hours is computed to be, assuming an ISp = 2746 N-kg/sec (280 sec),
Roll/Yaw = (1508+130)x12)/(230/2x2746) = 0.0622 kg every 12 hours.
The original configuration would use
Roll/Yaw - (5930xl2)/(230/2x2746) = 0.2254 kg every 12 hours.
The ratio is 0.28, or a savings of 72%.
There is no difference in the pitch axis; the RCS propellant required is:
Pitch - (67xl2/(24.2/2 x9746) - 0.0242 kg every 12 hours.
For a year's operation, the balanced configuration would require 63 kg to the
original configuration's 182.2 kg—a savings of 65%.
If the ATCP could be configured so that the roll/yaw secular solar pressure
torque is eliminated, the control system size would reduce to the following:
Roll/Yaw momentum - 1580 N-m-sec/12 hr
Pitch momentum - 2164 N-m-sec/12 hr
Total momentum required - 2,679.4 N-m-sec.
A-9
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This momentum requirement could be met by one Skylab CMG. At least two Skylab CMG's
are required for three-axis control, or smaller CMG's could be used such as three
Sperry CMG's of 1356 N-m-sec. Three of these units would weigh 525 lb and use and
require about 48 watts of running power.
Propellant requirements for desaturation are
Roll/Yaw: 0.0050 kg/12 hr
Pitch:	 0.0242 kg/12 hr
which results in 21.4 kg/year.
The original Task 1 study assumed that one half of the RCS attitude control
propellants could be saved by judicious firings of the thrusters to combine momentum
denaturation with the once-per-day stationkeeping maneuvers. Therefore, the propellant
requirements computed in this analysis could be halved using the same assumptions.
If a balanced configuration is assumed, the use of an all-RCS system (no CMG's)
might become Feasible. The cyclic gravity torques are at twice orbit frequency,
while the solar pressures are at orbit frequency.
Roll/yaw per day = (130x24+4x20)/(230/2x2746) = 10.14 x10- 3 kg/day
Pitch per day	 (67x24+4x1900+120x2)/(24.2/2x2746) = 0.28 kg/day
For a seven-year period this amounts to 742 kg (1634 lb) which is about 3.2 times
the weight of the CMG system.
The Task 1 study allotted 2.8x106 N-sec for attitude control over a seven-year
period solely dedicated to CMG desaturation. Another 2.8 x10 6 N-sec were picked up
by the stationkeeping maneuver, which gives 5.6 x10 6 N-sec. The breakdown is
4.4x10 6 N-sec for roll/yaw and 1.2x10 6 N-sec for pitch.
The weight breakdown is 1602.33 kg for roll/yaw and 437 kg for pitch, or a total
of 2039.33 kg. The yearly allocation is 291.33 kg (642.28 lb) which is greater by
a factor of 3.2 over the calculations stated herein. The difference is not known
at this time, but could be in the value of specific impulse or lever arms used.
F_
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CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS
The following five figures summarize important options and implications associ-
ated with symmetric and asymmetric color array installations.
Figure 2-1 shows an asymmetric configuration concept in which the standard PEP
arrays and their deployment masts are mounted to a common support boom. This con-
cept offers the potential for virtually off-the-shelf use of PEP hardware.
Figure 2-2 also shows an asymmetric configuration concept, but reflects an option
which has significantly less potential for direct use of PEP hardware. It uses the
standard PEP solar arrays, but utilizes single deployment masts to extend the two
PEP arrays making up each "wing." Thus, the mast deployment mechanism would be
nonstandard.
Figure 2-3 shows the mounting concept for the aft array installation of a
symmetric configuration. This concept requires a longer apex beam (platform
structural modification) in order to provide clearance between the orbit transfer
propulsion module and the solar array.
Figure 2-4 shows basically the same installation design as in Figure 2-3, but
naw
_ without the extended apex beam. In this case, the capability for safe fly-away must
be added to the propulsion module. With the propulsion module gone, the solar array
can be deployed with adequate clearance envelopes.
Figure 2-5 shows a third option for the symmetric solar array configuration.
In this arrangement, the rotary joint is modified to accommodate a thrust load path.
This eliminates the need for adding a fly-away capability in the propulsion module.
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ENCLOSM (3) Colfr=cTION IMPACT AMySIS
J. Roebuck
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CONSTRUCTION IHPACT ANALYSIS
The major considerations relating to construction operations and resulting
timelines are the duplications of effort needed to install the balanced solar
array system. As shown in Figure 3-1 for the balanced array there is an unavoid-
able additional set of activities involving installation of two sets of solar
arrays, two slip ring rotary joints and associated electrical power distribution
wiring, switches, j-boxes and related equipment. Also there are two major
installations to checkout. If the solar array system installation is substantial-
ly different at the propulsion end of the ATP (as compared to the opposite end),
there may be added complications of construction handling, lighting, special TV
viewing devices, as well as crew training.
The interactions of logistics with installation sequence are not clear at
this time. However; there is a strong possibility that both the solar arrays
will be installed near the end of the constn:ction project, in close serial order.
Thus, the balanced array may require an additional translation of the construction
fixture from one end of the structure to the other.
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ENCLOSURE (4) POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Pieter de Jong
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POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
To ic: Solar Arrays located at both ends of the platform vs one S/A at one
end, i.e., balanced vs unbalanced power sources.
Power Distribution and Switching issues affected are as listed on the
Figure 4-1. Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show the main elements of an EPS system
concept suited to the Applications Technology Platform.
The possible reduction in wiring weight and/or losses depends on location
of the loads. One that basis the reduction can range from 0 to 50%.
Smaller power sources to be switched would be of minor impact where
switching would be performed in stages due to limitations of available
switch gear.
The requirement to switch power at both ends of the platform is considered
a slight disadvantage of the balanced system because of remoteness (from the
control module) of half of the power course switch gear.
Other elements of power distribution and switching are anticipated to
remain unchanged whether balanced or unbalanced power sources are employed.
In summation, there are no strong arguments in favor or against a balanced
solar array system with regard to considerations of power switching and distribu-
tion.
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APPENDIX B
IN—PLANE VERSUS STAGGERED BEAM ETVP CONFIGURATION TRADE
B—i
In Plane Versus Staggered Beam ATP Configuration Trade
This trade was initiated to determine the characteristics and
implications of an ATP structure configuration with in-plane
mounted transverse members and of a structure configuration with
staggered mounted transverse members. Earlier studies revealed
an interference condition with the transverse members when utilized
in a tri-beam arrangement. Figure 1 illustrates the interference.
Two solutions to this condition were identified; (1) stagger the
members, or (2) modify the end configuration of the transverse
members. This trade addressed the characteristics and implications
to the ATP for each of two solutions.
The enclosed briefing discusses the issues of structural capability,
intersection configurations illustratipg three variations of the
revised beam ends, construction and construction strategy, systems
installation, solar panel installations for the SPS Test Article
arrangement, safety, and growth/legacy.
The in-plane arrangement was selected because of the advantages over
the staggered arrangement in the construction operations. The stag-
gered arrangement requires a three step translation for the attach-
ment of the transverse members, and the installation of the solar
panels for the SPS Test Article is more complex. The revision to
the beam ends required for the in-plane arrangement involves only
software changes to the beam builder to provide the shorter end bay.
Consequently, the ATP structural arrangement will be as shown in the
enclosed briefing chart entitled the "Rockwell Tri-Beam Concept."
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APPLVWX C
TRADE STUDY, STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION
0
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Presented herewith is the trade study that compared a Vierendeel tri-beam
with an "X"-braced tri-beam.
The decision factors favored the "X"-braced tri-beam rather than the Vieren-
deel. Briefly stated, the disadvantage of increased fixture, construction
and structural analysis complexity inherent with the X-bracing are outweighed
by the following significant advantages:
o Use of one less propulsion module - higher TJW allowable; lower gravity
loss.
o higher operational flexibility - use of the Vierendeel structure would
require at least a A hour settling time to reduce attitude control
torque induced deformations to acceptable values. In contrast the
settling tiros for the "X"-braced tri-beam is negligible*
o higher versatility of design - the Vierendeel design is essentially at
the maximum limit of its capability (p. C-28) within the constraint of
the tri-beam depth. Both the longitudinal cap and diagonal cords were
increased to the permissible limits anticipated by GD. Increased per-
formance is availoble, however, with the "X"-braced design through
increase of the beam cap gage or increase of the "X"-brace strip
member cross sectional area.
o Least Control System Impact - The minimum structural frequency of the
"X"-braced design is significantly higher.
o Legacy - The "X"-braced design will provide the legacy for future appli-
cations with more stringent structural requirements than those of the
ATP.
An illustration of the foregoing is described on page C-27. The chart
compares the variation of axial load capability as a function of the
characteristic AE. For the truse (i.e., cable braced), the parameter
refers to the "X" bracing with a conrtant value of 20,000 pounds used
for the AE of the GD beam diagonal cords. For the Vierendeel design
the parameter AE refers to the GD beam diagonal cords. The Vierendeel
structure is competitive with the truss, i.e., the axial load capability
was essentially the same for the same configuration depth, cap areas,
and AE, BUT the Vierendeel capability is limited by the diagonal cord
AE that is achieved with the current GD machine-made beam. Discussion
with GD personnel have indicated .080 inch 'iameter "S-glass" for the
diagonal cords are probably the upper limit of the present design
(.040"). The .080 inch diameter cords hav-s the AE value of 20x10 3 lb
shown, and for this example, the axial load capability for a depth of
172 inches is " 10,000 pounds. The truss, however, using bracing of
AE " 1.47x106 lb can provide an axial load capability greater than
40,000 pound&. The same conclusions can be drawn for torsional induced
deformations.
C-1
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With regard to the geodetic beam configurations, the "Geodetic Vierendeel"
appeared to represent the best of the three geodetic beam applications studied.
The basic geodetic beam shear and torsional stiffness is substantial - such
that this Vierendeel does not require "X" bracing for the ATP application.
,The geodetic beam cluster structural performance was comparable to the Vieren-
deel; however, the construction complexities inherent with the joining of the
beams (p. C-12 & C-23), while possibly resolvable with future study, were suf-
ficient at this point to result in selection of the "Geodetic Vierendeel" for
comparison with the "X"-braced tri-beam utilizing the GD machine-made beam.
In assessing the relative merits of the geodetic and triangular (GD) beams for
application to the EM, it was concluded that both are viable options but that
additional data (p. C-29) is required. For example, the joint capability of
the lap joint utilizing the GD beam (p. C-13) needed to be understood as well
as the capability of the Geodetic structure to receive joint loads (p. C-14).
The foregoing discussions in conjunction with the enclosed briefing charts
present the major considerations that resulted in the selection of 'T'-braced
tri-beam (utilizing the GD machine-made beam) for the structural configuration
ETVP. For this report the following text is attached for clarification of
the figures presented on the briefing charts.
Page C-7. The attachment to the geodetic beam was based on the use of
appropriate equipment mounted external to the geodetic beam.
The openings between the pultruded rods permit access for
backup of the attachment. Placement of an astronaut or equip-
ment inside the beam was not considered.
The figure at the extreme lower right portion of the chart
represents one potential concept for a saddle in a Vierendeel
or 'T'-braced configuration. The cross hatched regions denote
the area of attachment to the geodetic beam. Three regions
each are provided for the longitudinal beam and for the trans-
verse beam. The regions can be a structural grid that matches
the geodetic nodal point pattern on the beam, thereby provid-
ing numerous attach points to the beam (as required for load).
The regions are joined together by appropriate bracing. The
three regions of attachment permit transfer of all the poten-
tial axial forces and moments (p.0-14) in the geodetic beam
through forces essentially tangent to the geodetic beam Surface.
In this concept the separate sections above and below the plane
of attachment can be folded into an essentially flat array to
be subsequently and separately fastened to the geodetic beams.
Later mechanical or welded joining at the plane of attachment
is accomplished.
C-2
Sateiiite Systems oivision „ Rockwell
Space Systems Group International
Page C-12. To develop the composite behavior of the individual geodetic
beams the structural element (shaded) is provided (at discrete
intervals, as required). This element attaches (tangentially)
to each geodetic beam at two locations. The attachment must
transfer the longitudinal VQ/I forces ,necessary to composite
behavior. For the particular geom:try shown these VQ/I forces
exert couples that must be sustained by balancing tangential
forces directed along the circumference. This structural
element can be totally fabricated and contained in a magazine
as shown on P. C-23. An alternate concept is shown at the
lower left, for minimum stowage volume.
Page C-14. The potential axial loads and moments to be transmitted to the
saddle are shown at the right side of the chart.
o The "Y” loads are transmitted longitudinally along attachment
lines 1-2 and 5-6.
o The combination of "Y" loads and moment about the "Z" axis
is transmitted by the distributed transverse loading shown
along attachment line 3-4.
o The combination of "Z" loads and moment about the "X" and "Y"
axes are transmitted by the distributed transverse loading
shown along attachment lines 1-2 and 5-6.
All of the above loads are essentially tangent to the geodetic beams.
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APPENDIX D
THRUST STRUCTURE
D-i
THRUST STRUCTURE CONCEPT SELECTION
The Engineering Test and Verification Platform requires transport from its LEO con-
struction orbit to its GEO mission orbit. A low thrust cryo propulsion
concept is to be used for the required orbit transfer maneuvers. Three
equally sized propulsion modules were assumed for the thrust structure
analysis model used here. Two propulsion modules would be fired in parallel
as a first stage and the third module would serve as the second stage. The rlatform
is assumed to be a long (130 meters), slender, space-fabricated tri-beam
configuratior. with various subsystem and payload modules attached. The
thrust structure must be designed for thrusting along the long axis of the
platform.
With this bas-c "problem model" four thrust structure concepts were synthe-
sizee and evaluated over gross comparative factors. The four concepts are
shown schematically in Figures 1 through 4 along with key comparative features/
factors.
The results are summarized in the table below.
Thrust Structure Concents Com parison Summary
Concept
Factor
1
Truss &
Tripod
2
Strap-On
Propulsion
3
Strut Space
Frame
4
Axial
Propulsion
Stowage Poor Good Good Good
Design Complexity Poor Poor Good Good
Installation Opns Good Poor Good Poor
Complexity
Impact on None High None (zh
Propulsion
Selected Concept
D-1
E. Katz
25 September 1979
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i CRITERION 
I
ONE OUTBOARD ENGINE FIRES UP AND
THE OTHER OUTBOARD ENGINE FAILS
i
•	 RIGID TRUSS A;.D TRIPOD
•	 BULKY STOWAGE
•	 EASY INSTALLATION
•	 ENGINE FAILURE CRITERION - REQUIRES EXTRA STRUTS
Figure 1. Rigid Truss S Tripod
E. Katz
25 September 1979
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CRITERION
ONE OUTBOARD ENGINE FIRES UP AND
i	 THE OTHER OUTBOARD ENGINE FAILS
o	 STRXP ON ENGINES
o	 ENGINE FAILURE CRITERION - REQUIRES EXTRA STRUTS
o	 ENGI`?E MODULE REQUIRES MODIFICATION
Figure 2. Strap On Propulsion
D-3
,
1o SPACE FRAME - STRUTS
o LIGHT WEIGHT
o ENGINE FAILURE CRITERION - REQUIRES UO CHANGES
0 LOW VOLUME STOWAGE
Figure 3. Strut Formed Space Frame
D-4
E. Katz
25 September 1979
• AXIAL ENGINE INSTALLATION
• DIFFICULT TO INSTALL ENGINES
• LOWER T/W CAUSES FUEL PENALTY
• REQUIRES PROPULSION INTERi-.AGE ELEMENT
POWER, SIGNAL, SEPA:tATION INTERFACE
Figure 4. Axial Propulsion Concept
D-5
g
Concept 3 , the strut formed space frame was selected. It offers the option
of being built up with individual strut members which can be efficiently pack-
aged in the orbiter bay or of being formed with deployable subassemblies which
would be easier to assemble, but possibly require more packaging volume. It
is a relatively simple design of "pin-jointed" members and requires no modifi-
cations to the propulsion modules for strap-on or interstage capabilities. It
also provides good access for propulsion module installation operations with-
out the need for making special strap-on or interstage physical/electrical
connections. Thus, Concept 3 was selected because it offers beneficial
features in all comparative factors.
D-6
APPENDIX E
SCM STRUT SUPPORT CONCEPT
f
E-i
This analysis documents the rationale for the selection of the SCM support
structure concept.
Three SCM support structure arrangements were developed and analyzed
i
	
and are schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The prefabricated truss support
concept was the arrangement that was represented on the baseline ETVP. The
other two arrangements utilized erectable type strut configurations.
The evaluation factors that were utilized to evaluate and select a concept
are listed below:
Evaluation Factors:
(1) Support Structure - Support structure concept to minimize installation
complexity, be compatible with RMS capability,
minimize weight and complexity of total assembly.
(2) SCM Location	 - Support structure to be compatible with acceptable
locations of the SCM to minimize load impacts to
the platform, and to also accommodate sensor viewing
requirements.
(3) Impact on SCM	 - Support structure to be compatible with the least
weight and least complex structure arrangement for
the SCM.
(4) Install Effort	 - Installation to be accomplished from the orbiter
utilizing the RMS. Complexity of operations and
time to assemble to be minimized. Remote installa-
,ion effort desirable - no EVA.
(5) Packageability	 - Support structure to be packageable for transport
in the Shuttle Orbiter in the most efficient pack-
aged configuration. Minimal complexity of restraint
hardware desireable.
E-1
A description of the three SCM support structure concept follows:
Prefabricated Truss SupRort. This concept utilizes three truss type beams
attached to the ends of the platform longitudinal members. The attachment
is achieved by utilizing the standard attach ports installed on the ends of
the longitudinal members. A single attach port which will accept the SCM
is attached to the truss beams and located in the vicinity of the apex of the
ETVP cross section. This location minimizes the bending moments imposed on
the platform during GEO transfer by positioning the SCM on the opposite side
of the ETVP payloads. This single point attachment arrangement, however,
introduces deflections in the SCM that must be reacted by the primary structure
of the SCM. Additional structural elements, therefore, will be required to
accommodate the single point load reaction path.
The prefabricated beams will occupy approximately 40m 3 of cargo bay
volume. Each beam will be installed on the platform by utilizing the VMS to
mate the beams to the platform attach ports. A nominal amount of time is
anticipated to accomplish this installation/assembly.
Individually Assembled Strut Concept
The individually assembled strut SCM support structure concept utilizes
tapered struts. These struts are completely assembled and need only to be
installed on the platform. The strut lengths were adjusted in order to place
the SCM on the centroid of the platform cross section. Four different length
struts are required to achieve the SCM centroidal location. The centroid
location was chosen because it does not introduce any additional bending loads
on the ETVP.
Three attach points are located on the SCM to accept the six struts. These
struts interface with the SCM structure in a ;,—z atible manner that minimizes
SCM load reaction structure.
E-2
The installation procedure requires that each strut be installed individually.
Consequently, the assembly time is greater than that anticipated for the baseline
truss structure concept.
The individual struts package in a fairly efficient manner and require only
.3m3 of cargo bay volume.
Foldable Strut Concept
The foldable strut zoncept was developed in order to u►laimize the assembly
time for the assembly and installation of the support structure and for the
installation of the SCM to the support structure. For thi. --oneept the struts
are assembled on the ground with appropriate folding joints which allow the
assembly to be packaged in a reasonable volume. The structural arrangement has
the same features as the individually assembled concept - three reaction points
on the SCM. Each of the struts in this concept are of equal length. Consequently,
the SCM is located slightly above the centroid (closer to the apex) of the plat-
form so that it will slightly reduce the bending moments on the platform structure.
The total assembly is removed from the cargo bay by the RMS and attached to one
end of the platform and then deployed in a controlled manner. 	 The other two
attachments are then mated, thus completing the SCM support structure installation. A
minimum installation time is required for this concept with, however, additional
complexity necessary to achieve the folding.
The volume occupied in the cargo bay is approximately 1m3.
The foldable structural arrangement was selected for the ETVP to minimize
construction time at the expense of some structural arrangement complexity.
The equal length struts will minimize fabrication costs of the struts while
the three point support structure attach concept will minimize the structure
of the SCM. The packaging of the concept creates an acceptable arrangement
and an acceptable volume utilization.
Figure 1 illustrates the three concepts and summzrizes the characteristics
of each.
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APPENDIX F
ATTACH PORT CUNCEPTS TRADE
F-i
30WOM e, OWW"
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ATTACH PORT CONCEPTS TRADE
The attachment concept for .arge subsystems (RCS modules, system
control module, etc.) and for the antenna payloads is achieved with
an active latching arrangement. The modules are guided into their
proper position to affect the attachment. The orbiter RMS provides
the berthing movement which activates this attachment process. The
Space Construction System Analysis performed in Part I assumed a
port design concept similar to the three petal neuter concept which
is considered to be the baseline docking concept for the orbiter.
This concept - the neuter docking arrangement - is driven by the
regv : s«ment to permit manned passage thru the docking interface.
The attachment of the subsystem modules and of the antennas does
not require this capability and, consequently, a simpler, lighter
concept would appear to be more compatible and desirable. This
trade study addresses that issue - what module attaching port con-
cept is most compatible for the installation operation?
The enclosed briefing charts define the principle requirements of
an attaching port and discusses the issues of structural joining of
the port to the ETVP beams, various alignment concepts (probe /drogue
and petal), implications to payload packaging, and latching consider
orations.
The truss to truss attach port concept was selected because of its
relative simplicity, good visibility of the latching interface, and
good packaging density. This concept will be defined in sufficient
detail required to analyse the construction process for joining the
attach port to the structure, the installation procedure of modules,
and the orbiter packaging arrangement.
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USER SURVEY RESULTS
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